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Abstract 
 

The Development of an Antagonistic SMA Actuation 

Technology for the Active Cancellation of Human Tremor 

 

by 

 

Anupam Pathak 

 

Co-Chairs: Diann Erbschloe Brei and Jonathan E. Luntz 
 

Human Tremor is an unintentional bodily motion that affects muscle control among 

both healthy individuals and those with movement disorders, occasionally to severe 

detriment. While assistive devices avoid the risk of side effects from pharmacological 

or surgical treatments, most devices are impractical for daily use due to limitations 

inherent in conventional actuators. The goal of this research is to address these 

limitations by developing an antagonistic Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuation 

technology, enabling a new class of active tremor cancellation devices. This is 

accomplished through the construction of a model and body of empirical support that 

provides the necessary design insight and predictive power for an antagonistic actuator 

that ensures stable amplitude and high frequency motion with low power draw.  

Actuation frequency and power draw were improved while balancing their competing 

effects through the development of: 1) a method that accurately measures the 

convective coefficient of SMA to enhance actuator design, 2) a growth process for 

carbon nanotube cooling fins to enhance cooling in a fixed medium, and 3) an 



xix 
 

understanding of the antagonistic architecture to produce increased frequency in a 

controllable manner. To enable applications requiring predictability for positioning and 

complex control, a thermodynamic model for antagonistic SMA was derived to account 

for inertial, slack, boiling, friction, and convective effects. Using the model, a series of 

simulation studies provided design insight on the effect of operating environment, 

driving signal, and environmental conditions so that the generic actuation system can 

be utilized in a wide variety of applications beyond tremor cancellation. If high forces 

are required in such applications, stability issues can arise, which were addressed in 

experimental shakedown research that broadens the high-stress SMA design space. The 

technology enabled by this dissertation was demonstrated in a working Active 

Cancellation of Tremor (ACT) prototype that produced 71% RMS cancellation of 

human tremor. The cancellation results show significant improvement over the current 

state of the art by providing intuitive, lightweight, compact hand-held tremor 

cancellation that is a promising solution to numerous assistive applications in medical, 

military, and manufacturing sectors. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Human tremor is a persistent physiological condition that is present to some degree 

in all people. While tremor is typically benign, in operations requiring fine muscle 

control such as microsurgery, precision manufacturing, or military targeting, it can 

severely affect performance. Additionally in over 10 million people in the US, a 

significantly amplified form of human tremor manifests as an abnormal motion 

disorder called Essential Tremor. In many such cases, the significant difficulty that 

tremor causes in daily functioning—tasks as simple as eating and drinking—impairs 

quality of life and can lead to social isolation. 

Unfortunately, current pharmacological treatments have varying success in abating 

the condition, and surgical procedures are invasive, costly, and present the risk of 

harmful side-effects. In response to this problem, physically assistive technologies 

approach tremor mitigation in three ways: isolation, suppression, and active 

cancellation. While tremor isolation and suppression have found uses in telerobotic 

systems and in actively damped input devices, they are limited in mobility and are 

unacceptable for daily use due to their bulk, weight, high cost, and issues with user 

acceptance. Hand-held active cancellation, however, provides an attractive solution due 

to its potential for intuitive operation, portability, low weight, and overall user comfort.  

While active cancellation is promising, it has not been fully realized since it creates 

strict packaging, stroke, weight, and frequency limitations on the actuator. 

Conventional technologies have difficulty meeting these restrictions due to issues with 
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scalability, leading to excess weight and bulk. Most smart materials have difficulty in 

output stroke and fragility, though Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) present an appealing 

solution due to the material’s extremely high energy density, robustness, low weight, 

and compact nature. By configuring SMA wires in an antagonistic architecture, an 

extremely small actuator can be developed that is capable of producing high-speed 

cyclic motion profiles (ideal for tremor cancellation). The antagonistic architecture is 

also able to offer a greater range of control than traditional single-wire spring- or 

load-reset architectures. 

While antagonistic SMA presents a viable solution, several fundamental research 

issues exist that must be resolved before the technology can be fully utilized. Stability 

in output amplitude, for example, is a significant challenge since SMA is known to 

exhibit degradation in recovered motion above certain stress levels. Actuation 

frequency is another research issue, as little understanding and engineering data exist to 

properly specify coolants that produce a required frequency response without creating 

excess power draw. Predictability and design insight are also currently lacking for 

antagonistic SMA, and there is a strong need for a physically-based model that is 

capable of assisting in actuator and controller design.  

Thus, the goal of this dissertation is to enable a new class of human tremor 

cancellation by developing a model and experimental based technological 

understanding of antagonistic SMA actuators. By bringing to bear the necessary 

predictability, controllability and design insight on the design process, the competing 

goals of the antagonistic actuator can be managed to produce stable high amplitude 

output in a compact hand-held package while improving frequency with minimal 

power draw. 
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1.1 Tremor 

Tremor is defined as an unintentional muscle movement in the human body 

which is rhythmic and oscillatory in nature. It is found both in healthy individuals and 

among those suffering from neurological movement disorders. The effects of tremor 

can be severe. For healthy people working in sectors needing fine muscle control such 

as microsurgery, precision manufacturing, or military targeting, even small tremors can 

cause catastrophic effects (e.g., injury to a patient during surgery). For individuals 

suffering from neurological disorders, the extent of tremor is much greater and can be 

debilitating, causing loss of ability to function in lifestyles or occupations held prior to 

disease onset. This section provides a brief definition of the different forms of tremor 

and their causes along with the current modes of treatment. This research will focus on 

both normal physiological tremor and essential tremor for which assistive devices are a 

possible form of treatment. A review of the current approaches taken to reduce these 

forms of tremor is provided to aid in identifying the technological need for this 

dissertation (discussed in Section 1.3).   

1.1.1 Tremor Classifications 

There are many classifications and causes of tremor, i.e. see (Sagma 2003), but the 

most debilitating class is an interference of activated muscle movement (this is found 

both in healthy and impaired individuals). These types of tremors, called action 

tremors, occur in three forms: postural, isometric, and kinetic (Table 1.1). Postural 

tremor occurs in unsupported limbs, and can be noticed when a subject extends their 

arms outward from the body (Evidente 2000). Isometric tremor is noticed during 

contraction against stationary objects (such as firmly grasping a cup), and Intention 

tremor occurs during voluntary targeted motions such as finger-to-nose testing. 

Intention tremor has a distinct characteristic of increasing in amplitude while a patient 
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is engaged in target-directed motion (Evidente 2000).  

Causes of action tremor vary, but the two most common are classified as 

physiological and essential tremors. Physiological tremor is found in all normal 

persons (Sagma 2003), and often is exacerbated by exhaustion, emotional distress, or 

certain body positions that offer no musculature support (Joyce and Rack 1974). 

Essential tremor, on the other hand, is an abnormal movement disorder, and is the most 

common one worldwide (Zesiewicz and Hauser 2001) with estimates as high as 4% 

among persons older than 65 years (Thanvi, et al. 2006). True prevalence of essential 

tremor may be much higher (up to 50%) since most people with mild forms are unaware 

of it (Sagma 2003). Neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease and Cerebellar 

lesions (damage to the Cerebellar region of the brain) may also cause action tremor, 

though they are less common than essential tremor (in the case of Parkinson’s Disease,  

20 times less common) (Sagma 2003).  

1.1.2 Tremor Motion Characteristics 

Tremor is characterized as a periodic motion (Shahani and Young 1976) that is 

rhythmical and sinusoidal in nature (Figure 1.1). Because the human body is a 

mechanical structure with internal damping and elasticity, the frequency of this 

Table 1.1. Summary of three types of action tremor. Postural tremor is the most common 
form. (Sagma 2003) 
Action Tremor 

Type 

Frequency (Hz) Amplitude Occurrence Examples 

Postural Medium to High 
(4-12) 

Increases 
with 
voluntary 
movement 

Limb maintains 
position against 
gravity 

Physiological 
tremor; essential 
tremor; metabolic 
disturbance; drug 
or alcohol 
withdrawal 

Intention / 
Kinetic 

Medium (<5)  Increases 
with targeted 
movement  

Movements of the 
limb (targeted for 
Intention) 

Cerebellar Lesion  

Isometric  Medium (<5) Variable Contraction 
against stationary 
objects 

Grasping a heavy 
object in one 
hand 
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periodic motion is highly dependent on the body part from which the tremor is 

measured (Table 1.2). For example, tremor associated with the eye can be as high as 

35-40 Hz (Bengi and Thomas 1973). Elbow tremor (impacting precision of forearm 

motions) is much lower, occurring in the range of 3-5 Hz (Fox and Randall 1970). Even 

lower frequencies have been reported from irregularities of subtetanic motor unit 

firings (slow nerve firings that do not produce continuous motion). This motion was 

first suggested by (Schäfer 1886) and were later confirmed in several studies (Allum, et 

al. 1978; Dietz, et al. 1976; Marshall and Walsh 1956). It has been reported that these 

motor unit firings produce fluctuations in force and displacement confined to the 0-4 

Hz frequency range due to the low-pass filtering properties of skeletal and musculature 

structure. For healthy individuals, these irregular movements may dominate the 

motions associated with physiological tremor (Stephens and Taylor 1974; Sutton and 

Sykes 1967). Rifle aiming is one example where these irregular motions cause barrel 

“wobble”, which was identified to be in the 1-5 Hz range by the National Small Arms 

Center (NSAC 2007).  

 

Figure 1.1. Form of Essential Tremor in the Wrist. Accelerometer reading of a 
patient’s hand shows a tremor of 5 Hz with 1 Hz intended motion. The velocity data 
shows the tremor’s  sinusoidal nature (Elble, et al. 1996). 

(a) Position and Velocity Signals (b) FFT of Power
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Tremor amplitude is quite variable as well, and depends on both the type of tremor 

involved and additional factors like muscle fatigue and other psychological conditions. 

Despite this variability, a strong inverse relationship has generally been reported 

between amplitude and frequency for normal physiological tremor. In studies 

conducted by (Elble and Randall 1978), amplitude for wrist tremor was interpolated 

using a logarithmic function with amplitude of approximately 7 mm at 4 Hz, decaying 

to 0 mm above 10 Hz (Elble 1986; Elble 1995). Calzetti et. al. (Calzetti, et al. 1987) 

reported a similar trend with patients suffering from essential tremor. People 

experiencing the largest amplitudes of motion (10 mm) were moving at frequencies 

below 4 Hz, while the smallest amplitudes (~ 0.15-1 mm) occurred at frequencies of 7 

to 10 Hz (Calzetti, et al. 1987). Physiological tremor amplitude is also a function of 

muscle fatigue, according to a recent study of a population of trained surgeons (Paul S. 

Slack and Ma 2007). In these tests, professional surgeons were monitored before and 

after lengthy surgeries, and tremor amplitudes in general increased after the procedures, 

with amplitudes ranging from ~1 mm to 5 mm (Paul S. Slack and Ma 2007).  

1.1.3 Treatments for Essential Tremor 

Active tremor in the form of movement disorders such as essential tremor, 

Parkinson’s Disease (Forssberg, et al. 2000; Teravainen and Calne 1980) and other 

neurological disorders (e.g. cerebral lesions) may cause significant disability, 

especially when the tremors become large in amplitude. While rehabilitation is possible 

Table 1.2. Typical Tremor or Tremor Frequencies in the Body.(Bengi and Thomas 
1973; Elble and Randall 1978; Fox and Randall 1970; Higgins and Stultz 1953; NSAC 
2007; Paul S. Slack and Ma 2007)  

Bodily Region Tremor Frequency (Hz) Est. Amplitude 

Ocular (Eye) 35-40 1.2 min arc 
Wrist 8-12  7 mm 
Elbow 3-5 1-5 mm 
Body (standing position) 1.5 ~ 2 mm 
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for some forms of stroke (Volpe, et al. 2002), it is limited for patients experiencing 

conditions such as essential tremor. Individuals who have tremor typically suffer in 

daily operations and often have difficulty holding a cup or glass without spilling, 

applying make-up, and eating (Evidente 2000). Those who have occupations requiring 

fine muscle control and movement (e.g. artists, surgeons, musicians, drafters) often are 

forced to quit their professions (Evidente 2000). Currently, there are three approaches 

being made to reduce these debilitating effects – pharmacological treatments, surgery, 

and assistive devices. 

1.1.3.1 Pharmacological Treatments  

Pharmacologic treatments exist to help alleviate some of the symptoms associated 

with movement disorders, but at this time they are unable to slow or stop disease 

progression. For Parkinson’s Disease, medications that produce Dopamine (e.g. 

Lovodopa) have shown success in alleviating tremor symptoms (NPF 2009), while 

essential tremor is commonly treated with Beta blockers (Evidente 2000). Currently, 

there is no established pharmacological treatment for cerebral lesion, and many 

medications have shown only mixed success (Anouti and Koller 1995). While many 

patients do benefit from drug treatments, side-effects can be severe – Dyskineasias 

(abnormal movements) is a common side effect of medications for Parkinson’s 

Disease, such as the case with Lovodopa, and some individuals may additionally 

experience confusion, hallucinations and psychosis (NPF 2009). Beta blockers used for 

essential tremor also pose problems because they mask signs of hypoglycemia and may 

cause significant memory loss and confusion in the elderly (Evidente 2000). 

1.1.3.2 Surgical Treatments  

For patients who are resistant to drug treatment or have severely disabling tremor, 

pharmacologic solutions alone are often inadequate (Anouti and Koller 1995; Evidente 
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2000). In these cases surgical treatments such as thalamotomy and thalamic deep brain 

stimulation have been shown to be effective, though side effects such as dysphasia, 

dysarthria, disequilibrium, weakness, sensory loss, and memory decline are still present 

(Evidente 2000). While these side-effects are temporary for deep brain stimulation, 

they are irreversible for thalamotomy. Potential risks during the actual thalamotomy 

surgery are considerable, with the most serious danger caused by bleeding in the brain, 

causing a stroke. The effects of stroke can be mild or more severe, causing permanent 

weakness, intellectual impairment, or death (NPF 2009).  

1.1.3.3 Assistive Devices 

For many patients, the tremor is untreatable or the risks involved from surgery or 

side-effects from medication are too great. For these individuals, the treatment 

approach has been to suppress tremor using external physical means. For 

human-computer interaction, several digital filtering algorithms have been researched 

to filter tremor noise from a computer input device, including a pen (Riviere, et al. 

2003) and a computer mouse developed by IBM R&D (Levine and Schappert 2005). 

Unfortunately, the effects of tremor often extend beyond computer interaction and in 

those cases cannot be abated by software,, without the help of additional hardware. The 

MIT damped joystick, for example, was designed to aid in the control of an electronic 

wheelchair by physically forcing the person’s tremor to cease through a grounded 

force-feedback system (Hendriks, et al. 1991). A commercially available “Neat Eater” 

(Figure 1.2) is another device aimed to aid in controlling tremor for eating (Michaelis 

1988). This is a passive, physically grounded device that the user can manipulate to 

control feeding motions. In this device, tremor is reduced through viscous dampers 

acting directly on the user’s arm and rigidly supported against a table or other heavy 

object. While physically grounded systems like the Neater Eater are effective in 
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reducing tremor, a major drawback of such systems is that they require a heavy inertial 

mass to actuate against, making them cumbersome and restricted in mobility.  

In response to the inconvenience of stationary grounded systems, recent 

developments have been made to develop more versatile devices. The DRIFT project 

(later termed WOTAS), for example, focused on creating a wearable prosthetic for 

upper-limb suppression (Heath, et al. 2003), which was designed to counteract tremor 

through the application of actively controlled forces. Similar work in wearable tremor 

suppression systems has been conducted in the use of magnetorheological (MR) fluids, 

which change viscosity depending on the type of fluid and the magnetic field applied 

(Manto, et al. 2003; Rosen, et al. 1995). DC motors have also been utilized in wearable 

prosthetics, and are similarly used to physically force an individual’s tremor to cease 

(Rocon, et al. 2005). While prosthetics are indeed capable of tremor suppression, they 

do have design challenges. For passive or damped systems, one of the main drawbacks 

is that the dissipative force is also resistant to the patient’s voluntary motion (Rocon, et 

al. 2003). This has the effect of restricting intended motion and making the device 

 

Figure 1.2. Neater Eater. A passive device 
used to stabilize tremors encountered during 
eating (NeaterSolutions 2009). 
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awkward and obtrusive to the user. Another significant complication arises in user 

comfort since significant forces are applied to the muscle affected by tremor and these 

forces need to be supported by another part of the body, which may cause pain (Manto, 

et al. 2003). Because these forces need support, these prosthetics require extra structure 

and can become bulky (see Figure 1.3b).  

1.1.4 Mitigation of Physiological Tremor 

Unlike movement disorders, normal physiological tremor is typically thought to be 

benign (Sagma 2003), yet there are several situations when precise motions are 

necessary (e.g. surgery, micro-assembly, military targeting, etc.) where the damaging 

effects of tremor can be magnified. In such cases, the individual’s tremor cannot be 

chemically or neurologically corrected since the unwanted motion is simply normal 

muscle behavior. This presents a challenging problem since potential solutions are 

limited to external stabilization devices which must be suitably designed to meet the 

demanding specifications of various occupational conditions. This is a new area of 

 

 

(a) DC Motor Actuators 

 

(b) WOTAS Project 

Figure 1.3. Wearable Orthoses for the suppression of human tremor. Sensors 
detect tremor from the user and force the limb to stop moving (Rocon, et al. 2007; 
Rocon, et al. 2005). 
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development and some promising devices are starting to emerge from the medical, 

manufacturing and military sectors, although they still have several hurdles to 

overcome.  

1.1.4.1  Medical Sector 

In the medical sector, any occupation requiring precise positioning or orientating of 

objects is susceptible to physiological tremor. One example of particular concern is the 

imprecision caused by operator tremor during microsurgery, which in the past has only 

been suppressed by arm or wrist rests (Patkin 1977). More recent technological 

advances, however, have allowed much greater precision through the use of tremor 

filtering and motion scaling in telerobotic systems (Cao and Rogers 2007). However, 

because these systems are costly and eliminate patient interaction, there is an increasing 

trend towards the development of hand-held stabilization systems. One example of 

such an approach is the “steady hand” robot, where the surgeon and robot manipulate 

the same tool together (Taylor, et al. 1999) to allow for doctor-patient interaction, but it 

is still relatively large and bulky. 

To address the size issue, the Micron (Figure 1.4)  was developed as a hand-held 

surgical tool employing active cancellation to reject unwanted tremor from an operator 

while still allowing intended motions (Ang 2004; Ang, et al. 2005; Riviere, et al. 2003). 

Improvements have been made to the Micron to decrease cost and weight since there is 

a need for the system to feel like regular passive instruments, however further 

improvement is difficult due to its use of piezoelectric stacks, which are inherently 

heavy, expensive, and fragile. For these reasons, the Micron is still significantly larger 

and heavier than most surgical tools that are much thinner and less massive (most 

weigh less than 50 g, while the Micron weighs 100 g). In addition, the piezoelectric 

material used in the Micron offers very little tip displacement, limiting the tool’s 
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usefulness to specialized eye surgeries only; typical surgeon hand tremor amplitude is 

much larger, ranging from 1 and ~5 mm (Paul S. Slack and Ma 2007). Due to the 

inherent limitations of the Micron’s piezoelectric actuator, stabilizing these tremors (an 

order of magnitude above its current capabilities) is impossible with the tool’s given 

size. Thus, there is a clear need for a suitable actuation system capable of stabilizing 

these more general tremors of larger magnitude. Such a system would not only improve 

the quality of the surgeon’s work, but would also have impact on the time required to 

complete surgical procedures. This would both reduce the patient’s time under 

anesthesia, and reduce the overall complexity of lengthy surgery which has been shown 

to correlate to a patient’s risk of post-operative complications (Sharoky 2005). 

1.1.4.2  Manufacturing Sector 

Like the medical field, the precision manufacturing industry is also showing a 

growing need for new hand-held tools featuring tremor isolation. One example lies in 

photonics assembly, which typically involves macro-scale devices but requires 

positioning accuracy on the order of tens to hundreds of nanometers (Voyles and Hulst 

2005). In this industry, assembly operations cannot be automated since current 

machines lack the adaptability that a human operator has at the sub-micron scale. For 

 

Figure 1.4. Micron Surgical Tool. This 170 g device was 
designed to produce a tip displacement of 200 micrometers to 
reduce tremor during microsurgery (Ang, et al. 2005). 
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instance, slight changes in temperature can cause significant geometric deformations, 

and non-linearities due to friction and backlash are highly unpredictable (Voyles and 

Hulst 2005). Attachment means such as UV epoxies, solder, and weldments are volatile 

at these small scales (Kallmayer, et al. 1995; Kallmayer, et al. 1996), and thus require a 

human operator. As a consequence, most devices are currently being assembled 

manually under extremely tedious conditions, that are made worse by hand tremor and 

lack of fine motor control (Tolbert 2002). Hand-held tools that are capable of assisting 

in tremor cancellation are currently unavailable, but could significantly reduce 

assembly times that are currently on the order of hours as compared to minutes for 

electronic devices of similar complexity (Voyles and Hulst 2005). 

1.1.4.3 Military Sector 

In the military, human tremor affects many operations including range-finding and 

overall rifle marksmanship. This is typically combined with additional physiological 

factors, including rapid breathing and heartbeat, due to the extreme stresses 

encountered during combat. Traditionally, the military has addressed this problem 

through extensive training, though this is a costly and time consuming process with 

varying degrees of effectiveness. In actual combat situations, even for the best trained 

and talented shooters, it is often difficult to perform the fundamentals inherent in good 

marksmanship techniques, which include assuming and maintaining a steady position, 

aiming, controlling breathing and executing a proper trigger squeeze (Army 1994; 

Army 2003). It has been estimated that physiological responses (such as muscle tremor 

and increased breathing rate) during combat conditions raise the levels of 

shooter-induced disturbances by at least an order of magnitude higher and interfere 

with the soldier’s ability to keep the rifle aimed on target (Army 2003; Nersessian 

2001). Overall, this results in a decrease in soldier survivability, and an increased risk 
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of civilian casualties especially because today’s combat occurs in increasingly urban 

environments.  

Several approaches have been made in the past to counteract the harmful effects 

caused by soldier tremor. One technique called the Inertial-Reticle System (IRS) was 

developed at the Army Research Laboratory and employs a video screen to sight the 

target using an artificial optical grid (Von Wahlde, et al. 1996). Using inertial rate 

sensors in three axes of rotation to track the rifle motion, the system would 

automatically fire once the target is aligned with the barrel. The weapon itself is not 

stabilized in this system, though the effects of user tremor are compensated. While the 

IRS has potential for increasing aiming accuracy, it is an extremely bulky system 

(lacking portability) and requires the use of expensive view-finding electronics.  

As a result, more recent projects have focused on designing the weapon to be 

self-stabilizing through an active suspension. Intelligent Automation Inc. for example 

has worked on developing piezoelectric actuators for barrel stabilization as part of an 

SBIR program (IntelligentAutomation 2009). The INertially Stabilized Rifle 

(INSTAR) similarly used piezoceramics with regenerative electronics to cancel tremor 

in 1 degree of freedom (Bharti and Frecker 2004; Brei, et al. 2003; Lindner, et al. 2002). 

The INSTAR was successfully demonstrated on the benchtop to reduce human tremor. 

However, the device was not actually fielded because of robustness concerns with the 

piezoelectric approach since the actuator was too fragile to withstand heavy shocks 

likely to occur during combat. Despite these limitations, the INSTAR demonstrated a 

proof of concept for active tremor cancellation in a weapon system, and with a more 

rugged, actuation solution, a fieldable system may be possible.  

Overall, abnormal human tremor can have a strong negative impact on people’s 

quality of life and occupational performance. Even normal tremor can significantly 
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interfere with precise hand operations such as those required during surgery or 

manufacturing. While there are pharmacological and surgical treatments for people 

suffering from tremor disorders, they may produce dangerous side-effects and are 

limited in their effectiveness. As an alternative to these treatments, and for normal 

physiological tremor, assistive devices have significant promise in positively affecting 

the lives of many people. 

1.2  Classification of Tremor Reduction Approaches 

Because there is a significant need for assistive systems, several existing 

approaches have been developed, ranging from large telerobotic systems to small 

precision instruments. This section surveys these existing technologies and groups 

them into three main categories: isolation, suppression, and cancellation.  

1.2.1 Isolation 

Tremor isolation generally approaches the problem by separating the user from the 

interacting object or operation. For example, tele-robotic surgery is a form of tremor 

isolation since motion input is passed through a computer (to filter the human’s tremor 

signal), which then controls robotic manipulators that are in contact with sensitive 

areas. In these systems actual isolation is achieved through software filtering, and 

motion is translated to a stable input for a robotic system (Sung and Gill 2001). The key 

benefits of tremor isolation include the ability to perform motion scaling and the ability, 

through software, to make moving objects such as a beating heart to appear still to the 

surgeon (Talamini and Hanly 2005). Tele-robotic surgery is an active area of research 

and is being studied for use in a variety of scenarios; for a full review, see (Cleary and 

Nguyen 2002). Intuitive Surgical, Inc. has even successfully commercialized the 

tele-robotic DaVinci System (Ballantyne and Moll 2003), achieving FDA approval.  

While these systems show significant potential, they do possess several drawbacks: 
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they are expensive, obtrusive, and difficult for many to adapt to. The initial capital cost 

of a tele-robotic surgical system, for example, can range from one million to several 

million dollars (Saraf 2006) making it currently prohibitive in most areas other than 

large research institutes. Additionally, the size of the entire surgical system tends to be 

extremely large, filling an entire room (Cleary and Nguyen 2002). This poses a 

significant practicality issue for individuals needing assistance in daily activity.  

Removing human interaction is also often undesirable – for example many surgeons 

dislike tele-robotic systems because they do not provide the same feedback (visual, 

psychological, haptic, etc.) one would receive from direct contact (Saraf 2006). Certain 

operations in the manufacturing sector, particularly micro-assembly, are unsuitable for 

tele-robotics because micro-scale environments are highly unpredictable and require a 

person’s ability to adapt in multiple degrees-of-freedom.  

1.2.2 Suppression 

Tremor suppression, unlike isolation, actually forces a person’s tremor to cease by 

applying a force and displacement to the affected limb. Sensors are used to detect the 

user’s tremor, and controlled forces are applied to the limb from a large stationary 

object, such as the ground or a large table. The MIT force-feedback joystick (Hendriks, 

et al. 1991) is a system that utilizes tremor suppression by actuating against a heavy 

wheelchair to stop the user from shaking and assist in overall control. The Neater Eater 

(NeaterSolutions 2009) likewise achieves grounding from a large table, to which the 

device is anchored in order to assist people with disabilities during eating. To achieve a 

degree of portability, tremor suppression can also be implemented into wearable braces 

where the bulk of the user’s body is utilized for grounding. The DRIFTS project (Figure 

1.3b) consists of a wearable prosthetic that achieves this by sensing the user’s tremor 

and applying a computed amplitude of force to counteract its effect. A similar wearable 
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exoskeleton (Rocon, et al. 2005) was studied for feasibility that utilized a set of DC 

motors to force the user’s tremor to cease.  

For several situations, tremor suppression can be a convenient, cost-effective 

solution. However, for portable hand-held systems, the required exoskeleton (Heath, et 

al. 2003; Rocon, et al. 2007) can make the overall structure undesirably cumbersome 

and heavy. Additionally, the amount of force required to stop the patient’s tremor is 

high, making user discomfort a serious issue as was mentioned by Manto et al. 2003. 

Another issue with tremor suppression prosthetics (especially those using damping) is 

that they typically do not distinguish between unintended and intentional motions, 

which makes any intentional motions awkward and difficult (Rocon, et al. 2003). Thus, 

for hand-held systems, there is a need for an alternative approach that provides 

comfortable, intuitive operation in a compact lightweight system. 

1.2.3 Active Cancellation 

Active cancellation is a third category for tremor reduction that shows promise in 

solving these issues. In this approach, the user’s tremor is allowed to exist but its effects 

are cancelled through a device that is placed between the user and object requiring 

stabilization. The active device functions by detecting the user’s tremor and actuating 

the stabilized object opposite to the disturbance, resulting in a net zero inertial 

displacement. The Micron surgical tool (Choi and Riviere 2005) is one example of an 

active cancellation device used in surgical operations where the user’s tremor is 

cancelled with a piezoelectric stack. The INSTAR (Brei, et al. 2003) similarly uses 

piezoelectrics to achieve active cancellation for rifle barrels. Another commercially 

successful use of active cancellation lies in Image Stabilization (IS) where many 

high-end cameras use electromagnetic or piezoceramic actuators to move the image 

sensor or lens to compensate for hand tremor (Sidman 2006).  
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While the active cancellation approach is useful in several applications, it does have 

some limitations. A primary issue lies in its implementation, since for hand-held 

systems the actuator must be capable of producing large strokes at the required 

frequencies, yet remain lightweight and compact. The actuator must also be robust 

enough to withstand the rigors of daily use, and its power consumption must be 

minimized to allow for a small, self-contained battery.  

1.2.4 Summary and Downselection 

Of the three approaches, active cancellation is the most promising for daily use for 

human tremor based upon several metrics listed in Table 1.3. Since the user’s tremor is 

allowed to exist, there is no risk of discomfort or pain during operation (as experienced 

in tremor suppressing applications). Active cancellation systems can be highly portable 

and versatile for daily activities, which is infeasible for most tremor isolation systems. 

This is primarily due to the low force/displacement and structural requirements that 

allow for smaller, lightweight, and low-cost actuators. Self-contained packaging is also 

Table 1.3. Comparison of the different technological approaches for tremor reduction. 
Active cancellation provides the most desirable solution for hand-held systems. 
 

 Spec. Isolation Suppression Active Cancellation  

System Size 

(Volume) 

Small 
(<18 cm3) 

Large (fits in 
room) 

Medium, must be 
grounded to 
stationary object 

Small, fits 
inside/around 
stabilized device 

System 

Weight 

Small 
(50g) 

Very High Medium Medium (currently) 

Cost  Low 
(<$100) 

High, several 
million dollars 
for tele-robotic 
systems 

Medium, less than 
one thousand 
dollars 

Medium, less than 
one thousand dollars 

Convenience High Low – 
obtrusive 

Medium High 

Complexity Low High Low Low 

User 

Acceptance / 

Comfort 

High Low -- Difficult 
to use at first, 
non-intuitive 

Low -- Can cause 
pain and 
discomfort 

High – Intuitive, 
devices used as they 
normally would be 
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feasible in active cancellation systems through the use of modern sensors and 

microcontrollers. Finally, active cancellation provides significant potential for intuitive 

use with almost no learning curve, allowing for greater user acceptance.  

However, a suitable hand-held active cancellation technology has not yet been fully 

realized due to several main constraints. Table 1.4 provides a summary of the overall 

system needs for the medical/manufacturing, rehabilitation, and military sectors. To 

have the greatest impact across these areas, the tremor reduction system must be 

capable of generating large amplitude motions (1-5 mm), for low frequency (<4 Hz) 

elbow and full-body tremors (Elble 1986; Elble 1995; NSAC 2007). These tremors 

typically produce the most motion and are selected as a target of this dissertation’s 

work. To cancel these disturbances, the system must be capable of sensing the user’s 

tremor, distinguishing intended from unintended motion, and filtering out the 

disturbance. This can be achieved either through programmed or mechanical means 

where a predictable, controllable motion output is required to counteract the tremor’s 

effect. For ease of use and versatility, the overall size of the system must be capable of 

being scaled to hand-held implements, on the order of 18 cm3 (Choi and Riviere 2005) 

with a weight approaching 50 grams. This form-factor allows the system to be portable 

and applicable to a variety of hand tools. Additionally, cost must be low (less than 

$100) to reach individuals seeking assistance in daily life. For mobile systems, a battery 

power supply may be required, which must have a run-time that is greater than one hour 

(which makes minimal power draw a desired trait). For most applications, it is desirable 

that the entire device be self-contained in a rugged form-factor with the sensors and 

battery packaged inside.  
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The extent of tremor cancellation is another requirement that must be considered 

when designing an effective product for daily use. Current deep brain stimulation 

(DBS) treatments use a Root Mean Square (RMS) amplitude reduction as a method of 

calculating tremor reduction (Putzke, et al. 2004). The RMS of the patient’s tremor 

with the DBS device on is subtracted from the baseline RMS with the device off. This 

difference is divided by the baseline RMS to produce a percent reduction. In the study 

conducted by Putzke, et. al. 2004, it was shown in a study of 52 individuals treated by 

DBS that the average RMS tremor amplitude was reduced by approximately 50%, 

producing significant improvement in quality of life. On a 5-point qualitative chart, the 

average tremor was reduced from a score of 4 to 1, where 4 is described as 

“severe/disabling” and 0 represents no functional disability. Thus, to produce similar 

results, a 50% RMS reduction in human tremor was chosen as an additional design 

goal. By meeting this level of assistance, significant improvements in quality of life 

should be expected, and a viable alternative to conventional treatment methods such as 

DBS would be produced. 

1.3 Actuator Selection for Active Cancellation 

While active cancellation is a promising technological approach to tremor 

mitigation, its implementation in a hand-held compact system is a challenge due to 

strict actuation requirements. In general, the actuator must be capable of producing 

Table 1.4. Actuation needs for tremor cancellation across multiple sectors. Conventional 
actuators typically cannot meet these challenging requirements. (Choi and Riviere 2005; 
Pathak, et al. 2007; Paul S. Slack and Ma 2007; Sagma 2003) 

 Medical/Manufacturing Prosthetics / Rehab. Military 

Frequency (Hz) 0-12  < 0-12  0-3  
Amplitude (mm) ~0.02-5 ~1-5 (may be larger) ~4 
Volume (cm3) 18 20-30 41 
RMS Reduction > 50% >50% >50% 
Weight (g) 50 <100 <350 
Ruggedness Low High High 
Battery Life >1 hr >1 hr >1 hr 
Cost Medium (~$1K-10K) Low (~$100) Medium (~1K)  
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relatively large amplitudes at human tremor frequencies in a lightweight, compact 

package (Table 1.3). In addition, it must be predictable, controllable, and capable of 

running at relatively low powers for battery operation. With these requirements in 

mind, this section delivers a comprehensive review of both conventional and 

unconventional actuation technologies to identify a potential actuator solution.  

1.3.1 Conventional Actuation vs. Smart Material Actuation 

While conventional off the shelf technologies such as electrical, hydraulic, and 

pneumatic systems offer attractive solutions to many large-scale applications, they 

typically suffer in performance when scaled down to the size needed for hand-held 

systems. The stress-strain comparison of actuation technologies (Figure 1.5), for 

example, shows that both solenoid and moving coil transducers, while capable of 

providing high strains (~ 50%, Figure 1.5), suffer in actuation stress (over three orders of 

magnitude less than smart materials), significantly reducing their specific work. In the 

chart, Figure 1.5, Hydraulic and Pneumatic systems provide the highest specific energy 

though they require large infrastructure (compressors and fittings) that are not 

accounted for in the calculation. Thus, to produce the same amount of work as smart 

materials (such as Shape Memory Alloys), the conventional actuator must increase in 

weight by almost three orders of magnitude (Figure 1.5), which is highly undesirable 

for handheld systems. Figure 1.6 further illustrates that smart materials can produce 

significantly greater amounts of work per unit volume than conventional actuators. 

Piezoelectrics, Magnetostrictors, and Shape Memory Alloys are all capable of 

producing nearly two orders of magnitude greater power at the same operating 

efficiency as pneumatic or moving coil systems. This additionally shows that smart 

materials can produce the same amount of work as conventional actuators, but in 

volumes that are roughly two orders of magnitude less (Figure 1.6), thus allowing for 
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the actuator to be embedded in highly compact spaces that are required for hand-held 

systems. Actuator weight is another critical metric in which smart materials outperform 

conventional technologies (Figure 1.7) at or below 100 grams. This is primarily due to 

the difficulty in miniaturization of electro-mechanical components, and the 

unavoidable reduction of magnetic flux density in small motors (Ikuta 1990).  

This effect is apparent when considering a the tremor cancellation application for 

moderate amplitude. To illustrate this point a relatively small stabilized object can be 

considered requiring 3.5 N force, with a displacement of 7 mm. A compact 

electro-magnetic solution can be found in a voice coil linear actuator manufactured by 

H2W Technologies. This moving coil actuator is capable of providing a 7.1 mm stroke 

with 3.6 N continuous force output, and takes the form of a cylinder that is 53 mm long 

and 36 mm in diameter (H2WTechnologies 2009). The total weight of the system is 369 

g, assuming that there is no bearing system (H2WTechnologies 2009). This weight is 

large for a hand-held tool to be used in every-day use, and can be expected to double for 

additional degrees of freedom due to the requirement of additional permanent magnets 

and moving coils.  

A commercially available SMA actuator can also be built for the tremor 

cancellation application using the Flexinol wire supplied by Dynalloy, Inc. According 

to specifications, a 6 mil diameter wire is capable of operating under the 3.5 N 

requirement (Dynalloy 2009), and assuming a conservative operating strain of 3%, a 

length of 233 mm is required, which can be packaged through spooling or wrapping 

within the voice coil packaging (Redmond, et al. 2008). Assuming a density of 6.45 

g/cm3 (Dynalloy 2009) the total mass of the SMA wire is only 27 mg, which is over 

10,000 times smaller than the voice coil actuator. Even with the use of coolant such as 

mineral oil (to improve frequency), the overall size and weight of the SMA actuator can 
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be designed to be considerably less than the voice coil, and would not considerably 

increase with additional degrees of freedom.  

 
Figure 1.5. Stress-strain properties of both smart material 
and conventional actuators. Of all smart materials, Shape 
Memory Alloys provide the highest specific energy (Huber, et 
al. 1997).  

 
 

 

 
Figure 1.6. Power Density vs. efficiency of conventional technologies. 
Smart materials provide the greatest power output for a given operating 
efficiency (Huber, et al. 1997). 
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While the increased power requirements of the SMA wires do increase the overall 

battery weight of the hand-held system, the overall weight savings with the 

battery/actuator combination are superior. To show this, it is assumed that the energy 

required to drive the SMA actuator is due to the latent heat of transformation, 24.2 

kJ/kg (Dynalloy, 2009), and convective heat transfer. The power lost due to convection 

is calculated assuming a 23 °C ambient mineral oil coolant with convective coefficient 

assumed of 1000 W/m2K, and average wire surface temperature of 50 ºC. Thus, using 

these metrics the same 6 mil diameter, 233 mm long SMA wire operating at 3 Hz, is 

estimated to require 6 Watts of power. For a 1 hour run-time, a lithium ion battery of 

37.5 grams would be required, assuming a battery energy density of 160 Wh/Kg 

(Vincent 2000). The voice-coil, on the other hand, consumes 0.7 W of power 

(H2WTechnologies 2009) and thus requires only 4.5 grams of batter weight. However, 

the combined actuator/battery system would equal 373.5 grams, which is nearly 10 

times greater than the combined actuator/battery weight of the SMA actuator (38.53 

 
 

Figure 1.7. Power/weight ratio vs. actuator weight of actuation technologies. Smart 
materials operate at a unique region of low weight and moderate power  (Ikuta 1990).  
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grams). In fact, assuming 100 grams are used for the mineral oil coolant (which at 0.8 

g/cc produces an ample 125cc), the SMA battery/actuation system is still lighter than 

the voice coil system for run-times of less than 7.3 hours. This run-time is ample for 

most daily activities, and the battery of the hand-held device can easily be charged 

between these periods of use. For longer periods of continuous run-time a connected 

power source can be used in versions that aim to maintain the lightweight and compact 

benefit of the SMA actuator. 

1.3.2 Smart Materials  

Due to their advantages over conventional systems, smart materials present a 

promising solution for a lightweight, compact, and simple actuator in a new class of 

hand-held active cancellation systems. Four smart material actuation types 

(magnetostrictors, electrostrictors, piezoelectrics, and shape memory alloys) were 

selected as potential candidates due to their capability of delivering high forces and 

displacements while satisfying frequency requirements. The following sections present 

each actuation technology in detail including the mechanism of actuation, technology 

benefits, and drawbacks. A general summary and comparison is provided in Table 1.5. 

1.3.2.1  Magnetostrictors 

Magnetostrictors are materials typically consisting of alloys of iron and rare earth 

elements such as terbium and dysprosium, which generate strains in response to an 

externally applied magnetic field (Cullity and Graham 2008). The work density of this 

material (work output per unit volume) typically lies in the range of 18-90 KJ/m3 

(Lagoudas 2008) and the output strain typically saturates at 60 microstrain for pure 

elements such as Cobalt. By alloying multiple elements, “giant” magnetostriction can 

be accomplished, and one alloy, Terfenol-D, can produce strains of up to 0.1% (Clark 

1980) and is most commonly used in engineering applications such as in ultrasonic 
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transduction and vibration control of heavy structures (Dapino, et al. 2000). The 

response speed of magnetostrictors, can be fast, from 10-30 KHz, (Lagoudas 2008) 

because the mechanical response is due to the rapid molecular response from an applied 

magnetic field. However, the material is inherently nonlinear and exhibits significant 

hysteresis, making it difficult to control (Banks, et al. 1997). Another disadvantage 

with magnetostrictors is their need for a controlled magnetic field to produce actuation. 

This requirement essentially cancels out any benefits gained from the material’s high 

specific work because additional volume and weight must be used in a packaged 

field-generating device. The low actuation stroke of the material is another issue since 

complicated leveraging would be needed to produce sufficient motion for tremor 

cancellation. In addition, overall cost is high, and the material is brittle and fragile. For 

these reasons, the material is unsuitable for any hand-held systems requiring a small 

and cost-effective actuator capable of producing large stroke.  

1.3.2.2 Electrostrictors 

Electrostrictors function like magnetostrictors except they require an electric field 

to produce mechanical actuation. This phenomenon is due to the presence of small 

electric domains that are randomly oriented throughout the material. When an external 

electric field is applied, these domains rotate and produce a bulk strain. Unlike 

piezoelectrics, these domains are isotropic in the absence of an electric field and are not 

poled (Sundar and Newnham 1992). The work density (up to 200 KJ/m3) achievable by 

electrostrictors is relatively high when compared to magnetostrictives and 

piezoelectrics indicating that the material can produce larger stresses, 60-180 MPa, 

(Lagoudas 2008) over similar operating strains (Table 1.5). The material also has a low 

hysteresis (<1%) in a limited temperature range (Uchino 1992), though despite this 

reduced hysteresis, electrostrictives are highly non-linear, exhibiting a roughly 
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quadratic relationship between voltage and displacement (Banks, et al. 1997; Hu, et al. 

2004). Another drawback is their high electrical capacitance, which is up to five times 

as high as piezoelectrics. This significantly increases the required driving currents at 

dynamic operation. Additionally, the fact that they produce very small strains makes 

their applicability to stabilizing actuators difficult. 

1.3.2.3  Piezoelectrics 

Like electrostrictors, piezoelectrics are capable of producing a net mechanical 

strain from an externally applied electric field. This is accomplished through the 

deformation of aligned domains within the material (Arnau 2008). Achievable strains 

are in the range of 0.06-0.2%, though the work density is typically lower than 

magnetostrictives or electrostrictives (on the order of 7-60 KJ/m3) due to lower 

actuation stresses in the range of 10-30 MPa (Lagoudas 2008). However, piezoelectrics 

have many additional advantages over electrostrictors. For example, they operate over 

a wide range of frequencies (10 Hz to 1 MHz), allowing for their use in motors (linear 

or rotary) where a highly rapid microscopic piezoelectric motion can be translated to 

smooth macroscopic output motion (Hemsel and Wallaschek 2000). Piezoelectrics also 

exhibit approximately linear behavior in the first order (Chopra 2002), and have 

Table 1.5. Comparison of viable smart material linear actuation technologies. Shape 
memory alloys have the highest work densities and strain. 
 SMA Magnetostrictive 

materials 

Electrostrictive 

Materials 

Piezoelectric 

Work 

Density 

2– 18 MJ/m3 [1] 18-90 kJ/m3 [1] 42-200 kJ/m3 [1] 7-60 kJ/m3 [1] 

Actuating 

Strains 

2-6% [1] 0.05-0.09% [1] 0.06-0.1% [1] 0.06-0.2% [1] 

Specific 

Work 

0.7-3 kJ/kg [2] 4-7 J/kg [2] 8-20 J/kg [2] 1-3.5 J/kg [2] 

Hysteresis High [3] High [4] Low [5] High [5] 
Frequency  0.1-20 Hz [1] 10 Hz-30 kHz [1] 10 Hz-1 kHz [1] 10 Hz-1 MHz [1] 

 

[1] (Lagoudas 2008);     [2] (Huber, et al. 1997); 
[3] (Banks, et al. 1997); [4] (Tan and Baras 2004) 
[5] (Uchino 1992);  
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relative temperature insensitivity (Banks, et al. 1997). Due to their electrical nature, 

they have a very fast response time, as opposed to servomechanisms that suffer from 

lag (Banks, et al. 1997). 

Because of all these favorable qualities, piezoelectric actuators have been 

developed for hand-held stabilizers including the INSTAR and Micron surgical tool, 

discussed in Section 1.2.3. In the INSTAR project, piezoelectric actuators with 

regenerative electronics were chosen and developed for a 1 degree of freedom rifle 

stabilization platform (Lindner, et al. 2002). These piezoelectric actuators were 

semi-successful. They demonstrated the necessary performance of ±400 µm resulting 

in a point-of-aim displacement of ±1.5 m at 400 m range, and the regenerative 

electronics increased battery life from ~1000 to ~8000 shots, assuming  a standard 9v 

battery and a 2 second per shot run-time. However, the actuator was too large to fit into 

the stock (22 by 28 by 128 mm) and was heavy (500g). In addition, even if 

manufactured in bulk the cost of the actuator, regardless of piezoelectric form (ceramic 

or single crystal), was expensive. Most importantly, there were strong concerns about 

incorporating this into a “real” fielded system due to the fragility of piezoelectrics and 

their sensitivity to environmental conditions, especially in water, considering the high 

voltages employed (±200 V). Due to these concerns, implementing piezoelectrics in 

hand-held cancellation systems can be a significant challenge, motivating the search for 

an alternative smart material. 

1.3.2.4  Shape Memory Alloys 

Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) offer an attractive solution to the problems 

encountered with piezoceramics due to their low cost, high work density, and ability to 

withstand shock. The work density of SMAs are the highest of the materials compared, 

ranging from 2-18 MJ/m3 (Lagoudas 2008). This is due to their high actuation strains 
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(of 2-6%), which is orders of magnitude greater than other smart materials such as 

piezoelectrics and magnetostrictors (Table 1.5). The specific work of SMA (work per 

unit mass) is also high, ranging from 0.7-3 KJ/Kg, showing the greatest promise for use 

as a lightweight actuator. Because of these properties, and the fact that the material is 

available in wire-form, several packaging techniques can be employed such as spooling 

(Redmond, et al. 2008), or bio-mimicry – e.g. as human tendons – (De Laurentis and 

Mavroidis 2002) to enable actuator’s use in a wide variety of form factors. Due to an 

outer oxide layer, SMA’s are also chemically resistive to the environment (Rondelli 

1996), and are commonly being sought for implantations within the human body 

(Shabalovskaya 1996). The cost of SMA is comparatively low in wire form. When 

compared to piezoceramic stacks on a work-normalized basis, SMA wire is capable of 

producing work at a cost of approximately 5.80 $/J (Dynalloy 2009). This is three 

orders of magnitude less than that of the piezoelectric stack, which has an increased 

production cost of approximately 5,600 $/J (Piezomechanick 2009). Despite its many 

merits, SMAs have several challenges including their slow frequency response (0.1-20 

Hz), which is primarily dictated on the heat transfer rate to/from the material (Lagoudas 

2008). SMAs are also non-linear and hysteretic, which creates problems in 

predictability and control. By addressing these challenges to manage its limitations, 

however, the benefits of SMA can be exploited to create a lightweight, compact 

solution for tremor cancellation. Thus, the material was therefore selected for further 

investigation. 

1.4 Shape Memory Alloy Background 

Due to its high stroke, low cost, and high work density, SMA is appealing for its 

application in hand-held tremor cancellation devices. To use the material in an 

application, however, it is necessary to understand the details of its function and 
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address the material’s shortcomings. To introduce the material, a brief history of its 

discovery and development is outlined in the following section along with a discussion 

of the atomic mechanisms behind the shape memory effect and pseudoelasticity. 

Applications (across several different sectors) utilizing these unique properties of shape 

memory alloys are presented. A survey of the material’s known issues and research 

areas is also presented, to give context for this dissertation’s research. 

1.4.1 History of Shape Memory Alloys 

The shape memory effect was first observed in 1932 by Swedish researcher Arne 

Ölander who observed the shape change abilities in gold-cadmium alloy (Au-Cd), 

noting its ability to create macroscopic strains (Ölander 1932). In 1950, L.C. Chang and 

T.A. Read studied this phenomenon in Au-Cd at the microscopic level, using x-rays to 

measure the changes in internal crystal structure. These researchers noted the effects of 

stress, and temperature on the diffusionless phase transformations responsible for the 

material’s shape memory effect and superelasticity (Chang and Read 1951). Broad 

applications of shape memory alloys, however, were not found until the material and 

manufacturing advances discovered at the Naval Ordinance Laboratory (NOL). These 

developments were sparked in 1959, when William J. Buehler was investigating 

equiatomic nickel-titanium compositions (which he named NiTiNOL -- Nickel 

Titanium Naval Ordinance Laboratory) for use in the nose-cones of reentry vehicles. 

Initially Buehler noticed some distinct changes in acoustic damping properties of the 

material, as a Ni-Ti bar when dropped would ring like a bell when hot, but would only 

produce a dull “thud” when cool indicating curious damping properties (Kauffman and 

Mayo 1997). In 1961 Buehler produced a small strip of Nitinol to demonstrate the 

material’s fatigue resistance during a laboratory meeting. It was in this meeting that Dr. 

David S. Muzzey, who was present at the meeting, applied heat from his pipe lighter 
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causing the material to stretch outward, demonstrating the shape memory effect 

(Kauffman and Mayo 1997). 

Following this essentially accidental discovery, Dr. Frederick E. Wang joined 

Buehler’s group and helped further material developments. Initially, progress of 

finding applications for Nitinol was slow due to manufacturing problems, expense, and 

difficulty in obtaining consistent performance between batches (Kauffman and Mayo 

1997). However, Buehler and Wang continued to work on the material, studying the 

effects of composition (e.g. 55-Nitinol, 60-Nitinol), manufacturability issues, and 

possible applications (Buehler and Wang 1968). Wang, an expert on crystallography, 

also studied the mechanism behind this shape change, in an effort to understand the 

overall crystal lattice of Ni-Ti and the displacive movement of atoms during phase 

transition (Wang, et al. 1965). Eventually this work paid off, and the team was able to 

eliminate major manufacturing issues (Buehler and Wang 1968; Kauffman and Mayo 

1997). After the discovery period of the 1960’s, extensive research has been conducted 

to clarify some of the subtleties with the material including its phase diagram, 

precipitates resulting from heat-treatments, and the R-phase transformation. An 

extensive summary of the current state of metallurgical understanding can be found in 

the recent publication by Otsuka and Ren 2005. 

1.4.2 Shape Memory Phenomena 

The primary reason for the unusual behavior observed in shape memory alloys is 

due to its diffusionless phase transformations. While changing shape, the material’s 

crystal structure is also changing from a Martensite phase (B19’ for NiTi) to a high 

temperature Austenite phase (B2 for NiTi) (Otsuka and Ren 2005), which is 

“programmed” in the material through an annealing process (Bhattacharya 2003). 

Because of its low degree of symmetry, the crystal structure of the Martensite phase can 
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exist in several symmetrically related variants that are energetically equivalent. Under 

zero stress, these variants tend to form self-accommodating arrangements called 

twinned Martensite, which produce no macroscopic strain. If stress is applied the 

variants re-orient in a single direction producing De-twinned Martensite and causing a 

net deformation (Shaw 2002). Because the crystal structure is both stress and 

temperature dependent, it can be manipulated to produce two useful phenomena: The 

Shape Memory Effect and Pseudoelasticity. 

1.4.2.1 Shape Memory Effect 

The Shape Memory Effect (SME) describes the low-temperature deformation of the 

material and subsequent recovery upon heating. In Figure 1.8 this is illustrated 

 

 
 

Figure 1.8. Transformation from the Austenite to Martensite phase, in two 
temperature regions. The shape memory effect occurs when deformation is 
recovered upon heating  (Shaw 2002) 
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beginning at point �, where the material is cooled below its Martensite finish 

temperature, Mf (which can be adjusted by slightly altering alloy composition), thus 

producing randomly oriented twinned Martensite. The material is mechanically loaded 

between points � and �, causing a number of the randomly oriented twinned variants 

to align and producing a macroscopic deformation that remains after unloading to point 

�. When the material is heated to point �, a reverse transformation from Martensite to 

Austenite occurs, leading to a complete shape recovery to point �. Because the phase 

transformation characteristics of the material are reversible, this cycle can be 

continuously repeated (by cooling to point �). 

1.4.2.2 Pseudoelasticity 

Pseudoelasticity (or superelasticity) is a unique property of SMA where 

deformations are recovered after unloading when the material is held above the 

Austenite finish (Af) temperature. Figure 1.8 illustrates this effect, beginning at point � 

with the wire heated under zero load. Upon loading, the Austenite structure is deformed 

under its modulus of elasticity until point � is reached where an initial Martensite 

nucleation occurs. This nucleation event typically occurs at a slightly raised stress 

above the Martensite transformation plateau that is dependent on the loading rate and 

heat transfer to the environment (Iadicola and Shaw 2004). The continued loading from 

� to � occurs at a relatively constant stress at this plateau as the internal phase of the 

material is transforming directly from Austenite to stress-induced de-twinned 

Martensite. At point �, loading is removed and the stress-strain path descends to point 

	 where the Austenite nucleation event occurs (at a stress below the reverse 

transformation plateau). At point 
 the reverse transformation is completed, producing 

100% Austenite, and completely unloading the material returns the curve to its starting 

point (point �). It is important to note that the stress of the Martensite and Austenite 
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“plateaus” (i.e. between points �-� and 	-
) are highly dependent on the 

temperature of the wire (Dye 1990). 

1.4.3 Applications 

Since their discovery, there have been many applications utilizing both the 

pseudoelastic properties and the shape memory effect of SMAs in various architectural 

configurations. These applications utilize the material either as an actuator (controlled 

heating), a reactive device (responding to environmental temperature changes), or a 

super-elastic metal. Many clever inventions have taken advantage of these uses, which 

currently span the military, aerospace, medical, and consumer market sectors. 

1.4.3.1 Military and Aerospace 

The first successful use of Nitinol employed the shape memory effect to create a 

reactive “shrink-to-fit” pipe coupler. This device was developed by Raychem 

Corporation in 1969 to join hydraulic lines on the F-14 Jet Fighter. This coupler was 

composed of a Nitinol alloy with a low transition temperature (below -120o C) with its 

Austenite shape formed to the final deployed coupling dimensions (Kauffman and 

Mayo 1997). Before fitting the coupler, it was first cooled in a liquid nitrogen bath and 

radially expanded (deformed) so that upon warming to room temperature the coupler 

shrinks producing a desirable compression fit. SMAs have also been successfully used 

in space applications. The Frangibolt release device (Busch, et al. 1992) is one example 

that uses SMA that is gradually heated to sever mechanical connections that would 

otherwise be released with pyrotechnic mechanisms introducing unwanted shock. It 

was estimated that until 1984, 14% of space missions experienced failure due this 

shock causing missions to be aborted in some cases (Godard, et al. 2003). 

Several research programs have also studied SMA for use in aerospace 

applications. The Smart Wing program is one example that investigated the use of 
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SMA tendons to actuate hingeless ailerons. In addition, SMA torque tubes were 

employed to achieve wing twisting(Pitt, et al. 2001). The Smart Aircraft and Marine 

Propulsion System demonstration (SAMPSON) project demonstrated the use of SMA 

to tailor the inlet geometry of various propulsion systems including that used for the 

F-15 (Sanders, et al. 2004). A similar concept was recently used by Boeing, Inc. in the 

development of active “chevrons” along the trailing edge of exhaust nozzles to 

optimize the trade-off between noise mitigation and engine performance during flight 

(Mabe, et al. 2006). Flight testing has been conducted with these devices showing 

positive results, and development for commercialization is continuing (Hartl and 

Lagoudas 2007). 

1.4.3.2 Medical Field 

In the medical field, Nitinol has found several different applications due to its 

biocompatibility. One of the most widespread uses has been the development of stents 

(Figure 1.9) where pseudoelastic SMA is used to support weak or blocked arteries and 

airways (Tsugawa, et al. 1997). The field of cardiovascular surgery has also benefited 

from SMA, where various surgical tools such as graspers (Duerig, et al. 1999) have 

been developed. The Simon vena cava filter (Figure 1.9) is another medical device that 

deploys once inside the body and functions as a filter for large embolized blood clots. 

These clots present a serious risk if they reach the heart or lungs, so they are trapped by 

the lower legs of the apparatus and dissolved over time. To keep the device in its 

Martensite phase, it is mechanically deformed by constraining it within a sheath. Once 

the device is in position, the sheath is removed and the device deploys. The material’s 

pseudoelasticity has also been utilized in the design of endo-surgical tools (Figure 1.9) 

where SMA components allow for distal steering and deployment (MemryCorporation 

2009). Additionally, pseudoelastic SMA in wire form has found applications in 
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orthodontics due to their ability to exert a nearly constant force over large strains. Some 

eyeglasses use SMA as well, allowing the metallic structure to recover what normally 

would be severe and damaging distortions (Figure 1.9). 

1.4.3.3 Consumer Market 

Shape memory alloys have also found applications in the general consumer market. 

For example, in the household consumer market, anti-scalding devices have been 

developed for water faucets and shower heads to shut off the flow of water should its 

temperature go beyond a certain limit (Kauffman and Mayo 1997). Other simple 

inventions using SMA include automatically lowering deep fryers (Falcioni 1992), 

thermally activated clothing for firefighters that produce an air gap when heated 

(Congalton 1999), and the widespread use of pseudoelastic cell phone antennas 

(Kauffman and Mayo 1997). Recently, the automotive industry has also taken interest 

in the material. Active air dams (McKnight, et al. 2009), for example, have been 

developed at GM, which employ SMA actuators to change the vehicle’s aerodynamics 

and ground clearance depending on the speed of the car. SMA actuated louvers have 

 
 

Figure 1.9. Examples of SMA biomedical applications. Most current applications utilize 
the shape memory effect. (MemryCorporation 2009) 
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also been developed to reduce cooling airflow in the engine, which will decrease engine 

warm-up times and decrease drag at high speed (Browne, et al. 2008).  

1.4.4 Antagonistic Architecture 

When building an actuator that utilizes the Shape Memory Effect, a practical means 

must be designed to apply a mechanical load while the material is cooling and allow for 

cyclic motion. This can be achieved using three methods: spring-reset, load-reset (e.g. 

due to gravity), and antagonistic actuation (Figure 1.10). Unlike spring- and load-reset 

architectures, antagonistic actuation employs two opposing SMA wires to parallel the 

antagonistic nature of biological muscles and produce cyclic motion. This is achieved 

by alternately heating one wire while the opposing wire is cooled.  

For many applications, spring-reset and antagonistic mechanisms often have an 

advantage in packaging over other architectural solutions. Load-reset architectures are 

more limited in use as they require a large mass, are difficult to package, and are 

restricted in zero-gravity environments such as in outer space (Reynaerts and Brussel 

1998). Traditional spring- and load- reset configurations also suffer from drawbacks in 

actuation speed when compared to antagonistic actuators since they solely rely on 

cooling for the return cycle (Ditman, et al. 1996). Additionally, they are difficult to 

control through the SMA’s  hysteresis (Song, et al. 2003) and provide only a 1-way 

work output which is asymmetrical and difficult to implement for vibration 

cancellation applications. For the cancellation of human tremor, antagonistic actuation 

is the most suitable configuration (Table 1.6) because it offers a greater range of 

controllability and higher frequencies (Ditman, et al. 1996). Because both directions are 

actuated by the SMA wires, uniform controllable cyclic motion can be produced with a 

custom heating input signal to match the inverse of human tremor (which also often 

approximates a uniformly cyclic motion). Higher frequencies are also possible as the 
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wires can be actuated while their opposing pair is still cooling (Ditman, et al. 1996), 

though care must be taken to prevent over-stressing both wires.  

Because of these benefits, antagonistic actuation has been widely used in a variety 

of applications. For example, antagonistic SMA wires have been developed to mimic 

tendons in prostheses for human assistance (De Laurentis and Mavroidis 2002; Pfeiffer, 

et al. 1999). Several applications in position control were developed including an 

adaptive control surface for an aircraft wing (Maclean, et al. 1997) and a rotor blade 

tracking system (Singh, et al. 2003). The reciprocal motion of the actuator was also 

proven to be beneficial in the control of automotive mirrors (Williams and Elahinia 

2006) and in micromanipulation (Bellouard, et al. 1998; Kohl, et al. 2002; Zhang, et al. 

2001).  

While these applications demonstrate the actuator’s benefits, several challenges in 

the implementation of antagonistic SMA exist and have not been completely resolved. 

Actuation frequency and power draw, for example are difficult to accurately balance, 

and only basic estimates are made to guide coolant selection (Huang 2002). However, 

\  
Figure 1.10. Typical Actuation Schemes. Antagonistic actuation provides greater range of 
control and can be run at higher frequencies than other methods. 

Cold SMA

Hot SMA

(a) Spring Reset 

(b) Load Reset 

(c)Antagonistic  
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with accurate cooling data, actuator designs can be significantly improved to meet 

frequency requirements yet minimize the actuator’s overall power draw.  

In addition, predictability remains an issue for the actuator. Currently many 

material models exist for the single SMA wires such as empirical approaches by 

(Tanaka 1986), (Liang and Rogers 1990) and (Brinson 1993). Recent thermodynamic 

models have also been developed to describe device physics. These include work 

developed by Achenbach and Müller 1985 (extended by Seelecke and Müller 2004) 

and Shaw 2002. However, modeling of the antagonistic actuator is currently sparse 

with only a small number existing that are limited in capability. For example, the 

models developed by Ditman, et al. 1996 and Singh et. al 2003, are application-specific 

and rely on empirical correlations that require a large number of experiments to 

calibrate. Their empirical nature also does little to introduce a full insight of the 

physical behavior of the actuator. Additionally, the first-order model developed by 

Grant and Hayward 2000, is limited in applicability as it greatly simplifies the 

antagonistic architecture as a spring whose stiffness depends on heating input (Grant 

and Hayward 2000; Grant 1999). This simplified model is useful in control, but greatly 

simplifies the actuator and does not provide an understanding of its physical behavior.  

Issues of controllability arise with antagonistic actuators that have typically been 

resolved with ad-hoc (e.g. PID) and heuristic approaches. While these controllers have 

produced relatively accurate and precise motion tracking capabilities (Moallem and 

Table 1.6. SMA Architecture Comparison for Human Tremor Cancellation. The 
antagonistic configuration presents the most desirable solution. 

 Spring Reset Load Reset Antagonistic  

Packaging high low medium 
Ease of Control no no yes 

Low Weight yes no yes 

2-Way Work Output no no yes 

Frequency 
Improvement 

no no yes 
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Tabrizi 2009; Teh and Featherstone 2008), they are extensively tuned on-line leading to 

higher development costs. In addition, during the product’s life these simple controllers 

have a risk of performance degradation as most do not compensate for changing 

operating conditions such as varying ambient temperature or decreasing battery charge.  

1.4.5 Research Issues 

While antagonistic actuation shows significant promise for use in hand-held tremor 

cancellation, several challenges and gaps in understanding must be addressed both at 

the material and architecture level before it can be widely used. These research issues 

can be categorized into three main concerns: cyclic repeatability, speed, and prediction; 

each is discussed in further detail.  

1.4.5.1 Cyclic Repeatability 

When cycled under load (either thermally or mechanically), SMA has been shown 

to exhibit softening or shakedown, reducing the amount of recoverable strain as the 

actuator is cycled. This effect has raised concerns about the material’s predictable 

reliability over a device’s lifetime, prompting recent investigations of this 

phenomenon. For example, shakedown has been experimentally tested (Figure 1.11) by 

heating and cooling the SMA under load (Erbstoeszer, et al. 2000; Lagoudas, et al. 

2000), and by mechanically cycling the wire in its super-elastic state (Iadicola and 

Shaw 2002; Miyazaki, et al. 1998). Under thermal cycling with constant load, recent 

studies have shown that in many situations the loss in strain approaches a steady-state 

as the number of cycles increases to infinity (Erbstoeszer, et al. 2000). This effect is 

used in several applications, where the material is stabilized by shaking it down under a 

load that is higher than the device load to ensure that no additional loss in motion will 

occur over the actuator’s lifetime (Barnes, et al. 2005; Pathak, et al. 2007).  

While a stabilizing effect has been noted in all of these studies, a predictive model is 
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lacking since its exact mechanism is not fully understood. Preliminary work by Melton 

and Mercier (1979) and Miyazaki et. al (1998), hypothesize that the successive 

reorientation of Martensite can lead to an accumulation of defects that can act as 

obstacles to reverse (Martensite to Austenite) transformation. In addition, it is 

suggested that slip deformations are responsible for generating a stress field that 

increases the amount of residual Martensite visually observed using optical microscopy 

after the SMA specimen is unloaded (Miyazaki, et al. 1998). The amount of residual 

Martensite was reported to increase with the number of mechanical cycles, correlating 

to the successive loss in strain (Miyazaki, et al. 1986). The amount of permanent strain 

is also reported to be dependent on the amount of stress applied to the material (Iadicola 

and Shaw 2002), and annealing temperature (Lagoudas, et al. 2003). Because of these 

complexities, predictive modeling of the shakedown process has not been established 

making the process difficult to understand and account for. However, a first empirical 

step towards characterizing the process would prove to greatly improve shakedown 

procedures and the design of SMA actuators. Such an empirical model would also lay 

an important foundation towards a physically-based analytical model of the shakedown 

process. 

 
Figure 1.11. Example data from thermal and mechanical shakedown. Loss in recovered 
motion initially occurs and in some cases can stabilize (Shaw 2002). Thermal cycling performed 
at 480 MPA (Barnes 2005). 

 
 

(a) Thermal Cycling (b) Mechanical Cycling 
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1.4.5.2 Actuation Frequency 

Achieving high cyclic speeds poses another fundamental challenge when 

implementing antagonistic SMA actuators. While one-way actuation is fast, with 

response times on the order of milliseconds, and can be achieved through ohmic 

heating at a high current (Qiu, et al. 2000), high frequency cyclic actuation is 

challenging because there is no simple mechanism to extract heat from the bulk 

material. However, recent developments in alternative cooling methods have enabled 

SMA’s to be used in dynamic applications. Water-cooling of thin SMA wires, for 

example, was used in the development of a high-bandwidth tactile display allowing 

responses of up to 40 Hz (Wellman, et al. 1998). Thin film SMA’s have also recently 

been developed for use in micro-systems and have estimated response speeds of up to 

100 Hz (Krulevitch, et al. 1996). While decreasing the bulk volume of the material and 

increasing its surface area (i.e. using wires or thin films) is very effective at increasing 

heat transfer, it also reduces the amount of usable work. External heat pumps such as 

peltier coolers (Bhattacharyya, et al. 1995; Shahin, et al. 1994) have been proposed to 

enhance cooling without sacrificing stress/strain performance, though these systems 

add unwanted power consumption and bulk to the system. New methods, therefore, are 

still needed to enhance the cyclic speed of SMA without changing the cooling 

environment or sacrificing the material’s overall benefits of being small and 

lightweight. 

An additional aspect that must be understood is the effect of increasing actuation 

frequency (and convective heat transfer) on power consumption. Because a significant 

amount of heat is lost to the environment, the energy required for joule heating and 

passive cooling is significantly greater than the work output (Salzbrenner 1984). This is 

due to the fact that, during each cycle, the material must be heated to its transformation 

temperature and heated through its transformation enthalpy. Studies have measured the 
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work efficiency to be only 4% of the ideal Carnot efficiency when using a working fluid 

for heating (Salzbrenner 1984). When operating at high frequencies in a passively 

cooled environment, this efficiency is further challenged due to the additional heat 

losses from convection. Operating the material in a medium with high convective 

properties (e.g. to increase frequency response), for example, can reduce work 

efficiencies several-fold (Potapov and Da Silva 2000). Thus, it is extremely important 

to properly select the actuator’s cooling environment to just meet frequency 

specifications, avoid any overcooling of the actuator, and minimize the power draw.  

Unfortunately this is currently difficult to accomplish since the required data on the 

convective properties of SMA is challenging to obtain. This is due to the fact that 

accurate surface temperature measurements of the thin SMA wires are difficult to 

obtain since thermocouples can be invasive and detach under the transformation 

motion. Thermal imaging cameras can be employed to obtain surface temperature 

measurements, though there are challenges focusing on extremely thin wires and 

measurements cannot be taken in media other than air. A new measurement 

methodology capable of obtaining the convective coefficients of SMA wires of any 

diameter in a variety of cooling media is therefore needed and would provide useful 

data that can quantify the frequency/power tradeoff and power draw for SMA actuators.  

1.4.5.3 Prediction and Control 

Even under stable operation (i.e. after being shaken down), the behavior of 

antagonistic SMA actuation is difficult to predict or even control. This is primarily due 

to the material’s hysteresis and non-linearity, and the fact that motion is heavily 

dependent on stress, input current, resistivity, and environmental conditions (Shaw 

2002). Efforts have been made to predict the behavior of the material (typically 

actuators in single-wire form) through numerous models. Early SMA models primarily 
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focused on the empirical approaches such as those by (Tanaka 1986) and (Liang and 

Rogers 1990) that for the first time describe the phase fraction of Martensite as an 

internal variable. Superelasticity was added to these models by (Brinson 1993) where 

Martensite phase fractions were decomposed into two variants (twinned and 

detwinned), yet still the empirical cosine relationship for their evolution was retained. 

These empirical approaches are useful for their simplicity, though they are largely 

untested for arbitrary stress, strain, and temperature paths and have only been calibrated 

for a select number of special experiments.  

To provide  more physical insight and understanding, thermomechanical modeling 

has been revisited for 1-D applications. Ivshin and Pence 1994, for example, developed 

a model based on equilibrium thermodynamics, and another model using concepts of 

statistical thermodynamics was developed by Achenbach and Müller 1985, which was 

extended by Seelecke and Müller 2004. Recent thermodynamic modeling developed by 

Shaw 2002 has also shown promise in understanding SMA physics including spatially 

varying effects such as propagating phase transformation fronts and localized heat 

transfer. Reductions of this model were further demonstrated by Shaw and Churchill 

2009, demonstrating an analytical solution for a single wire SMA actuator for use in 

design.  

While these models show significant promise for use in predicting actuator 

behavior and building design intuition, they have not been applied to antagonistic SMA 

actuators. It is therefore currently necessary to re-formulate a thermodynamic model for 

the antagonistic architecture where two SMA wires are coupled through a mathematical 

relationship describing force and displacement compatibility. Additional relationships 

unique to an antagonistic actuator must also be mathematically developed, including 

conditions where the wires induce boiling, or become slack and support zero force. A 
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reduced, relatively simple model  that accounts for these conditions and is capable of 

capturing general system behavior would be very useful to aid in enhancing the overall 

controllability, establishing design insight, and achieving predictability of antagonistic 

SMA actuators.   

1.5 Research Goals and Objectives 

The goal of this research is develop an antagonistic SMA actuation technology that 

is capable of enabling a new class of active human tremor cancellation. This is 

accomplished through the construction of a model and body of empirical support that 

provides the necessary design insight and predictive power for an antagonistic actuator 

that ensures stable amplitude and high frequency motion with low power draw. The 

specific objectives to achieve this are to: 

• develop an empirical model of shakedown in SMA wire and demonstrate its use 

in design for long-term cyclic stability in output amplitude,  

• develop a methodology to characterize conventional cooling techniques and 

establish non-conventional cooling methods to assist in improving the actuating 

frequency of SMA while minimizing power consumption, 

• derive and verify a thermo-mechanical representation of antagonistic SMA to 

enhance overall predictability and understand the various design tradeoffs 

affecting frequency, power draw, and packaging for a generic antagonistic 

actuator , and 

• demonstrate the scientific foundation of antagonistic actuation technology as an 

enabler of a new class of tremor cancellation.  

1.6 Research Approach 

To accomplish the stated objectives, the study of antagonistic SMA for tremor 

cancellation is divided into four major studies: 1) The Study of Shakedown in the 
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Quasi-Static Design of the SMA Stabilizing Handgrip, 2) Investigations of Convective 

Heat Transfer from SMA, 3) Transient Thermodynamic Modeling and Experimental 

Validation of an Antagonistic SMA Actuation Actuator, and 4) The Dynamic Design of 

the Active Cancellation of Tremor (ACT) Case Study.  

1.6.1 The Study of Shakedown in the Quasi-Static Design of the SMA 

Stabilizing Handgrip 

To develop an understanding of the shakedown process in the context of actuator 

design, Chapter 2 establishes an empirical model for shakedown. This model was 

applied to a graphical design process for the stable-amplitude quasi-static operation of 

the antagonistic actuator of a SMA Stabilizing Handgrip (SMASH). The SMASH 

served as a preliminary case study of an active tremor cancellation system that was 

designed to stabilize tremor in two DOF for the M16 rifle. Because the shakedown 

process for the antagonistic actuator in the SMASH required knowledge of the 

operating force/displacement requirements, a dynamic model was derived and solved 

to provide these specifications. Predicted operating forces were calculated based on 

these specifications and an empirical graphical model was derived that accounted for 

SMA material curves and system load lines. Knowing the operating forces, a procedure 

to shake down the SMA wires was developed and an empirical model utilizing two 

exponential decay terms was presented and utilized to predict any remaining motion 

degradation over the actuator’s lifetime. This procedure and empirical model is useful 

in any actuator requiring stable operation under high amounts of stress. Using the 

formulated shakedown process, an antagonistic SMA actuator was developed for a 

SMASH proof-of-concept prototype that was validated to give quasi-static motion 

performance with negligible amplitude degradation. Initial studies in the dynamic 

domain of a SMASH, particularly the open-loop cancellation of single-frequency 
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disturbances, confirmed potential for closed-loop tremor cancellation. By deriving an 

empirical model capable of predicting shakedown, a wide range of SMA actuators can 

be designed with predictable, stable output in stroke over their lifetime.  

1.6.2 Investigations of Convective Heat Transfer from SMA 

Since experimental data is limited for the convective coefficient of SMA wires in 

various cooling media (and optimal coolant selection is challenging), Chapter 3 

presents a novel methodology to measure these values for various SMA wire 

geometries in different cooling environments (air, mineral oil, water, thermal grease). 

This general method is useful for obtaining the convective coefficient in any medium 

and any scale (including the microscale) where conventional methods can fail. 

Empirical correlations were formulated and fit to the measured data, which provide 

continuous functions that can be adapted in thermodynamic models.  

In addition to conventional methods, additional studies focused on the feasibility of 

a new cooling enhancement that utilizes vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

acting as micron-scale cooling fins. These cooling fins were intended to increase the 

effective surface area of the SMA wire, thus improving an actuator’s operating 

frequency without requiring a potentially undesirable change in its environmental 

conditions. Using a Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) method, 

the CNTs were shown to have successfully grown directly on the SMA. An 

experimental procedure was developed to compare the CNT treated wire with bare 

wire, to show an effect of increased convection. This validated effect can be used in 

many situations where changes on cooling medium or flow rate are not desirable, yet an 

increase in cooling is required. Through the study of conventional and unconventional 

cooling, this dissertation advances the current data, measurement techniques, and 

cooling methods to balance the frequency and power draw of SMA actuators. 
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1.6.3 Transient Thermodynamic Modeling and Experimental 

Validation of the Antagonistic SMA Actuation Architecture 

Using the measured convective coefficients in Chapter 3, a general thermodynamic 

modeling framework is developed in Chapter 4 for the antagonistic SMA actuator to 

enhance its overall predictability and to provide an understanding of its inherent design 

tradeoffs. The model consists of two coupled one-dimensional wire elements (based on 

a reduced version of the model developed by Chang 2006) that each contains two 

internal martensitic variables. These variables, along with temperature and 

displacement, evolve in the model with respect to time depending on active electrical 

heating and passive environmental cooling inputs. Due to its nature, the presented 

model is thermodynamically admissible (unlike some current antagonistic models) and 

captures several key elements such as the wires becoming slack, friction, boiling, and 

changing convective properties. To demonstrate its accuracy and to identify regions of 

limitation, the transient model was experimentally verified through dynamic tests of a 

physical actuator for a variety of conditions including frequency, duty cycle, amplitude, 

and wire diameter. Additional design studies of the model were conducted to provide 

insight into the effects of the actuator’s key variables including mechanical advantage, 

cooling medium, ambient temperature, duty cycle, and wire length/diameter. The 

results of these studies can be directly used to guide actuator designs, and the model 

itself can be utilized to conduct design optimization or controller tuning simulations. 

1.6.4 Dynamic Design of the Active Cancellation of Tremor System 

To demonstrate and validate this dissertation’s development of antagonistic SMA 

for use in human tremor cancellation, a medical case-study is investigated in Chapter 5. 

The Active Cancellation of Tremor (ACT) system was intended to be used to enhance 

quality of life by assisting individuals suffering from essential tremor in their daily 

activities (e.g. eating, drinking, using tools, etc.). The device senses the user’s 
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disturbance and moves the stabilized object, such as a spoon, opposite to the direction 

of the disturbance, with an overall cancellation goal of 50% RMS (as defined in Section 

1.2.4). Using the framework developed in this dissertation, the antagonistic actuator 

and controller in the ACT system were modeled and their design variables were studied 

in detailed design space mappings. From these mappings important tradeoffs were 

discovered relating wire geometry, controller gain, and convective media to power 

consumption and cancellation performance. By balancing these tradeoffs using a 

design optimization routine, a suitable design was discovered that was used in the 

fabrication of a physical prototype. This proof-of-concept ACT prototype was tested 

for a variety of single-frequency disturbances as well as a full human tremor signal 

showing significant cancellation. Though several steps from commercial readiness, the 

ACT prototype demonstrated feasibility for a lightweight, handheld stabilization 

system that can be used to enhance the quality of life for the millions of people 

currently suffering from essential tremor. The ACT also served to demonstrate the 

general class of hand-held active tremor cancellation that was enabled by the 

technological developments of this dissertation. 

1.7 Contributions 

This thesis develops a technological understanding of antagonistic SMA actuators 

to facilitate the development of hand-held active cancellation devices for the mitigation 

of human tremor. These devices have great potential to enhance human performance in 

military, medical, and occupational/manufacturing sectors. Additionally, such systems 

can play a role in aiding the quality of life for those suffering from neurological 

disorders. While assistive devices exist to reduce the effects of human tremor, there has 

been little success in the creation of a cost-effective, lightweight, compact hand-held 

system employing an active cancellation technology. The primary technological barrier 
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prohibiting this class of tremor cancellation is the actuator, which typically suffers from 

weight, size, volume, cost, fragility and power issues. The use of SMA configured in an 

antagonistic actuator has been identified in this dissertation as a promising approach; 

however, there are several issues that must be resolved (namely stability, frequency, 

power, and predictability) before it can be adopted for use in human tremor 

cancellation. Initial work solves the stability issue through shakedown experiments and 

empirical modeling, which is illustrated in a graphical quasi-static design process. This 

process can be used to design a variety of actuators operating at high loads to ensure 

repeatable cyclic operation with negligible amplitude degradation. Challenges 

regarding the material’s frequency are addressed through the development of a 

methodology of measuring the convective coefficient of an SMA sample. This 

methodology is applied to a variety of scenarios to measure the convective coefficient 

of SMA wire to its diameter and surrounding environment. This data can be directly 

applied to various thermodynamic models to improve overall predictability in output 

motion and to provide an understanding of the relationship between actuation 

frequency and power consumption. To investigate further methods that improve 

actuation frequency, work was conducted to investigate the use of carbon nanotubes as 

microscale cooling fins. These fins are intended to increase the effective surface area of 

the SMA, increasing its cooling speed without changing its surrounding environment. 

The actuator’s predictability issues are solved through the development of a 

thermodynamic model that is experimentally validated and can be utilized to conduct 

various design studies. The model is capable of assisting design through accurate 

predictions in performance, and can be used to study and design controllers off-line. To 

demonstrate the antagonistic actuation technology, the ACT (Active Cancellation of 

Tremor) case study is designed and specified based on the results of model-based 
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studies. These studies provide valuable insight on the effect of the actuator’s design 

with respect to power consumption and closed-loop tremor cancellation. Experimental 

validation of the ACT device itself is also conducted, showing significant tremor 

cancellation and the potential for future versions to positively affect the lives of 

individuals affected by essential tremor. These results demonstrate significant potential 

for similar systems to reach military, manufacturing, and biomedical applications that 

are currently unattainable using conventional actuation technologies 
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2. Chapter 2: The Study of Shakedown in the Design 

of the SMA Stabilizing Handgrip 

When placed in combat situations, external stresses on a soldier produce many 

unwanted physiological disturbances including elevated heartbeat, breathing, and 

muscle tremors or wobble, that interfere with aiming accuracy. In non-combat 

situations the US Army estimates have quantified shooter tremor through the arm and 

shoulder to contribute to approximately 20% of total error (Wellman et. al, 1997). In 

combat situations the tremor magnitude is thought to increase at least an order of 

magnitude or higher (Broden 1999, US Army 2003), drastically increasing the potential 

of civilian injury and reducing soldier survivability. To address this issue, a compact 

SMA Stabilizing Handgrip (SMASH) for the M16 rifle was investigated. The SMASH 

(Figure 2.1) is intended to be a self-contained unit capable of sensing the user’s tremor, 

and moving a two degrees-of-freedom actuator to counter its effect while retaining 

tracking motion.  

The operation of the SMASH system is analogous to image stabilizing systems 

utilized in small handheld video cameras. During SMASH operation, inertial rate gyro 

sensors located in the handgrip are used to detect the effects of shooter-induced 

disturbances on rifle. The real-time controller processes these sensor signals and 

generates actuator commands to stabilize the rifle barrel. Inherent in the controller is an 

algorithm that separates the target tracking motion, which is left unaffected, and the 

tremor motion. This is analogous to image stabilizing systems that reject higher 
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frequency hand disturbances from the line of sight but do not affect the lower frequency 

pan/tilt pointing commands. As in image stabilization systems, the net effect is to 

steady the rifle point of aim, action and barrel for improved shot accuracy. This is 

accomplished with a two Degree of Freedom (DOF) suspension system controlled by 

opposing high energy density shape memory alloy (SMA) actuators that move the 

barrel in the azimuth and elevation directions. 

As with all hand-held active tremor cancellation systems, the SMASH must be 

capable of producing large displacements in an extremely small package. While SMA 

is capable of meeting this need, its use as an actuator in situations requiring high force 

outputs is complicated to implement, such as the case with the SMASH. This is due to 

the material’s degradation in recoverable strain, which occurs when there is a large 

amount of operating stress (e.g. above approximately 200 MPa for Flexinol wire, 

Dynalloy 2009). While degradation in amplitude can be circumvented by lowering the 

operating stress through the use of leverage or larger wire diameters, it cannot always 

be avoided. For example, the strict packaging constraints of the SMASH are unable to 

accommodate a lever, and the wire diameter is restricted to smaller sizes to ensure fast 

cooling for the frequency requirement (0-3 Hz). In such situations shakedown is 

unavoidable, and must be accounted for in the actuator’s design. Unfortunately, this is 

challenging since there is no clear design methodology in existence and the shakedown 

process itself is not well understood and difficult to predict. Therefore, to account for 

motion degradation during the lifetime of the SMASH (and any other SMA actuator 

operating at high stress) it is crucial to develop a capability to predict its behavior over 

a known number of actuation cycles at a given load, and apply this information to 

actuator design.  
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This chapter addresses this need in the context of designing the antagonistic 

actuator for the SMASH for quasi-static specification, which is shown through 

dynamic modeling to bound the requirements over the frequency range of interest (0-3 

Hz). Thus, for this quasi-static case, an iterative empirical graphical design process is 

detailed where, initially, system loads for the SMASH are estimated through 

experimental characterization of a preliminary prototype. Based upon these loads, a 

regimen to shake down the SMA wire is defined and an empirical model is developed to 

quantify the amount of degradation expected in the actuator’s lifetime. Using the 

stabilized wire, the SMASH is validated to operate without degradation, and 

preliminary studies in the dynamic regime are presented, demonstrating open-loop 

cancellation. These studies serve to illustrate key challenges with the SMA actuator, 

namely power consumption, frequency response, and predictability, which are 

addressed in the following chapters (Chapters 3-5). 

2.1 Dynamic Weapons Modeling  

When designing for stable output amplitude (reducing shakedown), it is essential to 

understand the force/displacement requirements of the actuator. In the case of the 

SMASH, these were unknown and had to be calculated through a dynamic model. The 

generic small arms system model is formulated from two key components a) a human 

 
Figure 2.1. Stabilizing Handgrip System Concept. 
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interface model based upon research conducted for power tool design accounting for 

both shoulder and arm input disturbances, and b) an active stabilization interface model 

accounting for the system stiffness and actuator forces/displacements. Since no data to 

date is available on the actual input disturbances from the arm and shoulder human 

interfaces, a method is supplied to estimate them from shooting range variability data 

that is available. Based upon this model, a process is described for generating the 

actuation specifications for an active stabilization system as a function of frequency 

given the derived human disturbance inputs. As examples, two distinct case studies are 

provided: the M24 sniper weapon which has the active stabilizer between the stock and 

barrel (with only the barrel being stabilized) and the M16 assault rifle which has the 

actuator placed at the location of the hand to stabilize the entire rifle. Each system is 

investigated relative to the human interaction including the effect of 

shooter-disturbance frequency, disturbance location (shoulder vs. arm), and system 

parameters (stiffness, barrel rotation). The present small arms model provides a means 

for defining the actuation specifications, and also gives insight into the inherent system 

sensitivities allowing for better active stabilization design. 

2.1.1 Generic Weapons Model 

A wide range of actively stabilized weapon systems can be abstracted to the form 

shown in Figure 2.2. The relevant nomenclature, units and parameter values for two 

case studies (the M24 used in prior INSTAR work and the M16) is given in Table 2.1. 

In the system model, the butt of the stock of mass Ms is braced against the shoulder at 

point A and pivots with rotational inertia Is about that point by an angle θs relative to 

horizontal. The supporting hand is located at a distance Larm from the shoulder. The 

barrel of mass Mb pivots with rotational inertia Ib,p by an angle θs relative to horizontal 

about a fixed point B on the stock at a distance LB from the shoulder.  
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A spring of stiffness k2 between the barrel and stock located at a distance Cs from 

the pivot supports the barrel. The stock’s center of mass is located at a distance Lcm 

from the shoulder and the barrel’s center of mass is located at a distance Ccm from the 

pivot. To stabilize the barrel, the actuator platform acts with a force Fp between the 

stock and barrel at a distance Ca from the pivot. To hold the barrel down against the 

actuator, the spring is preloaded with a force Fo. The resulting model is established with 

disturbance inputs xs (shoulder) and xa (arm), actuation input Fp with two degrees of 

freedom, θs (stock elevation) and θb (barrel elevation). In addition, to maintain a linear 

model form, the spring preload Fo is treated as an additional input, although it is 

assumed to remain constant. 

Motions of both the shoulder and the arm introduce disturbances into the system, 

and are defined to be in the range of 0 to 3 Hz (Nersessian 2001) – and may be due to 

the low-frequency irregular muscle firings discussed in Section 1.1.2. For this model, it 

is assumed that the trigger hand of the operator does not interact significantly with the 

rifle compared to the arm and shoulder. It is assumed that any shoulder motions such as 

 
Figure 2.2. Generic Model. A schematic of a generic hand-arm system, 

applicable to a variety of systems.  
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those induced by breathing and heartbeat are unaffected by the motions of the rifle (i.e. 

the body is much more massive than the rifle). Therefore, the shoulder disturbance is 

modeled as a base disturbance xs of the shoulder point A. While in reality the stock rolls 

against the soft material of the shoulder at this point, contact between the stock and the 

shoulder is assumed to be a pure pivot.  

The arm, on the other hand, has comparable mass to the rifle, and arm motions both 

affect the motion of the rifle and are affected by it. Following an established method for 

modeling the dynamic response of an arm trying to stabilize a vertical handgrip in the 

use of power tools (for both elevation and azimuth directions) (Reynolds and Keith 

1977; Reynolds and Soedel 1972), the musculature dynamics are modeled by attaching 

the arm mass Ma through a spring of stiffness k1 and a damper with damping constant 

Carm to a movable point xa representing the desired holding position of the arm. 

External forces acting on the arm cause it to deviate from this position according to the 

 

Table 2.1. Nomenclature used in the system modeling and parameter values used in the 

M16 and M24 case studies. 

Symbol Description Units M24 M16 

LB Distance from origin to pivot point B m 0.51 0.00 
Larm Distance from origin to arm m  0.71 0.62 
Lcm Distance from origin to center of mass of the 

stock 
m  0.27 0.27 

Cs Distance from pivot to spring m  0.10 0.62 
Cp Distance from pivot to platform actuator m  0.20 0.62 
Ccm Distance from pivot to center of mass of barrel. m  0.13 0.50 
Ma Mass of arm kg 0.2 0.2 
Ms Mass of stock kg 1.71 0.00 
Is Moment of inertia of stock (and arm) about 

pivot A 

kg m2 0.32 0.07 

Mb Mass of barrel kg 1.75 4.31 
Ib,B Moment of inertia of barrel about pivot B kg m2 0.14 1.30 
k2 Active stabilization spring constant (between 

stock and barrel) 
N/mm 225 4.31 

k1 Spring constant for arm kN/m 4.71 4.71 
carm Damping constant for arm N-s/m 65.7 65.7 
Fp Force from stabilizing actuator N variable solved for 
xp Displacement of stabilizing actuator mm " 
θb Angular pitch of the barrel Rad " 

θs Angular pitch of the stock Rad " 
xa Shoulder disturbance input m " 
xs Shoulder disturbance input m " 
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mass-spring-damper dynamics. Apart from necessary adjustments in the stock and 

barrel moments of inertia Is and Ib,B and values for the human arm, k1 and Carm the 

overall system model is identical in both azimuth and elevation motions, so only the 

elevation case is given.  

 

2.1.1.1 System of Equations 

Assuming small angles (barrel disturbances are on the order of milliradians), the 

equations of motion for the system are formulated using Newton’s second law applied 

to the rotational inertias for elevation or azimuth direction of the stock and barrel, Is 

about the shoulder pivot A and Ib about the barrel pivot B. In the vertical direction, the 

rifle stock experiences a downward force due to gravitational acceleration g that is 

countered by a pre-compression force of the actuator spring. This force is the result of 

the spring’s compression an initial distance xpo from its free length lspring. The force 

exerted by the platform, Fp, works to counter the disturbances caused by the user’s 

shoulder and arm. Summing the moments on the stock about the shoulder pivot B in the 

elevation direction yields, 
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N is the normal force acting to support the weight of the barrel in the static condition 

and is equal to Mbg. Fr,tot is the total reaction force from the pivot point, and can be 

separated into steady-state static (Fr,ss) and transient dynamic (Fr,trans) components 

calculated from a vertical force balance on the barrel, 

2 s
r,ss r,trans p p,o p spring b s B s cm b b

p

k C
F F F (x x l ) M (x (L ) (C )) M g

C
θ θ

•• •• ••

+ = − + − − + + − . (2.2) 

by balancing moments on the barrel about the pivot point B, the rotation of the barrel is 
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defined as 
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To simplify these equations, the effect of gravity in the elevation direction is canceled 

using a static analysis. Assuming the spring k2 has an initial length lspring and an initial 

compression xpo, the moment balance for the barrel about pivot point B under 

steady-state conditions 

 sobcmspringops CFgMClxCk +=− )( ,2 . (2.4) 

The initial compression of the spring both supports the moment due to gravity and 

provides an additional preload (if required by the system). Similarly, the vertical force 

balance on the barrel under steady-state conditions becomes 

 ssrobspringop FFgMlxk ,,2 )( −−−=−
, (2.5) 

and the moment balance about the stock under static conditions is 

 
)())(( ,2 BsobBspringopBs LCFgMLlxLCk ++=−+
. (2.6) 

Because gravity is canceled by spring pre-compression, both terms for gravity and the 

pre-compressed distance for the spring no longer appear in the system equations. 

Without these two terms, the equations become applicable to the azimuth case as well. 

The original equations of motion (2.1-2.3) represent a system with two degrees of 

freedom, namely the angular rotation of the stock θs and barrel θb. The coordinates of 

interest however are the actuator’s displacement xp and the barrel rotation θb (the 

displacement requirement is solved to produce zero barrel rotation). Therefore, a 

change of coordinates is performed to eliminate θs and express it in terms of xp,  

 p

p

bs
C

x
−= θθ

. (2.7) 
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Changing the form of the system to apply to azimuth as well as elevation directions by 

the substitution of the static equations (2.4-2.6), and applying the change of coordinates 

(Equation 2.7) to the original equations of motion (2.1-2.3) the final system model is 

derived in matrix form resulting in a linear second order, two degree of freedom 

vibrational system 
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where the mass matrix M is  
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the damping matrix C is  
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and the stiffness matrix K is  
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The matrix describing the generated shoulder motion Gs consists of the moments 

caused by the disturbance motion xs, 
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and the matrix for the generated arm motion Ga consists of the moments caused by the 

arm disturbance xa, 
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Lastly, the H matrix contains the moment arms over which the actuator acts, 
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and the D matrix represents the moment arms for the spring preload Fo, 
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The resulting set of two linear differential equations (Equation 2.8) describes the 

elevation and azimuth dynamics of the rifle system in a form suitable for analytical 

solution. 

2.1.1.2 Estimating Human Disturbances 

The human shoulder and arm input disturbances, (xa and, xs), are necessary to define 

the actuation force and displacement specifications Fa and xp. For a weapon system, 

these disturbances may be estimated from military field data for shooting variability at 

a given distance (Weaver 1990). The general model (Equation 2.8) is adapted to 

represent a non-stabilized system by assuming infinite actuator spring (k2) stiffness, 

thus effectively making a rigid connection. Actuation, Fa is set to zero and human 

disturbances of the shoulder xs or the arm xa are independently back-solved to produce 

the known target distribution. Because the system model is linear, the shoulder and arm 

disturbance can be solved separately since the output of the model is the sum of each 

individual result. Linearity allows each disturbance input and the corresponding barrel 

response to be decomposed into sinusoids (at the same particular frequency w) which 
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can be represented by functions of the form 

 ( ) Re( )iwtx t xe=  (2.16) 

where x is a complex number whose magnitude and phase reflect the amplitude and 

phase of the function. From this point on, the extraction of the real component of this 

complex form Re(�) and the functional dependence on time are assumed and omitted 

for brevity. The system response of the rifle model is thus represented as iwteθ θ=  

where the complex vector θ =[xp θb]
T holds both amplitude and phase of the two system 

degrees of freedom, the platform actuator displacement and barrel angular motion. 

Thus, the matrix form of the system model (Equation 2.8) written in complex form is:  

 

 2[ ]iwt iwt
as a a oA e G x G x H F e DFθ = + + +  (2.17) 

where the system matrix 2A w M iwC K= − + + . The shoulder disturbance matrix 
s

G

becomes the complex coefficient matrix sG , 
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and similarly for arm disturbances, 
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The closed-form of the required disturbance for the shoulder or arm to produce a given 

barrel motion θb is  

 
1

x
BA G

θ
−

=  (2.20) 

where the magnitude of θ  is the amplitude of the known angular disturbance of the 
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barrel (obtained from shooting data), and B is the selection matrix [0 1] since only the 

barrel motion is of interest. Thus, given a specification on the acceptable barrel motion

θ , the required disturbance (Equation 2.20) allows the estimation of the amplitude of 

either the arm disturbance 
ax  or the shoulder disturbance 

sx which produces that 

motion. Selection of which disturbance is accomplished by choosing the complex 

matrix G to be either 
aG  (Equation 2.13) for the arm or 

sG  (Equation 2.12) for the 

shoulder. 

2.1.1.3 Generation of Actuator Requirements 

The derived models coupled with the defined arm and shoulder disturbances  (
ax ,

sx ) as input sets the stage to determine the actuation force and displacement 

requirements, Fp and xp, necessary to cancel the human disturbances. This is 

accomplished by setting the barrel to be perfectly stabilized (i.e. θb
= 0) by making θ  in 

the assumed complex solution for Equation 2.17 θ = [
sx  0]T. The spring preload is 

solved separately and added to the actuator requirement for each disturbance. The 

actuator requirements to cancel the disturbances (arm and shoulder) are computed 

individually to gain insight of each impact. In reality, the entire measured shooting 

error is due to each disturbance. To represent the effect of this combination, the 

requirements for the two disturbances can be combined using the convex combination  

 (1 )s a totR R Rα α+ − =  (2.21) 

where α is a proportionality constant selected between the interval [0,1], Rs is the 

shoulder requirement, Ra is the arm requirement, and Rtot is the total requirement. Since 

the total requirement varies linearly between the individual requirements as α  varies 

from 0 to 1, the “worst case scenario” occurs when α  is adjusted to create 100% of the 
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disturbance requiring the highest force and displacements. Thus, the greater force or 

displacement specification due solely to either a shoulder or arm disturbance safely 

bounds all other possible combinations of disturbances. 

Considering either disturbance input on the right hand side of the complex form of 

the system equations (Equation 2.17) individually, and setting the preload to zero, the 

actuator force Fp can be brought to the left hand side, and the system of two complex 

variable equations and two unknowns becomes 
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from which the contribution of the disturbance to the required actuator displacement 

px  and force 
aF can be solved. The subscripts under A represent the row and column of 

the matrix A and the subscript under H represents the row of vector H.  

The contribution due to the static spring preload Fo can be computed similarly by 

setting the frequency w to zero along with the disturbance inputs and barrel motion. 

Adding this contribution to the complex magnitude of the contribution due to the 

disturbance yields the total maximum force xp,max and displacement Fa,max required by 

the actuator. For a given spring preload Fo and disturbance x (and its corresponding 

matrix G), the specification is 
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2.1.2  Weapon System Case Studies 

To demonstrate the model’s application, it was employed for two distinct cases: 

The M24 sniper rifle used in the INSTAR work (Barnes, et al. 2005; Brei, et al. 2003) 

and the M16 rifle. For each case, the human arm mass, compliance, and damping were 
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incorporated to define the necessary actuation specifications required to cancel the 

shoulder and arm disturbances in the dynamic region. In the course of these 

simulations, the interplay between the human, weapon and active stabilization was 

explored including the effect of shooter-disturbance frequency, disturbance source 

(shoulder vs. arm), and system parameters (stiffness and barrel rotation).  

2.1.2.1 M24 Sniper Rifle 

The M24 sniper rifle was studied because it represents the model in its most general 

case: independent stock and barrel masses, and a suspension spring with preload 

occurring at a different location from the actuator. The system is solved with the 

parameters for the elevation direction given in Table 2.1. The arm values Ma, Carm, and 

k1, were determined from studies of the human arm (Reynolds and Soedel 1972). The 

active suspension spring constant k2 was taken from INSTAR specifications (Brei, et al. 

2003). All other parameters were directly measured from the rifle. The full system 

model (Equation 2.8), including the human arm dynamics, was used with each human 

disturbance, shoulder xs and arm xa, introduced individually to ascertain their impact on 

the system response and actuation requirements. 

2.1.2.1.1  Human Disturbance Estimation 

Due to a lack of physical subject data, human input disturbances xs and xa were 

estimated from Equation 20 to produce a targeting error of ± 1.88 mrad of the rifle 

barrel pivot point (Barnes, et al. 2005). The solution for the required shoulder input 

disturbance as a function of frequency (Figure 2.3) remains almost steady at the static 

value of 1.3 mm. This is due to the fact that the base shoulder excitation acts directly on 

the rifle with the actuator being rigid and the arm compliance minimally affecting 

overall motion. On the other hand, the arm input decreases over the frequency range to 
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a minimum of 0.7 mm at 6.8 Hz, which is the arm model resonance point. The 

excitation of the arm resonance coupled with the rifle inertia makes it easier to move the 

rifle at those frequencies, where base excitations of the arm amplify through the 

resonant dynamics.  

2.1.2.1.2 Actuator Requirements 

Using the methodology defined in Section 2.1.1.3, the model was run for the M24 

rifle to produce actuator requirements (Figure 2.4) considering each disturbance (arm 

and shoulder) individually. In the frequency range of 0-3 Hz, the actuator force 

requirement for the arm disturbance dominates the shoulder disturbance, but the 

displacement requirements for both remain nearly identical. Since the rifle stock has a 

greater mass than the arm, its resonance is at a lower frequency and is consequently 

easier to move, producing a lower force requirement. Because of this effect, the 

specifications calculated for the arm bounds any other possible combination of 

shoulder/arm disturbances (Section 2.2.1.3). Note that this may have some impact on 

shooter training when using an actively stabilized rifle. For example, the shooter can 

concentrate on reducing tremor in their arm more than in their shoulder since the 

actuator has an easier time canceling shoulder disturbances. Since the modeled spring 

in the arm is much less stiff than the suspension spring, the addition of human arm 

 
Figure 2.3. M24 Disturbances. Required 
disturbance inputs to excite the sniper rifle barrel 
1.88 mrad for both arm and shoulder vibration. 
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dynamics creates a resonance at 6.1 Hz for the shoulder and 5.6 Hz for the arm making 

it easier for the actuator to move the entire system near these frequencies (Figure 2.4). 

The static case of the system solution (0 Hz) is the same for both the arm and shoulder. 

The force of 43.8 N establishes a bound in the frequency range of 0 to 7.0 Hz, and the 

displacement of 382 µm in the frequency range of 0 to 7.7 Hz. These values agree 

exactly with the actuation specifications used in the INSTAR (Brei, et al. 2003). Thus, 

in a conservative design where the stabilizer must act at multiple frequencies, the 

actuator specification for a M24 active stabilizer can be set to the static values of 43.5 N 

for force and 382 µm for displacement independent of the disturbance source.  

2.1.2.2 M16 Assault Rifle 

The model was also exercised for the M16 rifle to gain an understanding of the 

tremor cancellation requirements for the SMASH. From a modeling perspective, the 

M16 represents a kinematically different case than the M24 because the stock and 

barrel are rigidly attached, and the actuator is held directly by the arm (Figure 2.5). 

Because of this effect, little inertia is attached to the arm, and the effects of the system 

dynamics on the actuator become more significant. For the M24, the stock mass 

 
Figure 2.4. M24 Actuator Requirements. Force and displacements required to 
stabilize the sniper rifle barrel for both shoulder and arm disturbances. 
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contributed to absorbing the disturbances; whereas in the M16, the actuator is required 

to do more work.  

To model the M16, the stock and barrel are lumped together into Mb (the barrel), 

and the separate stock mass Ms is set to zero (effectively, the handgrip becomes the 

stock). The pivot point is brought over to the shoulder by setting its distance from the 

stock LB to zero. Larm, the distance from the stock to the arm grip, and Cs and Ca, the 

distances from the pivot point to the actuator and return spring, are all assigned a value 

lp (Figure 2.5). Parameters used to fit the model to this new system in the elevation 

direction are listed in Table 2.1. Values for the mass of the arm Ma, damping constant 

Carm, and stiffness k1 were all taken from Reynolds and Soedel 1972. All other physical 

parameters of the rifle were directly measured. The human interactions xs and xa are 

included in the system (Equation 2.8) along with the compliance and damping present 

from a human arm support.  

2.1.2.2.1 Human Disturbance Estimates  

As with the M24, the human input disturbances xs and xa were estimated from 

Equation 2.20 assuming a targeting error of ± 3 mrad of the rifle barrel pivot point, 

determined through triangulization 

 
 

Figure 2.5. Dynamic M16 Weapons Model. Model is reduced version of general hand-arm 
system. 
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with the target distribution s set to ± 0.75 m (three standard silhouettes) and the 

shooting distance D set to 250 m according to military data (Weaver 1990). The 

resulting input human disturbances are shown in Figure 2.6. As with the M24, the 

shoulder excitation of 1.87 mm is nearly constant because shoulder directly displaces 

the rifle inertia. The arm excitation amplitude, on the other hand, is not constant, and 

decreases to a local minimum of 0.82 mm at 5.4 Hz, which occurs due to a system 

resonance between the rifle inertia and the arm compliance. This is a 56% deviation 

from the quasi-static arm excitation, indicating the significance of the system 

dynamics. 

2.1.2.2.2 Actuator Requirements 

The effect of human interface with the M16 is more pronounced than the M24 due 

to the change in mass attached to the arm (the mass of the stock is set to zero). This 

brings system resonance to lower frequencies with minima in force requirements of 1.3 

N at 4.1 Hz for the shoulder and 3.7 N at 5.4 Hz for the arm. In addition, the difference 

in actuator force requirements between arm and shoulder disturbances is more distinct 

 
Figure 2.6. M16 Disturbance Estimates. Disturbances 
for the M16 for both arm and shoulder required to excite 
the rifle barrel at an amplitude of 3 mrad.  
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than in the M24, emphasizing the benefit of training a soldier. For example, a soldier 

should seek rigid arm support to suppress its disturbances, which in Figure 2.7a 

dominate shoulder disturbance requirements over 0 to 3 Hz. For the M16, the 

quasi-static requirements of 1.9 mm and 8 N provide an upper bound for the 

displacement requirements until 7.9 Hz. Forcing is bounded until 5.8 Hz for the 

shoulder and 7.9 Hz for the arm. Over the frequency range of interest (0 to 3 Hz), the 

quasi-static force and displacement requirements significantly over-specify the actuator 

(see Figure 2.7). These large variances are in contrast to the M24 which varied less due 

to its spring-dominated dynamics (Figure 2.4). Two explanations for this relative 

difference from quasi-static exist: a) the M16’s actuator is less stiff, which brings its 

resonance to lower frequencies, and b) the M16’s actuator has only the mass of the arm 

to displace during stabilization, where the M24 has the additional inertia of the stock to 

help reduce the force requirements for stabilization (this is particularly dominant at 

higher frequencies). 

2.1.3 M16 Stabilizing Handgrip Specifications 

Because they serve as an upper bound to overall actuator requirements, the 

quasi-static actuator specifications of 8 N and +/- 1.9 mm were chosen. Additionally, 

Figure 2.7. Force and Displacement Results for Stabilization Requirements for the M16. 
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through guidance received during collaboration with U.S. Army personnel several 

supplementary key customer needs were identified in the stabilizing handgrip as 

summarized in Table 2.2. As with other hand-held systems studied in this dissertation 

(See Chapter 5) the Army identified a benefit from a modular and self-contained 

system. The handgrip was required to be adaptable to a variety of weapon systems 

including the M16 rifle. Such a device was required to be capable of withstanding harsh 

environmental conditions and shock typically encountered during combat scenarios. 

Total weight was specified to be below 350 grams and cost less than $450. Under 

no-power mode, the stabilizer was to act as a neutral, unmoving attachment and should 

be stiff enough so as not to interfere with normal targeting. The general space 

requirement was based on a standard issue handgrip available on the market, and power 

was assumed to be delivered from a battery packaged within this volume.  

2.2 Stacked Platform Design 

To achieve stabilization in the elevation and azimuth direction, the SMASH 

platform was designed to produce motion in two degrees of freedom using a decoupled 

stage (termed the Stacked Platform) that allowed for easier control. Linear sliding 

stages were designed to move in the elevation and azimuth directions, and the motions 

Table 2.2. Stabilizing Handgrip Specifications.  

 

Feature Specification 

Handgrip Size 
    Height cm (in) 
    Diameter cm (in) 

10.0 (3.94) 
2.29 (0.90) 

Max Force N (lb) 8 (1.8) 

Max Displacement mm (in) 2 (0.08) 
Operating Temperature 

oC (oF) -40 - 60  
(-40 – 140) 

Weight g (lb) 350 (1.1) 

Environment Sealable 

Cost (US Dollars) <$450 

Other Simple Reparability 
Ease of Assembly 

Mass Producible 

Attaches to Rail System 

Rigid when powered off 
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of the two stages were combined through an additional set of sliding joints to an output 

stage. The overall structure (Figure 2.8) fits inside a handgrip, while maintaining a 

hollow interior for a battery and electronics. This hollow interior was made possible by 

packaging the SMA wires along the circumference of the cylinder, and illustrates the 

overall benefit of employing SMA over conventional actuation such as voice coils or 

motors. To provide stiffness in the elevation direction and support the weight of the 

rifle, a coil compression spring rests on a dowel press fit to the azimuth stage. For 

characterization within this section, two forms of packaging the SMA wire are 

explored: spooling around the pegs to make a smaller length handgrip and straight, 

unwrapped wire achieved via a telescoping extendable structure that increased the 

overall length of the handgrip.  

2.2.1 Architecture and Operation 

Both the azimuth and the elevation stages are actuated antagonistically, with two 

pairs of SMA wires acting in opposite directions. This configuration was selected to 

 
Figure 2.8. SMASH Platform Architecture. Exploded and collapsed views of the direct 
drive actuator. Elevation and Azimuth motions are coupled to the connection to the M16 rifle. 
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assist in overall controllability since both the forward and return stroke can be actively 

shaped through input heating profiles. The stacked platform actuator (Figure 2.9) 

produces motion when one of its antagonistic wires is heated, which both forces the 

stage to the required direction of travel and stretches the opposing cool wire producing 

de-twinned variants in its Martensite phase. For example, the azimuth stage (Figure 

2.9a) is moved leftward against friction by heating the left wire and allowing the right 

wire to cool. This effectively deforms the right wire, which is then ready to actuate and 

move the stage to the right. The elevation direction (Figure 2.9b) is similarly actuated 

upward by running current through the wires responsible for moving the stage against 

spring forces. The upward motion also deforms the cool wires, which are in turn heated 

to move the stage down, stretching the upward wires, and completing the work cycle. 

2.2.2 Loading Theory 

The operational theory behind the stacked platform’s operation is summarized in 

Figure 2.10, where the blue lines represent the system load lines including the force 

effects of de-twinning the opposing cool wire (Fm,l for the left Martensite wire and Fm,r 

for the right), combined with either the additional friction forces for azimuth (Ffriction), 

 
Figure 2.9. Azimuth and Elevation Motion. Stages are actuated by antagonistic SMA wires 
that are electro-resistively heated to produce motion in the required direction of travel. 
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or the spring stiffness for elevation (Fspring). The red lines represent the actuation lines 

which are the SMA wires in Austenite form. Operation in the azimuth direction, 

beginning with the slider moved to the left side, begins at point A (Figure 2.10a). As the 

actuating right wire is heated, the slider is moved towards the right hard stop, point B, 

exerting a force Fh (the difference between the Austenite curve and the system load 

line) against the stop. The actuator load line is offset from this hard stop an amount εr, 

which corresponds to the additional strain the wire is capable of producing under zero 

load. For the device to produce full motion, the Austenite curve must at least intersect 

the system load line at point B (Fh must be greater or equal than zero).  

As the actuating wire is cooled, the operating curve follows the path between points 

B and C, where the slider is kept in the right position due to friction. Heating the left 

wire causes the slider to move leftward, and the path between C and D is followed. 

Finally, in cooling, the curve between D and A is traced and the cycle is completed. The 

elevation direction (Figure 2.10b) is identical to the azimuth, with the only difference 

being the elevation spring stiffness (Fspring) replacing the azimuth friction (Ffriction) in 

the load lines. Because of this change, the unloading between points B and C, and D 

and A is not vertical, as the spring contributes to deforming the cooled actuating wire in 

twinned Martensite form. 

 
 
Figure 2.10. System theory for azimuth and elevation directions of operation. SMA 
martensitic force, azimuth friction, and elevation spring stiffness all contribute to the 
system load lines. 
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2.3 Quasi-Static Design Methodology 

Because SMA demonstrates shakedown and its material properties change 

according to cycling conditions (Erbstoeszer, et al. 2000; Lagoudas, et al. 2000), it is 

not possible to obtain the operating system or the actuation load lines directly from the 

manufacturer. While, it is possible to stabilize the material through a shakedown 

procedure (Erbstoeszer, et al. 2000), the loading requirements are themselves a function 

of the operating system load lines. Thus, the initial step in the design process (Figure 

2.11) is to determine an approximate range for the system loads, labeled as Step 1. 

These loads are used to shake down the SMA wire (Step 2), and in Step 3 the 

appropriate wire length is selected using the measured shake down strains and an 

empirical model. After installing the wire in the actuation system, the post-shakedown 

load lines are measured to verify that the operating loads are below the selected 

shakedown level (Step 4). If the loads are greater, the shakedown process is repeated. 

However, if they are less, the design process is deemed successful and the actuator is 

 
 

Figure 2.11. System theory for azimuth and elevation directions of operation. SMA 
martensitic force, azimuth friction, and elevation spring stiffness all contribute to the 
system load lines. 
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passed to performance testing in Step 5. This experimental design procedure is 

demonstrated in context of the SMASH prototype that was built for the M16 case study. 

2.3.1 Stabilizing Handgrip Prototype 

A preliminary prototype for the experimental design process was designed and built 

based upon the specifications for the M16 outlined in Table 2.2. The elevation spring 

stiffness was set to 6 N/mm such that the rifle would act as a neutral, unmoving 

attachment with the device in its de-activated state. The stages were designed to travel 

the required displacement of ± 2 mm from the neutral position (total of 4 mm) in the 

elevation and azimuth directions to stabilize the M16 rifle. Since the design process is 

iterative and an exact SMA wire length was not possible to initially define, flexibility 

for the packaged wire length was built into the system. If extra wire length was needed, 

the SMA could wrap around 0.2 inch diameter pulleys installed on the perimeter of the 

base, and if even more length were needed the base of the device was designed to 

telescope outward. Because the system loading behavior, recoverable strain, and 

consequent SMA wire length were all unknown, it was necessary to develop a 

procedure to specify the material requirements. This was accomplished by measuring 

the system loads without the wire and adding them to the Martensite loading plateau of 

the pre-shakedown SMA wire. Using a factor of 1.5 above these loads, the SMA wire 

was then shaken down, installed in the device, and verified to produce the required 

motion.  

The final prototype and dimensions are detailed in Figure 2.8b. Most of the 

components in the device assembly were hand machined. The azimuth stage was 

fabricated from steel with the vertical azimuth dowel press-fit in the base. The 

elevation, output stages, and solid support structure were machined from Delrin due to 

its high strength and machinability. The pulleys were lathed from steel and were held in 
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place by screws threaded into the support structure. The elevation spring was obtained 

off-the-shelf from Century Spring, Inc and the 70º C Flexinol SMA wire was supplied 

by Dynalloy Inc. The wire diameter was initially set at 15 mil, which was verified as 

being sufficient for the required actuation forces. 

2.3.2 Initial System Load Lines 

Because the shakedown process requires an estimate of the operating load lines, it 

was necessary to estimate the force requirements before-hand. These were difficult to 

predict because the anticipated forces due to azimuth friction, elevation spring stiffness, 

and the de-twinning of the inactivated SMA wire were all unknown. Therefore tests 

were performed to separate and measure the friction and stiffness loads without the 

SMA wire installed. Separate material curves were also obtained for the SMA wires 

both in Austenite and (twinned) Martensite phases.  

2.3.2.1 Experimental Setup and Procedure 

The test apparatus used to characterize the effects of the azimuth friction and the 

elevation spring is illustrated in Figure 2.12. A probe threaded to a Cooper Instruments 

DFI 2555 force transducer was designed to contact and push the elevation and azimuth 

platforms at the wire contact points (simulating actuation), with the displacement 

recorded by a Microtrak 7000 Laser Displacement Sensor. Signals from both the force 

and displacement readouts were fed into a National Instruments NI USB-6009 Data 

Acquisition Card, read by a PC running LabView for storage and further analysis. A 

DC Voltage supply was connected to the handgrip device to heat selected SMA wires. 

A collection of weights was used as a varying load on the handgrip’s output stage. 

Because the system was designed to be decoupled, stiffness studies were conducted 

separately for each direction, with the handgrip device oriented vertically in the vice for 

the azimuth direction (Figure 2.13a) and horizontally for the elevation direction (Figure 
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2.13b). In trials for each direction the force probe was dialed towards the stage, pushing 

it all the way through its range of motion to the hard stop.  

2.3.2.2 Initial Azimuth Load Lines 

 The initial friction tests for the azimuth direction were obtained for motions in the 

left and right directions (Figure 2.15a). Force was defined as positive in the left 

direction (resisting motion to the right) and negative in the right direction. In each test, 

the force increased sharply in magnitude as motion was initiated to overcome friction 

and reached a flat plateau to remain relatively constant through the remainder of the 

motion. An average of these force plateaus for varying normal loads is shown in Figure 

2.15b. In the figure, there is initially a clear increase in the required force with 

increasing normal load where, for example, the required force for rightward motion is 

increased by 79% from 5.03 to 9.02 N as the normal load was increased by 76% from 

1.29 to 2.27 Kg. At the higher normal load there is less of a distinction. For example, 

there is only a 5.4% increase in required rightward force from 9.02 to 9.51 N for a 44% 

increase in load from 2.27 to 3.28 Kg. In addition, there is a consistently lower force 

requirement for motion in the left direction (negative displacement) by an average of 

15%. This effect is attributed to imperfections in machining both the steel azimuth 

slider and the Delrin support structure and could be corrected by switching to higher 

 
Figure 2.12. Schematic of Test Apparatus. Data was recorded using LabView computer 
software. 
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precision machining equipment. Because the data is non-linear, a traditional linear 

friction model cannot be fit. However, the forces are bounded below 10 N for all loads 

below the 3.28 Kg level which simulates the rifle load. 

2.3.2.3 Initial Elevation Load Lines 

Since the elevation stage does not support significant normal forces under standard 

operation, it was assumed that these friction effects were negligible. The force profile 

for the elevation stage with no wire is plotted in Figure 2.14. Because only spring 

effects are present in this case, the relationship is linear, initially moving off the hard 

stop and then increasing with a steady slope of 5.8 N/mm which is very close to the 

designed stiffness of 6 N/mm. This stiffness along with the spring preload of 16.7 N 

was designed so that with no wires installed, the rifle weight would compress the stage 

 

Figure 2.13. Experimental setup for elevation and azimuth testing. 
Force-displacement data is obtained in both the azimuth and elevation directions using 
a laser displacement sensor and load cell. 

 

 
Figure 2.14. Elevation Wire Effects. Spring 
stiffness and martensitic force profiles for the 
elevation stage. 
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close to the neutral position (Figure 2.14). This was done to keep the slider in the 

neutral position under zero power, and reduce the average power consumption when 

stabilizing disturbances around this neutral position.  

2.3.2.4 Pre-Shakedown SMA Load Lines 

The final variable that required measurement was the force needed to de-twin SMA 

in its Martensite form. To measure this force level, a 10 inch long, 15 mil diameter 

SMA wire was fixed at one end with a mechanical crimp that was attached to a Cooper 

Instruments DFI 2555 load cell fixed to a movable stage (Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17). 

Displacement was measured by an LVDT driven by an Omega LDX-3A Transducer 

Conditioner. Signals from both the force and displacement readouts were fed into a 

National Instruments NI USB-6009 Data Acquisition Card, read by a PC running 

LabView. The wire was first heated by a Kepco ATE 55-20DMG power supply to its 

Austenite form and the stage was slowly loaded to a weight of 65 N while recording 

force and strain. The wire was then cooled at the Austenite free length and then the 

stage was again loaded recording the loading curve required to de-twin the twinned 

Martensite to 3.5%. Figure 2.18 shows the collected data for both Austenite and 

Martensite states. The Austenite stiffness is linear and increases at a slope of 7.9 

kN/strain while the Martensite displays a plateau that remains relatively flat as the wire 

is strained to 3.5%. Since the wires in the device are designed to strain at a maximum of 

 
Figure 2.15. Frictional Forces for the Azimuth Direction. Force-Displacement curves under 
varying normal forces were obtained for both the left and right azimuth directions. 
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3.5% (as a safety factor against permanent plastic deformation of the wire), the 

maximum martensitic force was measured at this point to be 15 N.  

2.3.3 Post-Shakedown SMA Load Lines 

Because the SMA wires were to be installed in an actual device and the load lines 

measured, the material had to first be shaken down to reduce motion degradation during 

operation. This was performed by cycling the wire under a constant load that was a 

factor of safety above the estimated system loads. The estimated azimuth system load 

was obtained by adding the bounded friction forces of 10 N to the 15 N required to 

de-twin the SMA Martensite phase resulting in a total of 25 N. In the elevation 

direction, because two wires actuate each direction, the martensitic force is accounted 

for twice (30 N) and then added to the spring force (15 N) yielding an overall 

requirement of 45 N for both wires (22.5 N for each wire). Following Erbstoeszer, et al. 

2000, the SMA wire was shaken down at approximately 1.5 times the maximum 

estimated load of 25 N (40 N shakedown load).  

2.3.3.1 Shakedown Experimental Setup and Procedure 

Using the same apparatus as the one used for the SMA load lines (Figure 2.17) the 

SMA was cycled under a constant load of 40N (350 MPa) with a power supply that was 

programmed to alternately heat the wire in air with 1.5 amps of current for 7 seconds 

and shut off power for 25 seconds to allow the wire to cool. Since the 40 N load is well 

Figure 2.16. Material loading and Apparatus. A side-view photograph of the 
experimental setup used for wire shakedown. 
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above the approximately 9 N (79 MPa) Martensite plateau of the wire, a removable 

hard stop was set at a known strain of 3.5% from the Austenite length to prevent the 

wire from overstraining and to actuate at the design strain for the SMASH. Thus, the 

wire cycled from a strained Martensite length fixed by this hard stop, to a contracted 

Austenite length. 

2.3.3.2 SMA Shakedown Results and Empirical Modeling  

The SMA wire was cycled under the load of 40N over approximately 400 cycles. 

Data collected for the first wire is shown in Figure 2.19, where the contracted Austenite 

length decreases over the first 200 cycles, and begins to level off approaching a stable, 

steady-state contracted length. The behavior exhibited in Figure 2.19 is similar to the 

thermal cycling mechanisms reported by Barnes et. al. 2005 and Erbstoeszer et. al. 

2000, and can also be correlated to the shift encountered in pseudoelastic cycling 

(Miyazaki, et al. 1998). This zero load shift is theorized to be formed by a combination 

of slip deformation and the accumulation of residual Martensite, observed optically by 

Miyazaki et al. (Miyazaki, et al. 1998). 

An empirical model was fit to the curve in Figure 2.19 by applying a curve fit with 

two exponentially decaying constants plus a constant, 

 

 
Figure 2.17. Schematic for Material Loading and Shakedown 

Test Apparatus. Data was collected by LabView Software. 
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fae ceε ε− −= + + . (2.24) 

 

where ε is the strain in the material, N is the number of cycles, and εf, is the amount of 

strain expected as the cycles are taken to infinity. The experimental data and the model 

fit are plotted in Figure 2.19, and it was found that the fit followed the data remarkably 

well (0.99 R-value) and predicted a steady-state strain difference (defined as motion 

relative to the hard stop divided by the unloaded Austenite wire length) of 2.5% at 

infinite cycles. Thus, assuming no rate constants appear at higher cycles, the predicted 

 
Figure 2.18. Material Properties of Pre-Shakedown SMA. 
Austenite and Martensite loading curves. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.19. Shakedown Data with Fitted Curves. Data 
for elevation and azimuth wires are plotted along with their 
respective curve fits and predicted steady-state values. 
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shakedown after 400 cycles is reduced to only 2% (from 17%) of the actuator’s motion 

recovery. 

2.3.3.3 Post-Shakedown Material Characterization 

To experimentally verify the expected shift in Austenite zero and to measure SMA 

material properties after cycling, the wire was characterized using the shakedown test 

apparatus (Figure 2.17). The Austenite force-deflection curves were first measured by 

keeping the wire heated under a constant current and applying a load below the 40 N 

used during shakedown. The Martensite force-deflection curves were similarly 

obtained by heating the wire, allowing it to cool, and applying incrementally increasing 

loads below 40 N until the wire was stretched to the hard stop. The results (Figure 2.20) 

show that the shakedown of the wire shifted the Austenite zero by 0.5%, which 

correlates to the strain shift in Figure 2.19. The results also slightly increased wire 

stiffness to 8.5 kN (75 GPa)/strain which was 7% greater than the stiffness of 7.9 kN 

(69 GPa)/strain before shakedown. Linear extrapolations of the Austenite lines (Figure 

2.20), when intersected with the 40N force level and subtracted from the hard stop 

closely match the 3% and 2.55% strain produced by the SMA before and after 

shakedown (Figure 2.19) confirming the mode of operation.  

2.3.3.4 SMASH SMA Length Selection 

The results of the shakedown process and material characterization were utilized to 

determine the appropriate wire length for the SMASH. Because the force of 40N used 

during shakedown represents an upper bound for the actuator, the steady-state strain 

under this load of 2.5% (Figure 2.19) was used to calculate that 16 cm (6.3 in) of wire 

was required to produce 4 mm of displacement. Thus, the SMASH with its base 

extended can produce the required motion without spooling the wire but the wire must 

be fully transformed for each cycle potentially limiting the stroke at high speeds where 
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heat transfer rates become an issue. Spooling the wire, on the other hand, packages 

more wire in the same handgrip height, allowing the potential for partial transformation 

during high speed operation. Thus, roughly twice the required length (33 cm of 70º C, 

15 mil diameter wire) was spooled in the device to determine the feasibility of spooling 

and the potential losses that may be encountered.  

2.4 Platform Characterization 

After following the experimental design procedure, the shaken down SMA wires 

(33 cm) were installed in the fabricated SMASH prototype which was then tested for 

the M16 case study. These tests were conducted under both quasi-static and dynamic 

regimes to ensure full actuator authority under the required frequencies. Cancellation 

tests of simulated tremor were also conducted using an actual M16 rifle. Performance 

results from these studies are detailed in the following sections.  

2.4.1 Quasi-Static Platform Performance 

To ensure that the SMASH was capable of producing full motion under the 

quasi-static specification, experiments were conducted to verify the system response 

and actuator output in both elevation and azimuth directions. Since the SMA behavior 

 
Figure 2.20. Material Characterization. Wires were tested before 
and after shakedown. 
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changes after shakedown, the operational graphs were re-generated using the same 

experimental setup shown in Figure 2.13. The SMASH prototype was also tested in an 

experimental set up that simulated the rifle loading for the M16 case study for overall 

performance. Motion performance for both output directions was recorded using this 

setup and was analyzed to ensure both that full motion was generated and that cyclic 

actuation at the rifle mass of 3.3 kg produced after approximately 10 cycles no further 

degradation in performance due to shakedown. In the dynamic studies (Section 2.4.2) 

the actuator is shown to produce full motion after thousands of cycles. 

2.4.1.1 Azimuth Testing with Shaken Down Wire  

In the azimuth direction, the system load lines were obtained with the antagonistic 

wire beginning in twinned Martensite and Austenite (at the same initial strain). By 

monitoring the applied loads during the experiment, care was taken when obtaining the 

Austenite curves to ensure that the system was not loaded beyond the level used for 

shakedown, as the wire could be damaged. The system Austenite and Martensite 

loading lines including azimuth friction from a simulated rifle mass of 3.3 Kg are 

shown in Figure 2.21 for both directions. Because of the forcing sign convention the 

two Martensite system curves form a “box” as the system moves to the left, stretching 

the right-pulling wire (positive loading), and then moves to the right, stretching the 

left-pulling wire (negative loading). In Figure 2.21 the system Martensite curves 

correspond to the system load lines in Figure 2.10 with the force levels slowly 

increasing to a maximum of 26 N for each direction. This is very close to the predicted 

load level of 25 N (10 N from sliding friction and 15 N from the Martensite plateau), 

with the difference being caused by unaccounted losses such as those encountered 

during wire spooling. 

The shaken down right and left Austenite curves shown in Figure 2.21 were taken 
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directly from the material characterization test (Figure 2.20). The 6.5 mm shift from the 

neutral position was calculated from the knowledge that each antagonistic wire was 

strained 3.5% from each opposing hard stop. Since 304 mm of wire was used for each 

side, the Austenite zero would exist at 3.5% of this length, or 10.6 mm from each hard 

stop (6.5 mm from the neutral position). These curves represent the force-deflection 

characteristics of each wire acting as an actuator, rather than as part of the system. 

Therefore, for example, the intersection of the left Austenite curve with the 

extrapolated (shown by the dashed line) left system Martensite curve represents the 

motion that the device can generate in the left direction if the actuated wire were 

packaged straight, without bending over a pulley. Because losses exist in the spooled 

packaging, this intersection provides an upper bound prediction on the motion 

generated by the device.  

2.4.1.2  Elevation Testing with Shaken Down Wire  

The experimental procedure was repeated for the elevation direction and the results 

were compared with those obtained during the stiffness testing with no wire. According 

to the results (Figure 2.22) the system load line increases to a maximum that is 47 N 

higher than the amount caused by the elevation spring stiffness. Since there are two 

 
Figure 2.21. Azimuth System Curves. Shaken down unpackaged 
Austenite curves are added as reference. 
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actuating wires for each direction in the elevation stage, 30 N of this force is used for 

detwinning. The remaining 17 N (8.5 N for each wire) is attributed to unaccounted 

losses such as from spooling. The overall force requirement for each wire, however, is 

30 N which is still safely below the 40 N of load used for wire shakedown. 

2.4.2 Device Motion Performance 

To confirm that the quasi-static motion meets the displacement requirements of 4 

mm and that the material shakedown was indeed reduced, performance tests were 

conducted. In these test the platform was loaded with a simulated rifle mass of 3.3 Kg 

and the displacement was measured with a Microtrak 7000 Laser Displacement Sensor 

(Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24) both in the azimuth and elevation directions. Motion was 

achieved by resistively heating SMA wires via a DC power supply under 

approximately 1 amp of current and cooling through natural convection in air. The 

cycle was repeated for ten cycles. 

2.4.2.1 Test Results 

The measured displacement profiles (Figure 2.23) indicate that for the azimuth 

direction the device was capable of exceeding the specification of 4 mm by an extra 

millimeter (5 mm total displacement, reaching the hard stops). In addition, the peaks in 

 

 
Figure 2.22. Elevation System Curves. System curves for no wire and 
shaken down Martensite are plotted. 
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the displacement profile show no noticeable downward trend in output motion 

indicating that the wire was properly stabilized and was operating below the 

shakedown load level. Apart from Point A where the wire was not completely heated, 

the motion was consistent at its maximum and minimum points. A final feature worth 

clarifying in Figure 2.24 is the dip in the displacement profile after the left or right 

current shutoff. This dip is simply caused by the wire relaxing under compliance of the 

hard stop when it is cooled by natural convection. This indicates that the wire not only 

brings the platform up to the hard stop, but pulls against it with significant force. The 

overall displacement in the elevation direction (Figure 2.24) also exceeded the 4 mm 

specification by 0.6 mm (4.6 mm total) and there was no noticeable degradation in the 

overall motion, indicating that the shakedown was also successful.  

2.4.2.2 Spooling Effects 

While the specified motion of 4 mm was exceeded in both directions using spooled 

wire, it was hypothesized that bending the SMA around the pulley created losses which 

when added to frictional losses from the pulley required extra actuation force. While 

the intent of spooling the SMA wire is to package additional wire in the device to 

produce extra motion (Redmond, et al. 2008; Redmond, et al. 2009), experiments were 

conducted to determine whether this actually was the case. To test this, a set length of 

 

 
Figure 2.23. Azimuth Motion Testing. Experimental setup to test azimuth actuator authority 
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12 cm (4.75 in) 15 mil diameter SMA wire was installed in the device both spooled and 

unspooled. To accommodate this length while spooling the wire, the overall height of 

the handgrip was reduced from 13.7 cm (5.4 in) to 6.6 cm (2.6 in).  

Figure 2.25 shows the resulting displacement profiles. A maximum displacement of 

4.3 mm was produced by the unspooled length of wire, while the spooled length 

produced a maximum of 1.8 mm. The spooled wire encountered significant losses, 

producing only 40% of the motion created by the unspooled length of wire. To further 

examine the mechanism for this loss in motion, an experiment was conducted to 

monitor both the strain and absolute motion at different locations in the spooled wire 

during actuation. This was achieved by marking six locations (two at each straight 

length of wire) and photographing the device before and after actuation. Absolute 

motion and relative strain was then computed by noting the pixels between marks. As 

seen in Figure 2.26, the SMA strain decreases from 4% to 2% after passing the first 

spool, and only 1.5% after passing the second. It should be noted that some of this strain 

in the last segment was used in taking up slack in the wire around the pulley and the 

amount of strain actually contributing to moving the output stage is anticipated to be 

even less than 1.5%. Possible causes for this loss in motion are friction and bending of 

 

 
Figure 2.24. Elevation Motion Testing. Experimental setup to test actuation authority in 
the elevation direction. 
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the wire about a small 5 mm radius. Because of these losses, care must be taken when 

choosing to spool SMA wire and to ensure that the application’s motion requirements 

are satisfied with respect to space constraints. Since the additional wire length allowed 

by spooling more than makes up for the lost motion, the SMASH device still benefits 

from spooling, especially at smaller wire diameters. However, the greater voltage 

requirement and additional cooling load created by the additional packaged wire 

reduced the attractiveness of spooling in the final design, and thus straight wires were 

used with a longer handgrip height of 13.7 cm.  

2.4.3 Dynamic Performance: Motion and Power Draw 

Using the straight wires, initial dynamic tests of the SMASH were conducted to 

ensure that the displacement specification of 4 mm was met through the tremor 

 

 
Figure 2.25. Output motion for spooled and 

unspooled SMA wires of the same length. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.26. Monitored strain and displacement at different locations 

in the spooled wire after actuation. Significant losses occur after 
spooling. 
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frequency range of 0-3 Hz. The device was placed under a rigid beam (to simulate the 

3.3 Kg load from the rifle) that was pivoted at one end, and the frequency response was 

obtained by setting the duty cycle to a nominal level of 17% and varying the frequency. 

The 15 mil SMA wires were submerged in water to improve cooling performance. For 

each frequency level, current was slowly increased (up to 1.5 amps) until the maximum 

displacement ceased to increase.  

This maximum displacement was recorded and is plotted in Figure 2.27. Overall 

both elevation and azimuth directions matched the 4 mm specification throughout the 

frequency range. Only at the peak frequency of 3 Hz, did a very small amount of motion 

loss appear (0.3 mm for elevation and azimuth), though this could be eliminated with 

thinner wires or improved cooling. However, this was deemed unnecessary since most 

studies have indicated that the peak tremor frequencies reside around 1-1.5 Hz, for 

which motion specifications were satisfied in both the elevation and azimuth directions. 

The power consumption (obtained by measuring the input current and voltage), is 

displayed in Figure 2.28 and shows that raising the driving frequency significantly 

increases the power consumption by as much as 60% between 1 and 3 Hz. Amplifying 

the output displacement also requires more power as the material is required to fully 

transform. At 1 Hz, for example, the power requirement increases approximately 2.4 

 
Figure 2.27. Frequency response of Nitinol 55, 10 mil, 70C wire. 
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times between 1 and 4 mm. In this test, the overall power draw is significant, and is in 

no sense optimized. To improve power draw in future designs, there is therefore a need 

for an accurate device model where design variables such as cooling medium, wire 

diameter, and length can be tuned to ensure a minimal power draw that is suitable for 

self-contained battery operated systems. This issue is studied and resolved in Chapters 

3 and 4 of this dissertation. 

2.4.4 Feasibility Studies for Cancellation of Motion Disturbances 

With the SMASH’s actuation capabilities shown to exceed specification both in the 

quasi-static and dynamic domains with insignificant shakedown, efforts were directed 

on showing feasibility for human tremor cancellation. Preliminary tests on a human 

subject were conducted to quantify a dominant tremor frequency and amplitude. Using 

these values, a dynamic shaker was used to excite an M-16 rifle at the dominant tremor 

frequency as well as higher frequencies within the frequency range of interest (2 and 3 

Hz). With the SMASH placed between the shaker disturbance and barrel, studies were 

conducted to demonstrate open-loop cancellation at all of the tested frequencies. 

 
Figure 2.28. Power Consumption for Dynamic Cycling 
in Water. Results are for the elevation direction using 10 
mil SMA wires. 
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2.4.4.1 Initial Tremor Tests 

Initial tremor tests were conducted at Techno-Sciences, Inc. on a human subject 

who was instructed to hold a rifle steady while a laser displacement sensor measured 

barrel motion (Figure 2.29). Figure 2.30 shows the measured signal and its 

corresponding Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) peaks after applying a 0.1 Hz high pass 

filter. There is a significant peak near 1 Hz, and a large portion of the disturbance 

occurs at or below this frequency. This is consistent with tests done separately at the 

Picatinny Arsenal, with the frequency peak stated at 1.5 Hz (NSAC 2007). In addition, 

all FFT peaks occur below the 3 Hz range, and decline at higher frequencies, 

confirming the design specification of 0-3 Hz. In this test, the frequency of 1 Hz, at a 

peak-peak amplitude of 2 mm was concluded to be the dominant form of tremor. 

2.4.4.1.1 Experimental Setup for Cancellation 

Cancellation performance was measured at the tested tremor frequency of 1 Hz and 

at higher frequencies of interest (2 and 3 Hz) using the experimental setup shown in 

Figure 2.31 and Figure 2.32. The end of the M16 rifle was held by a clamp, which was 

attached to a pivot to allow rotations in the elevation direction. The SMASH was fitted 

to a rail adaptor, and was attached to the M16 rail system at the position shown. Water 

was used as a coolant for the SMA wires, and was filled in an aluminum cooling sleeve 

designed and fabricated to fit around the SMASH. The bottom of this cooling sleeve 

 
 

Figure 2.29. Experimental Setup for initial tremor testing. 
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was bolted to a LabWorks 139-40 Electrodynamic Shaker System, which was powered 

by an external amplifier. Barrel displacement was measured directly by a MicroTrak 

Laser Displacement sensor, and was recorded by an oscilloscope. The SMA wires in 

the SMASH were activated by a current pulse operating from a fixed voltage of 20 V 

with a duty cycle specified in a LabView program. The analog signals from this 

program were converted to a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signal through an 

Object-Oriented Programmable Integrated Circuit (OOPIC), and this signal was sent to 

a pair of MosFETs that functioned as switches for the PWM signal. Using a LabVIEW 

program, several different analog signals were used to drive the SMA wires. For the 

single-frequency studies, square waves of 18% duty cycle were used that had a peak 

current output of approximately 1.2 amps. Several smoothing functions were also 

employed that used the same peak output current but varied the transient shape of the 

current profile. 

The experiment was run by setting the shaker to produce a sinusoidal disturbance, 

with the resulting barrel displacement recorded by the oscilloscope. The SMASH was 

then activated, and the phase and current amplitude signals sent to the SMASH were 

manually tuned until the best cancellation was measured. The experiment was repeated 

for several different input current profiles at 1, 2, and 3 Hz. The effects of each were 

recorded and are analyzed in the following section. 

 
Figure 2.30. Position data and FFT of aiming disturbance after 0.1 Hz high pass filter. 
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2.4.4.2 Cancellation Trials 

The SMASH cancellation experiments were initially conducted with an 18% duty 

cycle square wave signal to maximize cooling time by heating the wires over a short 

period for each cycle. While this approach is favorable for high frequency operation, 

the output was not smooth compared to the disturbance sinusoid. Therefore, to further 

 
Figure 2.31. Experimental setup for the stabilization experiments. Shaker table simulates 
user disturbances acting through the arm and handgrip to the rifle barrel. 
 

 

 
Figure 2.32. Photograph of the experimental setup. Civilian replica (Bushmaster XM15 
E2S Rifle) was used in the actual tests. 
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improve stabilization, several different smoothing functions were tested to fit the 

SMASH actuation to the inverse of the sinusoidal shaker disturbance. Due to the highly 

non-linear behavior of SMA, it was difficult to predict the current input to produce such 

a shape, so this was done empirically in the absence of a predictive thermodynamic 

model for the actuator (which is developed in Chapter 4 due to this need). Based on 

observations of the resulting cancellation behavior of the sinusoid, two initial function 

shapes were developed -- a ramp, and a preheat waveform – and these two shapes were 

scaled and tested for the frequencies of interest.   

2.4.4.2.1 Square Wave Input 

The experimental results from the initial square wave trials at 1, 2, and 3 Hz are 

shown in Figure 2.33. The four traces in these plots are from 1) the shaker disturbance 

only, 2) the SMASH actuation only, 3) the sum of the shaker and SMASH signals, and 

4) the cancelled motion (shaker and SMASH both activated). Significant reduction in 

motion was measured for all three frequencies, and the results are summarized in Table 

2.3. Due to the mismatch in shape (but not amplitude) between the disturbance motion 

and the SMASH motion, the resulting error was made up of sparse, relatively narrow 

peaks. The RMS cancellation was consequently more significant than peak-to-peak 

cancellation (up to 70% for 2 Hz vs. 62% peak-peak). This is a positive result since 

RMS is a better measurement for overall reduction in aiming error than peak-to-peak 

since it represents the likelihood of shooting on target. 

For all three frequencies tested, the sum of the disturbance and the measured 

SMASH motion (measured individually) almost exactly corresponded to the cancelled 

motion in Figure 2.33. This indicated that the system was linear and that if the 

disturbance profile is known, it could be cancelled by approximating its inverse with 

the stabilizing actuator. As a consequence, the stabilization data represents the overall 
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error of the SMASH’s ability to approximate the inverse of the sinusoidal input 

disturbance. Peaks in the plot, such as point A in Figure 2.33 indicate a jerk in the 

cancellation, which is due to the fact that the SMASH was transitioning much faster 

than the sinusoid leading to position error. 

 
Figure 2.33. Initial cancellation results for 1, 2, and 3 Hz. In all 
three cases system linearity exists, and the additive result of the 
disturbance and actuator nets the measured cancellation. 
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2.4.4.2.2 Smoothing Functions 

To eliminate cancellation error, and to improve overall stabilization, current input 

functions were altered to help smooth the SMASH actuator and approximate a sinusoid 

more closely. Duty cycle was significantly increased (to 48% at 1 Hz) to produce a 

lower but more gradual input. The current profile was also modified to produce a 

gradual rather than step input that was previously using a square wave. After testing 

several inputs including modified square waves and sinusoids, two basic shapes were 

selected and applied to disturbances at 1-3 Hz: a ramp, and a ramp with preheat (Figure 

2.34). The ramp was used to slow the initial motion and reduce overall jerk by gradually 

heating the wire to the Austenite finish temperature . The pre-heat profile, on the other 

hand, heated the wire faster to the Austenite start temperature, but then reduced the 

 
 

Figure 2.34. Ramp and Preheat current profiles used to smooth output profile. 
 

 
 

 

Table 2.3. Cancellation data for rifle stabilization experiments at 1 to 3 

Hz for a 20% duty cycle square wave. 
Frequency 

(Hz) 

Disturbance (mm) Cancellation (mm) % Reduction 

 Amplitude RMS Amplitude RMS Peak-Peak RMS 

1 3.2 1.1 1.8 0.3 44 % 68 % 

2 3.1 1.1 1.2 0.3 62 % 70 % 

3 3.3 1.1 1.9 0.4 43 % 63 % 
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heating while overcoming the latent heat of transformation. This was designed to 

produce even more of a gradual transition, and a final increase in current was produced 

to ensure full transformation of the wire.  

1 Hz 

Significant disturbance reduction was recorded at 1 Hz for both the ramp and ramp 

with preheat current profiles. The results (Figure 2.35a and b) show that the SMASH 

was able to approximate a sinusoid and cancel 68% and 75% of the peak to peak motion 

  
(a) 1 Hz Ramp (b) 1 Hz Ramp with Preheat 

 

 
 

(c) 2 Hz Ramp (d) 2 Hz Ramp with Preheat 
 

  
(e) 3 Hz Ramp (f) 3 Hz Ramp with Preheat 

 

Figure 2.35. Open-Loop Cancellation Data. using Ramp and preheat smoothing functions 
are used for the input current profiles.  
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for the two trials. RMS motion was much greater (95% and 97%) indicating that the 

average barrel deviation was almost completely eliminated. While in open-loop, this 

RMS cancellation exceeds the 50% goal set in Section 1.2.4, and shows significant 

potential for successful closed-loop performance.  

2 and 3 Hz  

At the higher frequencies of 2 and 3 Hz (Figure 2.35c-f), it was more difficult to 

apply a higher duty cycle because there simply was insufficient time to cool the wires 

fully. For example, if the same duty cycle of 48% was used for the higher frequencies, a 

noticeable decay in motion would occur since the wires were only partially 

transforming back to Martensite and were remaining warm. Therefore, lower duty 

cycles of 20% were used, allowing full transformation but limited the smoothing effects 

of the current profiles, producing similar motion as square wave inputs.  

While significant reduction in motion was measured (up to 67% RMS for 2 Hz and 

58% RMS for 3 Hz), these were less than that achieved at 1 Hz because of the lower 

duty cycles used. This difference in cancellation is due to a physical limitation of the 

SMA under the conditions tested, and could be alleviated by improving the heat 

transfer such as by changing the cooling medium or reducing the wire diameter. In 

Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation, cooling and actuator design studies are 

accomplished to aid an achieving greater performance at these higher frequencies.  

2.4.4.3 Smoothing Summary 

Overall, significant reduction in barrel disturbance was recorded for all three 

frequencies (Table 2.4, Figure 2.36). However, at the higher frequencies of 2 and 3 Hz, 

the RMS cancellation is reduced when compared to 1 Hz. As discussed, the decrease in 

cancellation at higher frequencies is caused by the limitations in cooling, since the 

SMASH could not be slowly and smoothly heated at these fast cycle times. These 
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effects can be countered with improvements in the cooling system (studied in Chapter 

3), but it should also be noted that the tremor tests in this and prior studies (NSAC 

2007) indicate that the primary frequencies are closer to the 1 Hz region, so it is 

beneficial that the SMASH gives excellent performance at these lower frequencies. The 

empirically derived ramp and preheat current profiles produced significant 

improvements in cancellation at 1 Hz, indicating that a predictive thermodynamic 

representation of the antagonistic SMA actuator would be beneficial to further improve 

performance. Such a model (developed in Chapter 4), combined with information on 

the cooling properties of the SMA wire (Chapter 3) would be instrumental in ensuring 

the proper design of the actuator and closed-loop controller for future hand-held active 

tremor cancellation systems. Such a system is demonstrated in a second closed-loop 

case study in Chapter 5.  

2.5 Conclusions 

To ensure stable amplitude output of an antagonistic SMA actuator operating at 

high stress, this chapter develops an empirical understanding of shakedown that is 

applied to a design process for quasi-static operation of the SMASH. Because the 

required operating forces and displacements are critical to the stabilization of the 

Table 2.4. Cancellation data for rifle stabilization for different smoothing functions. 
Input Function Disturbance (mm) Cancellation (mm) % Reduction 
 Amplitude RMS Amplitude RMS Peak-Peak RMS 

 

1 Hz 
Ramp 2.9 0.95 0.9 0.05 68 % 95 % 

Ramp with Preheat 3.0 1.0 0.7 0.03 75 % 97 % 

 

2 Hz 

Ramp 2.6 0.87 1.0 0.29 61 % 67 % 
Ramp with Preheat 2.6 0.87 1.2 0.30 54 % 66 % 
 

3 Hz 
Ramp 2.4 0.72 1.2 0.21 49 % 56 % 
Ramp with Preheat 2.4 0.76 1.2 0.37 49 % 51 % 
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actuator, a dynamic model was developed and applied to the M16 rifle. The quasi-static 

requirements for both the force and displacement (8 N and 2mm) were shown to 

dominate the dynamic tremor range of 0-3 Hz, and were therefore used to specify the 

antagonistic actuator’s design. By developing a simple model of the actuator’s loading 

path, the amount of force required to overcome the opposing wire, friction, and internal 

stiffness were taken into account. The wires were shaken down in an experimental 

apparatus under a load of 40 N, which was factor above the graphically estimated wire 

loading requirements of 25 N. By stabilizing the wire at this higher load, further 

degradation at the lower actuation loads were not intended to occur (Erbstoeszer, et al. 

2000). Shakedown curves fit very well (0.99 R-value) to an empirical fit that consisted 

of two exponential decay terms plus a constant. This empirical fit was extrapolated to 

predict only 2% decay in motion over the lifetime of the installed post-shakedown 

wires.  

Test results with the shaken down wires proved that the quasi-static specifications 

of 4mm in the azimuth and elevation directions were met and that repeatable motion 

with no measurable degradation in amplitude was produced. To investigate the 

potential for compact packaging, additional feasibility studies for wire spooling were 

conducted. Significant losses were found to occur after wrapping around the first 

 

 
Figure 2.36. RMS cancellation data for the three frequencies tested.  
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pulley, and when comparing spooled and un-spooled wires of the same length, a 60% 

decrease in motion was measured. As a result, careful consideration is required when 

choosing to spool SMA wire. For the SMASH application, the handgrip height was not 

a serious design driver (though operating voltage and cooling load were), and thus an 

un-spooled configuration was selected.  

In addition to the quasi-static tests, preliminary dynamic tests were conducted to 

demonstrate the actuator’s feasibility in meeting motion specifications under the 

frequency range of interest of 0-3 Hz. In these tests, only 0.3 mm loss was observed at 

the upper frequency limit. Overall power draw, however, was noticed to be sub-optimal 

(up to 225 watts at 3 Hz), and was likely due to excess cooling and wire length. While 

the amount of power draw is a significant issue, it can be corrected through an 

understanding of the actuator’s convective properties, which is studied in detail in 

(Chapter 3). Feasibility for tremor cancellation was investigated in a series of 

open-loop tests. These cancellation tests were conducted at 1, 2, and 3 Hz, and revealed 

that the system was linear. Thus, by producing a perfect inverse of the known 

disturbance (i.e. the dominant sinusoidal decomposition of a human tremor signal) a 

zero net motion would be produced. To demonstrate this hypothesis, the three 

empirically derived heating profiles (square, ramp, and preheat) were tested to 

approximate this inverse for a 1 Hz 2 mm peak-peak sinusoidal disturbance, and almost 

total stabilization (97% RMS) was demonstrated. While produced in open-loop, this 

result exceeds the 50% RMS goal defined in Section 1.2.4 for significantly improving 

the quality of life for individuals affected by tremor. This promising result in open-loop 

shows potential for meeting the RMS cancellation goal under closed-loop control. To 

accomplish this with a minimal power draw, however, accurate cooling data is required 

along with an accurate, predictive actuator model. To achieve this, Chapter 4 derives 
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and experimentally validates the necessary thermodynamic modeling framework for 

the antagonistic actuator. This work, combined with the cooling data in Chapter 3 

serves to extend the demonstrated potential of the SMASH and solve its fundamental 

issues in predictability and power draw. In doing so, the work on the SMASH can be 

extended to realize a new and general technology of hand-held active tremor 

cancellation. 
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3. Chapter 3: Investigations of Convective Heat 

Transfer from SMA Wires 

As was demonstrated in Chapter 2, one of their fundamental challenges of SMA 

actuation resides in the balance of frequency and power consumption. For example, an 

actuator with under-specified cooling requirements can result in significant limitations 

in output frequency due to the use of large wire diameters or ambient media with low 

cooling properties. On the other hand, an actuator with over-specified cooling may 

produce insufficient force through the use of small diameter wires. Large amounts of 

power may also be required in this case due to the use of cooling media with 

excessively high convective properties (as was the case in Chapter 2 with the SMASH 

frequency studies). To balance these tradeoffs for portable hand-held human tremor 

cancellation systems, the frequency and power issues is addressed through a study of 

conventional and unconventional cooling techniques. For example, measurements of 

the convective coefficient of conventional cooling media can provide valuable 

information that can be used to predict the frequency and power draw of an actuator. 

Unfortunately, obtaining this data is challenging since accurate surface temperature 

measurements of thin SMA wires are required and cannot be obtained through 

traditional techniques. This is due to the fact that thermocouples are invasive and can 

detach (Churchill, et al. 2009), while IR cameras cannot focus on the thin wire and do 

not work in certain media other than air, such as thermal grease (Electrophysics 2008). 

To resolve this problem, the first section of this chapter introduces a non-invasive 

technique to calculate the convective coefficient for SMA by employing the material’s 
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temperature-induced transformation strain to estimate its surface temperature. This 

method was used to indirectly measure the convective coefficient across a range of 

commonly utilized SMA wire diameters and ambient media where traditional methods 

are limited. Empirical correlations are formulated to fit the collected data that can be 

used directly in material models to optimize the design of SMA actuators for increased 

frequency performance with a minimized power draw.  

In some applications, the output frequency of an SMA actuator cannot be increased 

through changes in wire diameter or cooling media. For example, the wires may be 

restricted in size to satisfy a force requirement, and introducing a different cooling 

medium such as water or thermal grease may be expensive of impractical. The 

introduction of flow (e.g. from a fan) may also introduce unwanted power draw and 

system complexity. Thus, to address the cooling issues that arise when conventional 

techniques cannot be used, this chapter investigates an unconventional surface 

treatment method capable of increasing the effective surface area of the SMA wires. In 

this study, the growth of vertically aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) cooling fins is 

investigated and their enhanced cooling effects are characterized. By extending this 

feasibility study, future applications are likely to benefit from further increases in 

cooling speeds through the use of higher CNT densities and longer lengths. Such 

performance increases will serve to enhance and inform the design process when 

creating compact antagonistic actuators for tremor cancellation, capable of operating at 

the high frequencies with minimal power draw. 

3.1 Transformation Strain Based Method for Convective 

Heat Transfer Characterization of Shape Memory Alloy 

Wires 

For many applications, conventional cooling techniques such as passive convection 

may be employed to meet power requirements and produce desired cooling speeds. 
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However, due to a lack of quantifiable data these techniques are typically implemented 

through trial and error, leading to sub-optimal performance. However, by accurately 

measuring the effects of heat transfer for various wire diameters and environmental 

fluids, accurate predictions in frequency and power draw can be made to improve these 

SMA actuators. Unfortunately, this is complicated since commonly used SMA wires 

are extremely thin (e.g. diameters below 20 mils) and measuring their surface 

temperatures to calculate the convective coefficients is challenging. With thicker 

samples of conventional materials, temperature measurements are usually achieved by 

mounting thermocouples directly on the surface. For example, experiments for long 

cylinders (Morgan 1975; Zukauskas, et al. 1985) have been accomplished using 

surface-mount thermocouples on large diameter samples, e.g. 28 mm (Sanitjai and 

Goldstein 2004), to monitor the cylinder surface temperature (Ts) for a fixed ambient 

temperature (Ta) and applied power P. Knowing the cylinder surface area A, Newton’s 

law of cooling, neglecting radiation (Incropera and DeWitt 2001) due to relatively low 

surface temperatures,  

 ( )s aP hA T T= − , (3.1) 

is applied to solve for the convective coefficient h. This method is typically not possible 

with SMA because it is difficult to mount thermocouples to the smaller diameter wires 

and to keep them connected over the large strains (4-8%) of the SMA during 

temperature-induced transformation. In addition, thermocouples are also invasive since 

heat transfer occurs from the SMA sample to the thermocouple through its bonding 

agent reducing the measured surface temperature. This effect is enhanced for the 

smaller diameter SMA wires that are on the order of some of the smallest commercially 

available thermocouples (Omega 2009). Furthermore, the large electrical currents used 

to heat SMA wires, interfere with thermocouple measurements (Churchill, et al. 2009). 
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Applications using regular metallic wires, such as hot wire anemometers, overcome 

this size issue because it is possible to correlate temperature to changes in electrical 

resistivity of the material; but in SMA, the resistivity is non-monotonic with 

temperature and changes with cyclic history (Churchill and Shaw 2008; Nam, et al. 

2002; Wu, et al. 2000). Direct surface temperature measurement using infrared cameras 

is often used for convective studies (Ay, et al. 2002; Churchill, et al. 2009), though this 

method is difficult for very thin SMA wire due to resolution limitations. Additionally, 

capturing thermal images is extremely difficult in environments other than air (e.g. 

thermal grease, oil, and water), (Electrophysics 2008). 

The temperature measurement issue is further complicated since the convective 

coefficient is known to differ depending on surface properties (roughness, temperature) 

of a particular material (Bhattacharyya, et al. 2002), making the use of conventional 

materials such tungsten used in hot wire anemometers infeasible. For example, the 

convective heat transfer was shown to increase by 40% for laminar flow (70% for 

developing flow) when doubling the average surface roughness from 1 µm in a 0.62 

mm diameter tube (Kandlikar, et al. 2003). This effect was predicted to be more 

pronounced for decreasing geometric sizes. Indeed, on the microscale a 25% increase 

in convection for just a 4% increase in relative roughness was predicted (Koo and 

Kleinstreuer 2005). Depending on the manufacturing process, the surface roughness of 

the SMA oxide layer can appreciably differ in the characterized ranges. For example, in 

a recent study, average roughness was shown to decrease from 0.8 to 0.2 µm through 

electrolytic polishing (Pohl, et al. 2004). Therefore, it is crucial that the convective 

coefficient is measured for a particular material of interest (especially for small 

geometries), as the use of another material has a high potential to introduce error. For 

general estimates of the convective coefficient, there are non-dimensionalized 
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empirical relationships in the literature (Morgan 1975; Zukauskas, et al. 1985) that may 

be scaled down to smaller SMA wire diameters – between 6 to 20 mils (0.15 to 0.51 

mm). However, even at the larger diameters on which the models were based (28 mm), 

variations of up to 20% are typical (Incropera and DeWitt 2001). Such variances would 

produce the same amount of error in predicted cooling times (and thus actuation 

frequency), thus warranting a need for more accurate estimates.   

To address these challenges, this section introduces a non-invasive technique, the 

transformation strain based methodology, to calculate the convective coefficient, h. 

The method takes advantage of the SMA’s temperature-induced transformation strain 

to estimate the surface temperature Ts. This is achieved through the creation of a 

temperature-strain mapping, which is produced through experiments in an 

environmental chamber. With these mappings, Newton’s law of cooling (Equation 3.1), 

is utilized to calculate the convective coefficient, h, by immersing an SMA wire of 

known surface area A (assumed not to change) in a temperature-controlled medium 

(fixed Ta), observing the steady-state power P applied to the wire, monitoring the 

motion recovery of the wire, and using the temperature-strain mappings to give Ts. This 

new experimental method can be applied to any size SMA wire in any ambient 

environment. To validate the method, experimental results were compared to those 

obtained from a standard IR camera for large diameter wires in air (the only region 

where IR measurements are possible). After this verification, further experiments were 

extended for a range of commonly used smaller diameter commercial wires in a variety 

of ambient environments where most standard measurement techniques do not apply: 

still air, flowing air (of varying flow rate), mineral oil, thermally conductive grease, and 

water. Empirical correlations based upon physical variables such as wire diameter, 

fluid properties, temperature, and flow rate were formulated by fitting correlations from 
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literature (Incropera and DeWitt 2001) and optimizing the free variables. These 

correlations provide continuous relationships to estimate convective coefficients within 

and beyond the tested regime, which can be used in predictive models of SMA 

actuators to assist in system design. 

3.1.1 Transformation Strain to Temperature Correlation 

To accurately calculate the convective coefficient, h, of SMA, the transformation 

strain method uses the Newton’s law of cooling (Equation 3.1), but the surface 

temperature is not directly measured. Instead, the surface temperature is mapped to the 

midpoint of full strain recovery. A correlation between the mid-point transformation 

strain and the surface temperature for each wire sample is obtained through a series of 

very slow (quasi-static) heating cycles in an environmental chamber under near-zero 

loads. This correlation is used to estimate the surface temperature Ts in all the 

convective coefficient experiments in this dissertation. 

To obtain the midpoint transformation temperatures for the SMA wires, each 

sample was heated in an Envirotronics FLX-300 environmental chamber while 

recording strain. For each test, a 7 inch sample of 70 ºC Flexinol (Dynalloy) SMA was 

installed in the test setup (Figure 3.1) with one end of the SMA connected to a very low 

friction sliding stage that moves when the SMA is heated, and the other end attached to 

an aluminum block fixed by a tensioning screw. The free Austenite reference length 

was set by heating the wire and adjusting the wire-tension through the tensioning screw 

until all slack was taken out. A residual tension remained in the wire to offset the very 

small friction in the linear ball bearing. The wire was then allowed to cool and was 

strained with the tensioning screw to a 4.5% elongation from its Austenite free length 

(Figure 3.1a). The ambient temperature inside the chamber was slowly increased 

(several minutes per degree near transition) to ensure proper mixing. The SMA 
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contracted when the ambient temperature reached its transformation temperature, and 

full motion recovery occurred within 1º C for all wires. This displacement was 

measured with a LVDT sensor (monitored by an oscilloscope), and the midpoint 

transformation temperature was recorded when the slider position was half way 

between the 4.5% prestrain and the Austenite free reference length. 

The procedure was repeated twice for each different wire diameter (ranging from 6 

to 20 mils) and two separate spools of 10 mil SMA wire were also tested. It was 

assumed that due to these near-zero loads (and small reset loads) the wire’s material 

properties did not change over many cycles (Churchill and Shaw 2008; Sun, et al. 

2008). The measured midpoint transformation temperatures (Table 3.1) varied slightly 

for the different wire diameters, ranging from 57-63 ºC with an average deviation of 

2.8% from the mean of 61.2 ºC. A higher deviation was observed spool to spool. For 

example, when 10 mil wires from two different spools were tested, their deviation from 

one another was 4.8%. However, testing different wire segments taken from the same 

spool produced constant and repeatable results within less than 1% error, which is 

within accuracy of the test chamber. Thus, the transformation temperature is not highly 

 

  

(a) Experimental Test Apparatus 
(b) Apparatus in Environmental 

Chamber 
 

Figure 3.1. Test apparatus for midpoint transformation temperature measurements. 
The temperature of a length of SMA wire is precisely controlled by slowly varying the 
temperature in the environmental chamber while its length is measured using an LVDT 
attached to a linear bearing.  
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dependent on wire diameter, but is sensitive to each spool of wire which has its own 

individual processing history. Therefore, to ensure accuracy in all further experiments, 

tests representing a particular SMA wire diameter were all performed from the same 

spool possessing consistent processing history.  

3.1.2 Transformation Strain Based Experimental Method 

The convective coefficient h can be indirectly calculated using Newton’s cooling 

law (Equation 3.1) by 1) knowing the cross sectional area A and ambient Temperature 

Ta, 2) measuring the applied power with current and voltage probes and 3) correlating 

the measured midpoint transformation strain to estimate the surface temperature Ts. 

This methodology is useful for environments where traditional methods such as IR 

cameras cannot be utilized. For this experimental method, the SMA samples were 

tested under varying steady-state resistive heating in air (at various flow rates), still oil, 

thermally conductive grease, and still water. This combination of media and wire 

diameter selections were intended to span a wide range of cooling conditions. As 

validation the convective coefficient was measured using surface temperature readings 

with an IR camera for the only two feasible test conditions: 15 and 20 mil, in still air. 

Traditional empirical models (Incropera and DeWitt 2001) were used with free 

 

Table 3.1. Measured Midpoint Transformation Temperatures. 
Temperatures were measured at a midpoint strain of 2.25% for 70 ºC 
Flexinol SMA wire under near-zero load and 4.5% initial strain. 

Spool 
Number 

Diameter 
(mils) 

Midpoint 
Transformation 
Temperature Ts 

(oC) 

% Deviation from 
Average Midpoint 

Transformation 
Temperature 

1 6 61 +1.2 
2 8 59 -2.1 
3 10 59 -2.1 
4 10 62 +2.8 
5 12 57 -5.5 
6 15 61 +1.2 
7 20 63 +4.5 
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parameters C and m optimized using a generalized reduced gradient (GRG) to provide a 

best fit to the data. These correlations provide a mathematical relationship to calculate 

the convective coefficient in a continuous form. This relationship is highly useful when 

creating material models such as the thermodynamic model for antagonistic SMA 

(developed in Chapter 4), and allows variables such as wire diameter to be interpolated 

between discrete points to explore a design space with ease. 

3.1.2.1 Experimental Procedure 

Each test was conducted with the same experimental apparatus used in the midpoint 

transformation temperature measurements; however, the wire was electro-resistively 

heated via a DC power supply (Figure 3.2) instead of an environmental chamber. Input 

power to the wire was computed from the applied voltage and current, which were 

measured with voltage and current probes connected to an oscilloscope. The apparatus 

was placed with the SMA in a horizontal configuration inside a leak-proof PVC box 

filled with the various environmental fluids and their ambient temperatures were 

measured by a type-K thermocouple placed inside the box. For the free convection in 

air tests, the PVC box was covered to ensure that stray air currents did not affect the 

 
 

(a) Schematic of Experimental Setup (b) Photograph of Experimental Setup 
 
Figure 3.2. Experimental test apparatus for h-value testing. Leak-proof PVC box is 
filled with various fluids tested and strain is monitored while applying electrical power, 
which is recorded at the midpoint transformation strain. 
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measurement. Forced convection in air was conducted outside the box, with an 

electrical fan whose proximity and speed were varied to produce a desired test flow rate 

that was measured by a hot wire anemometer at the middle of the wire segment.  

Tests were conducted at flow rates of 150, 250, 450, and 625 ft/min. In all 

experiments, the input power was slowly increased and recorded when the half-way 

displacement between the 4.5% prestrain and the Austenite zero reference length was 

recorded by the LVDT. The recorded power along with the associated ambient 

temperature and midpoint transformation temperature (Table 3.1) were used in 

Equation 1, to predict the convective coefficient, h. For each wire diameter, the test was 

repeated for different media: air (free and forced), mineral oil, thermal grease, and 

distilled water (Figure 3.3). 

3.1.2.2 Convection in Air 

There exists a tradeoff between simplicity and performance for cooling in air. For 

free convection (cooling in still air), no additional complications are introduced to the 

system, though the convection heat transfer is low. To provide forced convection, 

flowing air may be introduced through a fan. While this often requires additional power 

draw and system complications, the resulting heat transfer improvements may be 

sufficient for a given application’s speed and power requirements. This section studies 

both free and forced convection for SMA wires of varying diameter to provide a better 

understanding of the heat transfer effects under these regimes.  

3.1.2.2.1 Free Convection in Air  

In the experimental results for cooling in still air (Figure 3.3) a significant 

dependency on wire diameter is evident. Overall, the convective heat transfer 

coefficient decreases as the wire diameter is increased – for 6-mil wire, the h-value is 

153 W/m2 K, while the h-value for 20-mil wire is reduced by 44% to 68 W/m2 K. At the 
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upper limit, the h-value for the collected data should theoretically approach zero at very 

large diameters. This is because a very large diameter cylinder restricts convective flow 

and the primary mechanism of heat transfer is through conduction across the fluid. At 

extremely small diameters the flow would not be resisted and the h-value would 

increase to a “free-flow” limit.  

3.1.2.2.1.1 Validation 

To validate these results and the general midpoint transformation temperature 

methodology to measure h, a second experiment was conducted using an infrared 

camera for surface temperature measurements (Ay, et al. 2002; Meinders, et al. 1998). 

Due to focus resolution limitations (~200 pixels/inch), the IR camera was used to 

validate measurements for the two largest diameters (15 and 20 mils) in still air since 

unpredictable inaccuracies would occur when measuring across any air-fluid interface. 

During testing, the SMA wires were clamped in a fixture (Figure 3.4), and heated with 

an electrical current while monitoring the surface temperature with an infrared imaging 

 

 
Figure 3.3. Convective Heat Transfer Coefficients in Different Media. The measured 
h-value for 70 ºC Flexinol SMA wire at its midpoint transformation temperature decreases 
with wire diameter and varies greatly with cooling medium. The empirical fits plotted with 
the data closely match the form of the functional dependence. 
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system (FLIR ThermaCam SC1000) with a PtSi 256x256 detector array. During data 

collection, the SMA sample was shrouded in a box to protect from stray air currents and 

the applied current was increased in increments where the steady-state surface and 

ambient temperatures were recorded.  

For the surface temperature readings, an emissivity for the 70 ºC Dynalloy wire of 

0.76 was programmed in the camera. The emissivity was measured by applying a 

coating of known emissivity to a portion of the wire, heating the sample to a uniform 

temperature, and comparing readings from the coated and uncoated surfaces. Because 

the sample length was short (0.5 inches) and the contact resistance of a voltage probe 

invasive, the input power was calculated by multiplying the resistance by the square of 

the current. Wire resistivity was measured in both Martensite and Austenite states for 

both wire diameters, and the normalized values are listed in Table 3.2. For temperatures 

below the transformation temperatures listed in Table 3.1, the input power was 

computed using the Martensite resistivity, while Austenite resistivity was used for 

temperatures above. Because the resistivity during transformation is not monotonic and 

difficult to predict due to its dependence on prior cyclic history (Churchill and Shaw 

 
(a) Experimental Setup for IR 

Camera Testing 
(a) Photograph of Testing in Progress 

 

Figure 3.4. Experimental Test Apparatus for IR Testing. SMA sample was shrouded in 
a box to protect from stray air currents, and an IR camera measured surface temperature 
under steady-state joule heating.  
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2008), data was not collected in this temperature range. However, with the data above 

and below, interpolation could be performed through the transition range. 

In Figure 3.3, the two additional data points are plotted for the IR camera 

measurements, showing excellent agreement. Using the IR camera, the convective 

coefficient for the 20 mil wire was calculated to be 67 W/m2K which is only 1.5% from 

the measurement from the midpoint transformation temperature method. The 15 mil 

diameter produced a higher convective coefficient of 73 W/m2K using the IR camera 

measurement, which is a 3% deviation. In Figure 3.5, the h-value measurements using 

the IR camera are plotted with respect to the wire’s surface temperature, and it is 

evident that the convective coefficient did not vary with temperature in any measurable 

way. This is likely due to the fact that the properties of air affecting natural convection 

are not heavily temperature dependent (Incropera and DeWitt 2001). Therefore, the 

interpolation of the h-value from above and below wire transformation temperature is 

valid. 

After gathering data for the convective heat transfer in air (assumed to produce the 

lowest h-values), a further calculation was performed to verify the decision to neglect 

radiation in Equation 1. This was performed by examining the ratio of power 

dissipation between radiation (assuming the Stefan-Boltzmann Law with emissivity of 

0.76 as discussed earlier) and natural convection, 

 

Table 3.2. Wire resistivity for the 70 ºC Flexinol SMA wires used 

in IR testing. Values were measured for Austenite and Martensite 
phases. 

Diameter 
(mils) 

Martensite Resistivity 
(ohms/m) 

Austenite Resistivity 
(ohms/m) 

15 8.67 7.68 
20 5.31 4.53 
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Assuming a mean cooling surface temperature Ts of 60 ºC (Table 3.1), convective 

coefficient h of 50 W/m2K (lower bound to the data in Figure 3.4), and 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ as 5.6704E-8 W/m2K4 the ratio in this worst case was 

calculated to be only 0.09. For a mid-range case for h equal to 500 W/m2K the ratio 

linearly decreases to only 0.009. This shows that convection is indeed dominant, and 

that neglecting heat transfer due to radiation is a valid assumption. 

3.1.2.2.1.2 Empirical Correlation 

For the set of data collected for free cooling in air (Figure 3.3), a continuous 

correlation was formulated to provide a continuous fit that can be used in predictive 

modeling of SMA. This equation was chosen to be based on Morgan’s correlation for 

an isothermal horizontal cylinder (Morgan 1975) due to its commonality and relative 

simple form. In this empirical model, the non-dimensional Nusselt number (ratio of 

convection to conduction in the fluid) is approximated from 

 
Figure 3.5. Convection coefficient for cooling in free air using IR 
Camera measurement. h-values are independent of temperature 
well above and below transformation and provide good agreement 
with midpoint transformation tests. 
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 Nu Ra= = m
d D

hD
C

k
, (3.3) 

where h  is the average convective coefficient over the entire surface of the wire, D is 

the wire diameter in meters, k is the thermal conductivity of air (in unites of W/mK), 

and C, m are free variables. The Rayleigh number, RaD, for a cylindrical shape is 

defined as 

 
3( )
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β

υα
−

= s a
D

g T T D . (3.4) 

In Equation 3.4, g is the acceleration due to gravity, β is the thermal expansion 

coefficient of the fluid, Ts is the wire’s surface temperature, Ta is the fluid’s ambient 

temperature, ν is the fluid’s kinematic viscosity, and α is the thermal diffusivity. All 

fluid properties are evaluated at a film temperature estimated as the average of the 

surface temperature (the mean of 60 ºC, from Table 3.1) and the measured ambient 

temperature (23 ºC), and the values are listed in Table 3.4. Substituting the Rayleigh 

number, Equation 3.4, into the Nusselt number correlation, Equation 3.3, and solving 

for the convection coefficient allows, 

 3 1( )
m

ms ag T T
h kC D

β
υα

−− =  
 

. (3.5) 

This equation for the average convective coefficient yields additional mathematical 

insight towards the physical limits on diameter. If 3m is less than 1, which is true for all 

proposed fits (Table 3.4), h approaches zero for large D and infinity for small D. This is 

in accordance with the limitations of convection due to fluid flow discussed earlier. To 

optimize the empirical fit, values for C and m were adjusted using a generalized 

reduced gradient algorithm (GRG) that minimized the average fit error to the collected 

data to only 2.4%, which is significantly less than the average 33% error produced by 

the Morgan original correlation (Figure 3.3). These parameter values are listed in Table 
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3.3 for the two Rayleigh number regimes that the experimental conditions fell within. 

Figure 3.3 shows the empirical fit with the experimentally measured data points. In 

general, the trend is fit very well and the equation provides useful values that can be 

interpolated between two points or extrapolated to diameters that were not measured in 

the experimental study.  

3.1.2.2.2 Forced Convection in Air 

When subjected to forced convection, the h values for the SMA increased with flow 

rate but demonstrated a similar dependence on diameter as observed under free 

convection. For example, the results (Figure 3.6a and b) show that the convective 

coefficient decreases by 40% under a fixed flow rate of 625 ft/min when the wire 

diameter is increased from 6 to 20 mils. This change in h between different diameters 

also existed for other constant flow rates (see family of curves in Figure 3.6b), 

decreasing on average by 47% with average deviations of 3%. The family of curves in 

Figure 3.6a shows the increasing trend with increasing flow rates, and heat transfer is 

improved under forced convection by an average factor of 4.9 (with 8% average 

deviation) for all wire diameters under a flow rate of 625 ft/min.  

3.1.2.2.2.1 Empirical Correlation 

An equation of the form proposed by Hilpert (Hilpert 1933) for horizontal cylinders 

under forced convection was used as a basis for constructing a continuous correlation 

for its relative simplicity. In this correlation, the Nusselt number is related to the 

Reynolds number, ReD, and Prandtl number, Pr, as  

 1 / 3Nu Re Pr= = m
D D

hD
C

k
 (3.6) 

where C and m are correlation constants (Table 3.4) and k is the thermal conductivity. 

The Reynolds number is defined as 
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 Re
ν

=D

uD
, (3.7) 

 
where u is the flow rate, D is the wire diameter in meters, and ν is the kinematic 

viscosity. As for free convection, all fluid properties (Table 3.4) were evaluated at an 

estimated mean film temperature of 42 ºC, which is an average of the wire’s surface 

temperature, 60 ºC, and ambient temperature, 23 ºC . As for the free cooling correlation, 

the mathematical limits on wire diameter of Equation 3.4 match physical intuition. For 

values of m less than 1, the predicted h value approaches infinity at very small 

diameters and zero at very large diameters.  

Using the GRG algorithm, values of C and m (Table 3.3) were optimized in 

 

Table 3.3. Fit Parameters for Collected Cooling Data for 70 ºC 
Flexinol SMA wires. Parameters for fits based on those suggested by 
Morgan [11] for free cooling and Hilpert [21] for forced. Values based on 
experimental data are given for C and m, along with an additional free 
variable R for thermal grease. 

Medium RaD C m R 

Still Air 10-10-10-2 0.875 0.038  

 10-2-102 1.477 0.142  
Moving Air 10-2-102 1.235 0.377  
Mineral Oil 10-2-102 1.600 0.137  

Thermal 
Grease 

 2.998 0.130 10.3 

Water 10-2-102 1.021 0.169  
 102-104 0.868 0.208  

 
 
 

 
Table 3.4. Fluid Properties for Tested Media. Properties for air and water were taken 
from (McQuillan 2009), while oil was taken from (Incropera and DeWitt 2001). Thermal 
grease properties were not known other than the thermal conductivity, listed by the 
manufacturer (Omega 2009). All properties evaluated at film temperature of 42 °C. 

Fluid Kinematic 
Viscosity ν · 
105 (m2/s) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

k (W/mK) 

Prandtl 
Number Pr 

Thermal 
Diffusivity 

α · 106 
(m2/s) 

Thermal 
Expansion 
Coefficient 

β · 103 (1/K) 
Air 1.71 0.027 0.712 24.0 3.18 
Oil 160 0.143 0.002 0.082 0.70 

Thermal 
Grease 

Unknown 2.300 unknown unknown unknown 

Water 0.06 0.634 4.00 0.157 0.390 
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Equation 3.4 to minimize the average fit error to 6.4% for the range of data, capturing 

the effects of both diameter and flow rate. Figure 3.6a displays these fits for the upper 

and lower bounding cases for wire diameter, and shows the adjusted fit over many wire 

diameters under and air flow rate of 625 ft/min. For most of the data points, the 

predicted error was small but the model did deviate by as much as 13% for the 

maximum airflow speed of 625 ft/min for the 20 mil wire, though this is still a 

significant improvement over 22% deviation from the unadjusted Hilpert correlation. 

This deviation may be due to a combination of the model’s limitations in correlation 

and experimental error such as possible non-uniform airflow speeds. These variations 

may have occurred along the length of the wire (the flow sample was taken at the 

middle of the wire segment), or may have varied in time due to turbulence induced by 

the fan. 

3.1.2.3 Free Convection in Mineral Oil 

While increasing the air flow rate dramatically improves the convective heat 

transfer performance (Figure 3.6a), higher frequency applications may warrant a 

change in medium since producing very high air flow rates may become impractical 

due to fan size and power consumption. Mineral oil is an attractive alternative to air 

cooling due to its higher convective properties and very high electrical resistance 

(greater than 1010 ohms/m). To characterize mineral oil for its potential use in cooling 

SMA wires, experimental data was collected for technical grade light viscosity mineral 

oil obtained from McMaster-Carr, Inc. The cooling results in Figure 3.3 show a similar 

trend to other media with respect to wire diameter as an increase in diameter generally 

reduces the heat transfer coefficient. For example, the h-value is reduced by 49% from 

6 to 20 mils, which is close to the 44% reduction reported for free convection in air. In 

addition, when compared to free convection in air, the h-value for all diameters in 
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mineral oil was consistently higher (e.g. the convection coefficient increased by a 

factor of 6.5 for 6 mil., and 8.9 times for 20 mil).  

For the data correlation, the exact properties of the particular mineral oil used were 

not known so values were estimated for general light-viscosity oil (Incropera and 

DeWitt 2001), and the numbers are provided in Table 3.2. A fit using these parameters 

was conducted with the GRG algorithm to determine values for C and m in the Hilpert 

correlation, Equation 3.3. Using the values provided in Table 3.4 for mineral oil, the 

average fit error was minimized to only 3.8% which is an improvement from the 

unadjusted average fit error of 36% (Figure 3.3). Overall, mineral oil provides a higher 

increment in performance than 625 ft/min air flow, and as an added benefit requires no 

additional power draw. This, however, comes with a price of packaging complexity as 

the mineral oil must be sealed around the SMA wires. Additionally, the viscous nature 

of mineral oil can be problematic and cumbersome for parts that need frequent 

servicing. 

3.1.2.4 Effective Convection in Thermal Grease 

To further improve the heat transfer from the SMA wire (beyond the performance 

of mineral oil) thermally conductive grease can be employed. Thermal grease is 

 

  
(a) Flow Rate (b) Diameter 

 

Figure 3.6. Effect of Air Flow Rate on the Convective Coefficient for Varying 70 ºC 
Flexinol SMA wire Diameter. Experimental data and three empirical fits are shown for air 
at 22 ºC. h-values decrease with increasing wire diameter, and increase with a decaying 
amount for increasing air flow rates, spanning a wide range of h-values. 
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typically used in the electronics industry, to improve the thermal contact between a chip 

and a heat sink (Kromann 1995). For applications involving SMA, it can be used in a 

similar fashion where the heated wire is immersed in the grease, which acts as a direct 

conduit to transfer heat to an ambient environment. The experimental data shown in 

Figure 3.3 represents the convective coefficient for various diameters of SMA 

immersed in OmegaTherm OT-201 thermally conductive silicon paste. The paste was 

selected due to its very high thermal conductivity, and also it’s electrically insulating 

properties. Unlike the rest of the fluids tested in this chapter, the thermal grease is 

highly viscous and does not flow to produce free convection. Instead, the primary mode 

of heat transfer is conduction. For simplicity and to allow for comparison to the other 

media tested, this form of heat transfer is approximated as an effective convective 

coefficient h. The data in Figure 3.3 shows that the effective convection is still heavily 

dependent on wire diameter. For example, the h-value decreases by 55% between 6 and 

20 mils which is on the same order as the decreases reported for air and mineral oil 

(44% and 49% respectively). The amplitude of the effective h-values calculated for 

thermal grease is also significantly higher than other mediums tested. For example, the 

effective convection at 6 mil wire diameters 4.3 times higher than the same wire in 

mineral oil, and 28 times than free-cooling in air.  

A continuous fit to the collected data was again based on Morgan’s free-convection 

equation (Equation 3.3), with the fluid properties lumped into an additional 

free-variable R (units of s2/m4.K) since they were unknown. By substituting Equation 

3.4 into Equation 3.3 and grouping terms the average convective coefficient is 

expressed as 

 [ ] 3 1( )
m m

sh Ck gR T T D −
∞= −

.
 (3.8) 

where the fluid properties are lumped into a single variable,  
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 R
β

υα
 =  
 

. (3.9) 

In the lumped correlation, Equation 3.8, the thermal conductivity k, was listed by the 

manufacturer to be 2.3 W/mK. Using the GRG optimization method, but allowing R to 

vary in addition to C and m, the average fit error was minimized to 3.1%. The values of 

the optimized free variables are listed in Table 3.3, and the resulting fit is plotted with 

the data in Figure 3.3. Because the grease was fitted to a fluid of lumped properties, the 

original Morgan correlation could not be calculated for comparison in this special case. 

When compared to mineral oil, thermal grease provides significantly higher cooling 

allowing for higher frequency responses for a given diameter, which is important for 

many applications. It is also easier to seal since it does not flow through small spaces. 

However, thermal grease does have some disadvantages over mineral oil. For example, 

it is significantly more viscous and is consequently even more difficult to work with. 

Thermal grease is also comparatively expensive and may become impractical when 

large quantities are needed.  

3.1.2.5 Free Convection in Water 

As long as the transition temperature for the SMA is below water’s boiling point, 

water immersion is an effective yet simple, cooling method. For 70º C Flexinol wires, 

water provides a protective measure against overheating, since running excess current 

through the wires would cause the water to locally boil, dissipating the extra heat 

without damaging the wire. If the transition temperature of the wire is higher than the 

boiling temperature of pure water, ethylene glycol could be added to raise the fluid’s 

boiling temperature, though this sacrifices some of the water’s convective properties. 

Because the transition temperatures of the tested 70 ºC Flexinol SMA wires were below 

the boiling point of pure water, the medium was tested with no additives. Additionally, 

to ensure that the medium’s electrical resistance was very high (and that the input 
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power measurements were accurate), technical grade distilled water from 

McMaster-Carr Inc was used for the experiments.  

The cooling performance for distilled water was tested to be the highest among all 

media studied (Figure 3.3). When compared to the next highest tested medium, thermal 

grease, convective coefficients were approximately 1.3 times higher for 6 mil and 1.6 

times higher for 20 mil wires. When compared to free cooling in air performance is 

dramatically increased 36.5 and 44.5 times for 6 and 20 mil wire diameters. The strong 

dependency on wire diameter is also present in the water cooling data, with a 43% 

reduction in the convective coefficient from 6 to 20 mils. The data for free cooling was 

used to create a fit based on Morgan’s correlation (Equation 3.3), and all fluid 

properties were readily found in literature and are listed in Table 3.2. Values for C and 

m were slightly adjusted by the GRG algorithm (values listed in Table 3.3) to provide a 

continuous expression for the distilled water cooling with an average error of only 

1.2%, which is an improvement over the unadjusted Morgan correlation’s error of 8%.  

3.1.2.6 Comparison of Cooling Media 

The data collected using the transformation strain based method depended on 

environmental and geometric variations that produced a wide design space (spanning 

two orders of magnitude from ~100 W/m2K to ~5000 W/m2K). From this space an 

optimal combination of cooling medium and wire diameter can be selected based on a 

design’s cooling requirements and power restrictions. As intuitively expected, 

increasing the wire diameter decreased the cooling performance for all cases (on 

average by 48% between 6 and 20 mil). The cooling medium also had a large effect as 

distilled water provided the highest h-value of all the tested media: between 3210 and 

5590 W/m2K for the diameter range tested, which was as much as 1.6 times higher than 

that of conductive grease, and as much as 44.5 times higher than free convection in air. 
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Though water provides a very high heat transfer and possesses a high heat capacity, the 

coolant is more difficult to manage in an application than thermal grease. This is due to 

the fact that water coolants require better sealing and special care for parts to resist 

corrosion. Thermally conductive grease, however, is significantly more expensive, has 

a greater density, (Table 3.5) and is difficult to spread evenly throughout a device. 

Despite these limitations, thermal grease does possess one key advantage over the other 

cooling media, which is its thermal conductivity (which is up to 115 times greater than 

air). Because of this property, heat build-up can be avoided by transferring it to an 

external heat exchanger such as cooling fins. Unlike water and thermal grease, oil 

provided an intermediate level of h-value, between 512 and 997 W/m2K, which was up 

to 7.1 times more than still air, or up to 6.3 times less than water. Oil is inexpensive 

(Table 3.5), does not promote corrosion, but does require careful sealing similar to 

water. Still air provided a lower h-value, between 69 and 153 W/m2K, but is much 

easier and cheaper to use in an application requiring no additional parts or installation. 

Due to its low heat capacity, air should be exchanged to prevent temperature build-up. 

This can be done through the introduction of forced air where h-values between 389 

and 644 W/m2K at a flow rate of 625 ft/min were produced, (up to 5.6 times more than 

still air), though this benefit comes with the cost of an external fan or other means to 

move the air. An extra advantage gained by using forced convection is the ability to 

make live adjustments of the h-value over a large range (by a factor of 1.7 in these 

tests), such that the balance between cyclic performance and power consumption can be 

adjusted in real-time. 

While not included in this study due to the additional complexities involved, forced 

convection of other fluids (water, in particular due to its low viscosity) can also be used 

to increase and tailor in-situ the h-value, by potentially another order of magnitude as it 
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did for air (Figure 3.3). While it is the case that the convective coefficient can be 

significantly altered by changing the cooling medium, there are situations where this 

change is undesirable. For example, the sealing issues when switching from air to liquid 

cooling may be unacceptable for certain applications. However, if the convective 

coefficient could be increased without changing to a different cooling medium such 

issues would be avoided. In the following section, a new method is investigated to 

achieve this effect by altering the surface properties of the SMA wire and increasing 

heat transfer to its environment.   

3.2 Carbon Nanotube (CNT) Fins for the Enhanced Cooling 

of Shape Memory Alloy Wire 

While changing the cooling environment can significantly increase the frequency of 

SMA actuators, many applications may be constrained to a single medium. For 

example, a compact device may require forced air cooling that is unachievable since a 

fan would require unwanted power consumption and create excess bulk. In this 

situation selecting other cooling media such as thermal grease or water would over-cool 

the actuator creating significant power losses during the heating cycle. If the effective 

surface area of the SMA wire were increased, however, simpler media such as air 

 

Table 3.5. Comparison of the Conventional Media Studied. Various factors in must be 
considered in addition to cooling performance when selecting a coolant. (EngineeringToolBox 
2009; Incropera and DeWitt 2001; Omega 2009) 

Medium h-value 

(15 
mil), 

W/m2K 

Heat 

Capacity, 

J/gK 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

 

Density 

g/cc 
Cost $/cc Complexity 

Still Air 72 1.01 0.02 1E-3 0 Low 
Moving Air  
(625 ft/min) 

417 1.01 0.02 1E-3 0 Medium 

Mineral Oil 541 1.67 0.15 0.8 0.03 High 
Thermal 
Grease 

2495 Unknown 2.31 2.5 0.83 High 

Water 3574 4.18 0.58 1.0 0.001 High 
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cooling could be retained. In this section, a novel method to produce this effective 

surface area increase using nanostructures as cooling fins is investigated. This new 

method can be used to benefit applications that have strict weight and space 

requirements (such as miniature hand-held devices) that restrict the wire diameter and 

ambient medium yet require faster cooling times. Such circumstances parallel problems 

that currently exist in the field of high performance micro-electronics where recent 

research has focused on exploiting the superior thermal conductivity of carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) for their use for heat dissipation (Berber, et al. 1966; Che, et al. 

2000). CNT arrays, for example, have been grown to function as an interfacial material 

capable of improving the thermal resistance between chips and heat sink surfaces (Xu 

and Fisher 2006). The thermal resistance of these arrays was reported to be comparable 

to conventional phase change materials, but when used in combination with these 

conventional materials to form a composite, the thermal resistivity was greatly reduced 

by nearly four times (Xu and Fisher 2006). Research in the microelectronics field has 

also been conducted to investigate the use of CNTs as cooling fins in micro-scale heat 

exchangers that enhance heat transfer through convection. Micro-fins laser etched from 

aligned CNTs have recently been fabricated and demonstrated to increase heat transfer 

in chips by 11% under free convection and 19% under forced (Kordás, et al. 2007). 

Similar work has also shown a 10-15% increase in performance over silicon fins 

(Wang, et al. 2006). In these efforts, performance was limited because the carbon 

nanotubes were not in direct contact with the heated surface since they were grown on a 

separate substrate. With good thermal contact, however, improvements of 2-3 times 

greater heat transfer have been estimated for CNT cooling arrays when compared to 

conventional heat sinks (Bhattacharya, et al. 2006).  

This section extends the concept of using aligned CNTs to produce micro-fin 
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architectures for SMA wires to increase actuation frequency without introducing 

potential complications due to a change in cooling medium. The DC plasma enhanced 

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) procedure used to successfully grow the CNTs on 

the surface SMA is detailed along with preliminary analysis of the results. This analysis 

includes a discussion of the resulting microstructure, and physical experimentation 

designed to determine overall heat transfer improvements. A simple lumped parameter 

heat transfer model is described and applied to the results to quantify the distinct and 

repeatable improvement in convective heat transfer due to the growth of CNTs. In this 

section, a preliminary proof-of-concept is investigated and validated for the cooling of 

the SMA wires. With further improvements to this method, the frequency response of 

SMA actuators can be improved without the introduction of complex or expensive 

cooling media. This method can be employed in many applications including the class 

of lightweight hand-held active tremor cancellation systems enabled by this 

dissertation. 

3.2.1 CNT Growth 

The critical component to producing the micro-scale cooling fins for the SMA 

wire’s surface was the growth process. This was achieved through the use of the DC 

plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process used to grow aligned 

CNTs (AuBuchon, et al. 2004; AuBuchon, et al. 2005). In this PECVD process, catalyst 

particles are initially deposited on a substrate (e.g. silicon), and a carbon-rich gas is 

introduced in the ambient environment. This gas decomposes on the surface of the 

catalyst particle, and the carbon diffuses through the particle under an activity gradient 

and precipitates to the opposite side, increasing the height of the growing nanotube 

(Chhowalla, et al. 2001). The direction of growth in general follows the direction of the 

applied electrical field. 
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The specific CNT growth on the 15 mil, 70º C Flexinol SMA wires (see Figure 3.7 

for schematic) was conducted in an environment of ammonia (NH3) and acetylene 

(C2H2) with the SMA wires fixed to an electric-field-concentrating metal 

(molybdenum) stage. After heating to 700 °C in a low-pressure hydrogen atmosphere, 

the atmosphere was changed to NH3 with a pressure of 3 torr and flow rate of 150 sccm. 

A DC bias of 650 V was applied between an anode above the sample and the cathode 

stage just below the sample. Under the applied voltage, a DC glow discharge formed 

and the NH3 plasma was allowed to treat the surface of the wires for 2 minutes. This 

plasma was used to break the surface into small islands, typically done for thin Ni films 

(AuBuchon, et al. 2004), that act as catalyst particles for CNT growth. After the surface 

treatment, the applied bias was decreased to 550 V and C2H2 was added to the chamber 

flowing at 30 sccm with the total NH3 and C2H2 pressure held at 3 Torr.  

The CNTs grew under a tip growth mechanism (Figure 3.8) where the 

decomposition of the atmospheric hydrocarbon causes carbon to be absorbed into the 

catalyst particle. Carbon diffuses into the particle until super-saturation is reached at 

which point carbon precipitates in tubular form lifting the catalyst away from the SMA 

surface. At the end of this process, the catalyst particles remain at the tips of each CNT. 

 
Figure 3.7. PECVD System. CNTs grow from carbon-rich plasma in the direction of the 
field lines created by a DC Bias applied between the anode and cathode. 

Cathode ~500-900 
o
C 

Anode 

CNT’s grow in direction of electric field 

Plasma above substrate 
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Since the electric field in the cathode plasma sheath was perpendicular to the stage, the 

SMA wires were surface treated on only half of their surface and it was on this half that 

the CNTs were grown. Following the process, the SMA wire was tested to verify that 

the Shape Memory Effect remained since the 700 °C processing temperature was 

higher than the annealing temperature. The sample was physically deformed and upon 

resistive heating was visually observed to recover and return to its original shape. 

For microstructural analysis, field emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

was performed using a Phillips ESEM operated at 30 kV. From the SEM images 

(Figure 3.9), the surface growth of the aligned CNTs was visually observed to be 

relatively uniform along the surface. From the images, the nanotubes were observed to 

have average diameters of 30 nm, lengths of 2-5 µm, and a density of approximately 2 

CNTs/µm2. Assuming an average nanotube length of 3.5 µm, the growth of the 

nanotubes was estimated to have increased overall surface area of the wire by 33% 

from 12 mm2 to 16 mm2 (with the nanotubes estimated as ideal fins). This ideal fin 

assumption was made because of the high thermal conductivity of the carbon 

nanotubes, upwards of 6600 W/mK (Berber, et al. 1966), and their microscopic lengths. 

Due to these features, the temperature along the carbon nanotube was expected be 

nearly equal to its base temperature – the SMA surface temperature – thus effectively 

increasing the wire surface area at its surface temperature. 

 
Figure 3.8. CNT Tip Growth Mechanism. At super-saturation, carbon precipitates in 
tubular form lifting the catalyst particle from the substrate. 

CxHy C

CNi  Catalyst Particle Carbon Nanotube

Catalyst particle
remains at tip
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3.2.2 Experimental Setup and Procedure 

To measure the increase in cooling performance from the CNT surface treatment, 

an experiment was developed (Figure 3.10) to measure the temperature profiles 

obtained under free-cooling. Both regular and carbon nanotube treated wires 

approximately 0.4 inches long were clamped by their ends with two machined 

aluminum clamps that were bolted to a PVC surface to ensure that the only electrical 

conduit was through the wire sample. Electrical connections were made on each 

aluminum clamp to heat the sample to a set temperature under constant current. 

Because the carbon nanotubes were grown on only one side of the wire, the sample was 

oriented such that the treated side faced away from the camera. This ensured that the 

 
 

Figure 3.9. SEM images of CNTs. Vertically aligned CNTs were grown on the surface 
of a 15 mil. diameter SMA wire (70 °C Flexinol fabricated by Dynalloy, Inc.) 

(a) 2000x 

(b) 10000 x 
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surface emissivity recorded by the camera was identical to that of a regular wire 

providing an accurate temperature measurement. Stray air currents were isolated from 

the experiment, by shrouding the entire sample in a box (Figure 3.11).  

During each run, the wire sample was electro-resistively heated to an initial 

temperature of approximately 75 °C. An IR camera was focused on the center of the 

wire’s length which was sufficiently far from the wire clamps ensuring that the thermal 

gradients in the axial direction were small and that the primary mechanism of heat 

transfer was through radial convection. As with the validation experiments for the 

midpoint transformation method (Section 3.1.2) emissivity for the 70 °C Flexinol wire 

was calibrated to 0.76 for an accurate surface temperature measurement. After 

monitoring a 75 °C steady-state surface temperature with the calibrated IR camera, 

heating was removed by shutting off the current and the surface temperature of the 

wires under free cooling was recorded in real-time by an IR camera at 10 frames per 

second (sent to a PC computer). The wire temperature with respect to time was later 

recorded by analyzing the captured IR images. The experiment was repeated for three 

separate pieces of regular wire, and three trials of the nanotube treated wire. Between 

each trial, the sample tested was physically removed from the fixture and a new sample 

 
Figure 3.10. Fabricated fixture used to hold samples during testing. Electrical 
connections were made on top and bottom screws of the fixture (for resistive heating) which 
were insulated using a PVC block. 
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was installed. This was done to account for any possible error that could be produced 

due to installation.  

3.2.3 Results and Discussion 

The collected cooling profiles (Figure 3.12) show the cooling profiles for the 

regular and CNT treated SMA wires. The wires began cooling at an initial normalized 

temperature (T-Tamb) of approximately 53 °C which decayed exponentially with time. 

In general, the regular wires took longer to cool to a given temperature – for example, 

the time interval at 20 °C (indicated by the bracket in Figure 3.12) is distinct between 

the two wire types, measuring approximately 0.6 seconds. Figure 3.12 also shows that 

 
Figure 3.11. IR Camera positioning. Camera was first focused on the SMA wire, and 
then shrouded with a box to isolate the system from any stray air currents. The wire was 
fixed in place with an aluminum block. 

 
Figure 3.12. Cooling Profiles for Regular and CNT Coated Wires. Regular 
wire and nanotube treated wires tended to group together with a 0.6 difference 
in cooling time to reach 53 oC. 
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the difference in cooling speeds was repeatable for the series of experiments as the 

different experimental runs for the regular wires and the CNT treated wires grouped 

into two separate curves.  

While the direct temperature measurements in Figure 3.12 show differences in 

cooling times, they can also be used to quantify the cooling rate differences. These rate 

differences can be extracted by analyzing the overall shape of the cooling curves and 

extracting their decay constants, which area directly related to the effective convective 

heat transfer coefficient h. To quantify the temperature decay constants for the two wire 

types, and to relate these constants to the convective heat transfer coefficient, a heat 

transfer model was applied to the system under free Newtonian cooling. For the 

nanotube treated wire, the convective heat transfer coefficient in the model, h, was 

specified to account for both the heat transfer from the SMA surface, and through the 

nanotube fins. 

3.2.3.1 Cooling Model 

The cooling model was derived assuming that the wires cooled freely in air, and that 

the dominant mechanism of heat transfer occurred through natural convection as 

justified in Section 3.1.2. Temperature variations in the radial direction were also 

assumed to be small. This assumption was arrived through the calculation of the Biot 

number for the SMA wire, which is defined as, 

 C
i

hL
B

k
= , (3.10) 

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, LC is the characteristic length of the 

wire (volume to surface area ratio), and k is the thermal conductivity. If the Biot number 

is small (<<1), the heat conduction process offers little resistance (in comparison to 

convection) to the overall heat transfer, and thus the temperature gradients in the 

material are small. Using a thermal conductivity of 18 (W/mK) (Dynalloy 2009), 
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characteristic length of 9.52 E-5 meters, and a convective heat transfer constant of 50 

W/m2K (lower bound to the data in Figure 3.4), the Biot number was calculated to be 

2.64 E-4 (<<1), indicating that thermal variants in the radial direction are indeed 

negligible. With these reductions, the heat transfer equation for the wire is derived 

through an energy balance assuming lumped parameters, 

 ( ) 0amb

DT
CV hA T T

dt
ρ + − = , (3.11) 

 
where ρ is the density of the SMA, C is the heat capacity, V is the total volume, T is the 

surface temperature (assumed to be uniform in the radial direction), h is the effective 

convective coefficient, A is the surface area of the SMA wire, and Tamb is the ambient 

temperature measured at 23 °C. By scaling the temperature in Equation 3.11, 

 ( ) 0
D

CV hA
dt

θ
ρ θ+ = , (3.12) 

 
where θ = − ambT T . The solution to Equation 3.12 is exponential, and the time 

dependent temperature profile is 

 ( ) ρθ θ
 

− 
 =

hA
t

Cv

ot e , (3.13) 

where θo is the scaled temperature of the wire at time t=0. Taking the natural log of both 

sides gives 

 
0log ( ) log( )θ θ

ρ
= −

hA
t t

CV
. (3.14) 

Equation 3.14 represents an equation for a line, with the slope depending on: 1) the bulk 

properties of the wire (ρ and C) and dimensional properties (A and V) assumed to have 

not changed from the wire treatment, and 2) the surface convective property h theorized 

to increase with the nanotubes added to the wire surface. 
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3.2.3.2 Cooling Comparison 

Figure 3.13 shows the log of the temperatures graphed in Figure 3.12. The 

transformed data now shows a linear trend indicating that the assumptions made in 

deriving Equation 3.14 (particularly neglecting the nonlinear term for radiation) were 

valid. Linear fits were applied to the data in Figure 3.13, and their equations are listed in 

Table 3.6. Two important facts emerge from the fits: first there is no significant 

variation in slope between trials of the same type of wire, and second that there is 

indeed a variation between the CNT treated wire and the regular wires. Taking an 

average for the three trials gives an average slope of approximately -0.20 s-1 for the 

nanotube treated wire, and -0.16 s-1 for the regular wires. Using a density of 6.5 E6 

kg/m3 , specific heat of 0.5 J/kg K (Chang, et al. 2006), and diameter of 0.381 mm an 

estimate of the effective h (using the SMA surface area as the value for A) was 

calculated to be ~62 W/m2K for the carbon nanotube treated wire and ~50 W/m2K for 

the regular SMA wire, which is a 19% increase. Assuming that identical growth was 

covered on the entire wire (thus doubling the increase in the effective h value) and using 

the lumped heat transfer model, the cooling time to an estimated Martensite finish 

 
Figure 3.13. Log of Temperature vs. Time. A comparison of the cooling rates for 
the nanotube coated and regular SMA wires show a clear difference. Three trials for 
each are plotted with linear fits. 
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temperature of 40 °C would decrease from 2.9 seconds to 1.96 seconds. This would 

increase frequency performance by 48% with no additional weight or added bulk. 

The increase in cooling performance is significant, yet less than the estimated 33% 

increase in effective cooling surface area observed from the SEM images (Figure 3.9). 

This difference may be due to imperfect fin efficiency or a potential non-uniformity in 

the deposited nanotubes. Further increases in nanotube length in the SMA sample 

would likely increase the cooling effect, and may produce improvements closer to the 

2-3 times increase calculated in (Bhattacharya, et al. 2006), which was based on much 

longer fin lengths. Additionally, increasing the density of the nanotubes (number of 

cooling fins) may further aid improvements in heat transfer. On a Si substrate densities 

as high as ~20 CNTs/µm2 have been reported (AuBuchon, et al. 2004), suggesting that 

density improvements of up to ten times are theoretically possible. With these further 

improvements, combined with alterations in the PECVD process to efficiently cover 

the entire wire surface, SMA wires with significantly higher cooling properties can be 

produced. These wires will be capable of functioning in actuators with simpler cooling 

media allowing for further improvements in the already lightweight, compact 

stabilization systems made possible by the work in this dissertation. 

 

3.3 Conclusions  

To improve the frequency of SMA actuators and minimize their power 

consumption, this chapter investigated methods to evaluate conventional cooling 

 
Table 3.6. Linear fits to the transformed cooling data. The slope of 
the fits are directly proportional to the wire cooling rate constants. 

Nanotube Coated SMA Wire Regular SMA Wire 
y=-0.21x+1.73 y=-0.16x+1.69 

y=-0.20x+1.71 y=-0.16x+1.69 

y=-0.20x+1.71 y=-0.15x+1.68 
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techniques and an unconventional cooling approach utilizing carbon nanotubes. For 

conventional cooling methods, an experimental method was developed that overcomes 

current shortcomings in measuring the surface temperature of SMA wire, which is 

needed to calculate the convective coefficient, h. By measuring the midpoint 

transformation strain as a function of temperature, predictions of surface temperature in 

various environmental conditions were made. These predictions enabled Newton’s 

cooling law to be employed to calculate h when the wire was supplied with a known 

power under steady-state conditions. Unlike traditional techniques, this method was 

based on a strain measurement allowing calculations of the convective coefficient to be 

made for any size wire in any ambient medium. This was demonstrated by measuring h 

in a wide range of conditions that can be employed for various applications. These 

conditions included wire diameters ranging from 6 to 20 mils in air (free and flowing), 

mineral oil, thermally conductive grease, and water. For validation, separate thermal 

imaging tests were also conducted for the only two allowable cases, 15 and 20 mil 

diameters in air. Close agreement between these two separate procedures was shown, 

demonstrating that the new transformation strain method is a robust procedure that 

overcomes measurement issues experienced by traditional techniques (i.e. the invasive 

properties of thermocouples on thin wires and problems with IR cameras viewing thin 

wires and used in media other than air). Additionally, the transformation strain method 

is completely general and applicable to any SMA actuator where motion can be 

measured.  

Using the general form of correlations in literature for the convection from a 

smooth cylinder in still air and a cross-flow, empirical correlations were generated for 

each of the ambient media tested. Because the all-encompassing fits found in literature 

typically provided only general estimates of the collected data and did not apply well to 
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wires of small diameter, the fit parameters were adjusted for each test condition using a 

GRG optimization algorithm. The resulting continuous equations closely followed the 

collected data in relating the power dissipation from the SMA wire to the wire diameter, 

flow rate, and fluid properties (as close as 1.2% average error for water). They also 

offer improvements over conventional correlations (such as Hilpert of Morgan) by 8% 

for water, 36% for mineral oil, and 33% for convection in air. Because these 

correlations are continuous functions, they may be readily used in optimization 

algorithms to ensure that the cooling requirements are properly chosen to improve 

frequency performance while minimizing power consumption. In addition, SMA 

material models will benefit from the correlations allowing for interpolation across 

discrete points to fully map and understand an actuator’s design space. 

For situations where conventional cooing methodologies are not acceptable (e.g. 

where weight constraints prohibit a heat exchanger, and force requirements limit the 

wire diameter) the effects of improving the cooling rate of SMA wires through the 

surface growth of vertically aligned CNTs were also presented in this chapter. Due to 

their high thermal conductivity, the CNTs were intended to act as cooling fins capable 

of increasing the effective cooling area of the heated wire surface. Using a DC plasma 

enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process, vertically aligned nanotubes 

were grown directly on half of the wire’s surface (lengthwise). Their presence and 

direct attachment to the wire surface was confirmed in SEM imaging. The observed 

nanotubes had average diameters of 30 nm, lengths of 2-5 µm, and had an overall 

density of approximately 2 CNTs/µm2. The shape memory effect was observed to have 

remained after the CNT growth process.  

Because the CNTs were grown from the surface of the SMA wire, thermal contact 

resistance was assumed to be small thus benefiting overall cooling performance. These 
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improvements in overall convective heat transfer verified from direct measurements of 

cooling profiles under free cooling in air for both CNT treated and untreated SMA 

wires. A clear difference in cooling speed was noted after fitting the data to a lumped 

model, where the average h value was calculated to have increased by 19% from 50 

W/m2K to 62 W/m2K. The results of these preliminary tests show a distinct 

improvement in cooling due to the CNT growth, an effect that can be used to improve 

the cyclic performance for many small SMA systems (e.g. MEMS) without the addition 

of unwanted bulk or power consumption. Cooling performance from the CNT growth is 

expected to further improve with full wire coverage. Assuming that identical growth 

can occur on the entire wire (thus doubling the increase in the effective h value), the 

cooling time to an estimated Martensite finish temperature of 40 °C using the lumped 

model would decrease from 2.9 seconds to 1.96 seconds. This would increase 

frequency performance by 48% with no additional weight or added bulk. The concept 

and methodology of growing CNTs on a metal NiTi substrate may also benefit the 

cooling of micro-electronics. Since it is currently difficult to grow CNTs directly on a 

metal substrate, the developed method that utilizes the Ni in the alloy as catalyst 

particles may prove useful in enhancing heat transfer due to its superior thermal 

conductivity over traditional silicon substrates. 

 The previously non-existent cooling data collected both from the midpoint 

transformation study and the CNT surface treatment analysis represents invaluable 

information that can be used to predict the behavior of SMA actuators to ensure that 

frequency requirements are met and that power consumption is minimized. The 

measured convective coefficients, for example, can be used in thermodynamic SMA 

models, where useful predictions can be made in the output motion response (i.e. 

frequency and amplitude) to an arbitrary input heating power signal. These models can 
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be directly used to select the appropriate cooling medium that minimizes the amplitude 

of this power signal, given set of actuation specifications. For this purpose, the 

following chapter develops a transient thermodynamic model for antagonistic SMA 

that utilizes the cooling data measured by the midpoint transformation method 

developed in this chapter. To provide design insight and understand the antagonistic 

SMA actuator, the model is exercised in a series of simulation-based design studies that 

explore the various design tradeoffs affecting frequency and power draw. In Chapter 5, 

this general antagonistic model is applied to a proof-of-concept case-study where it is 

shown to be instrumental in advancing a new class of hand-held active tremor 

cancellation systems. This is accomplished by using the cooling properties measured in 

this chapter, and conducting detailed simulations for a range of design scenarios 

ensuring that the resulting actuation system produces a required amount cancellation at 

an identified frequency range in the most power-efficient manner.  
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4. Chapter 4: Transient Thermodynamic Modeling and 

Experimental Validation of an Antagonistic SMA 

Actuation Architecture 

While the actuation frequency of SMA can be dramatically improved through 

changes in its convective environment (as studied in Chapter 3), improvements in 

cancellation accuracy can be obtained through the use of actuation architectures such as 

antagonistic configurations. Higher cyclic rates over single-wire actuators, for 

example, are possible since one wire can be activated before the other is cooled to 

initiate motion reversal (Featherstone and Teh 2006). In addition, more precise control 

is possible since an antagonistic wire can reduce the effects of hysteresis (Moallem and 

Tabrizi 2009; Teh and Featherstone 2008). For a similar reason, lower power draw can 

result during precise positioning since the wires may not need to be activated 

repeatedly.  

Due to these benefits, antagonistic SMA actuators have been used successfully in a 

variety of applications including human assistance (De Laurentis and Mavroidis 2002; 

Pathak, et al. 2007; Pfeiffer, et al. 1999), micromanipulation (Bellouard, et al. 1998; 

Kohl, et al. 2002; Zhang, et al. 2001), and position control (Maclean, et al. 1997; 

Williams and Elahinia 2006), which typically uses ad-hoc (typically PID) and heuristic 

control approaches. While most of these methods have been shown to produce 

accurate, precise, and relatively high-speed response (Moallem and Tabrizi 2009; Teh 

and Featherstone 2008), they often result in unwanted complexity. For example, these 

systems generally involve costly electronics and require extensive tuning and 
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adjustments based on the antagonistic actuator’s operating conditions. During the 

product’s life, these systems also have a risk of losing controller accuracy as most do 

not account for changing conditions such as ambient temperature or battery charge.  

Efficient design of the antagonistic actuator is another challenge since there are 

many variables that are difficult to predict the effects of (e.g. wire diameter, length, 

convective coefficient, ambient temperature, and electric heating input), presenting 

several non-intuitive design tradeoffs. Increasing the convective coefficient (as studied 

in Chapter 3), for example, increases the actuator’s frequency capabilities but also 

increases power draw. Wire diameter and length affect the output force and 

displacement, but they also significantly impact the power consumption and packaging. 

Due to the competing effects of these different variables, the overall antagonistic 

actuator design is difficult to balance, often leading to sub-optimal motion behavior 

(i.e. frequency and amplitude), power-draw, and packaging. Thus, there is a strong 

need for a simple yet accurate, predictive model of the antagonistic system that can 

solve these issues and guide the designer to produce more educated designs capable of 

meeting motion and packaging requirements while minimizing power draw. A model 

would also be useful in easing or eliminating the need for on-line controller tuning, by 

allowing the process to be accomplished in simulation. 

For these reasons, this chapter develops a thermodynamic model of antagonistic 

SMA architecture to improve overall predictability and understand the various design 

tradeoffs affecting frequency and power draw. While the SMA model is derived from a 

reduced form of a thermodynamic material model, it includes compatibility terms to 

account for antagonistic connectivity. It also encompasses additional model conditions 

including inertial dynamics, static friction, slack conditions (where the wires cannot 

support compressive load), empirical fits for the convective heat transfer, and a model 
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for local boiling effects. To characterize the improvement in accuracy for each of these 

conditions, experimental data over frequencies of 0.3-10 Hz is used to quantify model 

tracking in both the transient and steady-state regions. Comparisons to further 

experimental tests are presented to validate the full model (with all conditions present) 

for various input duty cycles, heading amplitudes, and SMA wire diameters. With the 

model experimentally validated, design studies are investigated through model 

simulations under a variety of operating conditions. These studies focus on 

characterizing the key requirements (e.g. mechanical advantage, cooling medium, 

ambient temperature, duty cycle, power draw and wire diameter) to produce motion at a 

desired amplitude and frequency. The results of these investigations are highly useful in 

generating engineering insight that serves to facilitate the design of antagonistic SMA 

actuators for hand-held tremor cancellation applications.  

4.1 Model of SMA Wire in Antagonistic Architecture 

The transient thermodynamic model (nomenclature given in Table 4.1) is 

developed for a general antagonistic architecture, which is defined in Figure 4.1 to 

consist of two opposing wires that are connected to a shared output stage of mass m. 

Movement towards the right is achieved by electro-resistively heating the right SMA 

wire while the left wire cools. This causes the right wire to transform to an Austenite 

phase, contract, and move the stage while simultaneously elongating the left wire in its 

Martensite phase. Motion in the left direction is similarly achieved by heating the left 

wire while the right wire cools. In Figure 4.1, two compression springs are fitted 

between the ground and stage, with stiffness k and free length equal to the neutral 

length of the wire. This free length configuration is equivalent to a single spring 

compressed to a neutral position by an external load such as a weight since the resultant 

force is zero at neutral and is positive or negative with linear slope k away from the 
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neutral position. If a device were made such that the free length of the compression 

springs were more than the neutral length (if the springs were compressed to be fitted in 

the device and always remained in contact with the output stage), or if the springs 

worked both in compression and extension, same model would be used with the 

effective stiffness changed to 2k.  

From these stated assumptions, this section develops a general modeling 

framework for the antagonistic system. This framework consists of three sets of 

coupled time-dependent equations: 1) a group of differential equations describing the 

material’s thermodynamic phase transformation, 2) a collection of compatibility 

equations specific to the antagonistic configuration, 3) and a set of energy balance and 

convective heat transfer equations. Additional conditions are derived to account for the 

antagonistic wires becoming slack, friction, convective heat transfer, and localized 

boiling in the coolant.  

4.1.1 SMA Modeling Background 

To develop a full model for a generic antagonistic SMA actuator, a suitable 

constitutive modeling foundation was selected from the literature that describes the 

Table 4.1. Nomenclature and values for the antagonistic model solution. 
 

Symbol Name Value Units 

Ps Prestrain 1 % 

k Spring Stiffness 4.0 kN/m 

d Wire Diameter 0.254-0.508 mm 

l Length 0.178 m 

β Max. SMA Strain 5 % 

ρ Density 6.5 Mg/m3 

µc Critical Driving Force 1.01 J/g 

∆S Entropy Change -67 mJ/gK 

TR Reference Temperature 323 K 

Ta Ambient Temperature 296 K 

vo Kinetic Stiffness 50 g/Js 

E Young’s Modulus 70 GPa 

H Convective Coefficient 1.8-5.8 kW/m2K 

R Wire Resistivity 18.8 Ω/m 

m Mass of Stage 220 g 
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material’s basic behavior with respect to temperature and stress. While numerous 

material models exist in this active area of research, most can be classified into three 

categories, each with its own benefit and drawback: a) Empirical, b) Microstructure, 

and c) Thermomechanical Modeling. Each of these categories is evaluated in further 

detail, and the most suitable approach is selected as a basis for the model derived in this 

chapter.  

4.1.1.1 Empirical Modeling 

The first SMA models were of the empirical form where in 1986 Tanaka (Tanaka 

1986), developed an exponential description for the phase fraction of Martensite, as an 

internal variable. While Liang and Rogers 1990 modified the Tanaka model’s phase 

transformation law with a cosine relationship, both models were limited to the high 

temperature case and were not capable of describing the de-twinning of Martensite. 

Brinson 1993 offered a solution to this problem by decomposing the Martensite phase 

fraction into two variants (twinned and detwinned), yet still retained the empirical 

cosine relationship for their evolution. While empirical approaches are useful due to 

their simplicity and are still used in many engineering applications, they do not lead to 

 
Figure 4.1. Schematic of a generic antagonistic 

system. Operating strains are labeled in the figure 
according to model nomenclature. 
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physical insight in the underlying physics of phase transformation. In certain cases, 

these models can violate the second law of thermodynamics unless specific initial 

conditions or specific stress-temperature histories are provided (Chung, et al. 2007). 

While this incongruity can be corrected, through a modification of the empirical 

relationship (Chung, et al. 2007) it is desirable to use a physically based model for the 

material that is thermodynamically admissible. 

4.1.1.2 Microstructure Modeling 

To provide such a physically-based understanding, recent work has focused on 

producing models in the second main category, microstructure evolution, to examine 

the material’s behavior with regard to its crystal structure. These models consist of a 

mechanical component governing stress-strain behavior that is coupled to a chemical 

component determined by entropies of the material’s Austenite and Martensite phases. 

Bo and Lagoudas 1999, for example, developed a polycrystalline model that uses back 

and drag stress to simulate two-way shape memory effect and material shakedown. 

Other examples of recently developed models focusing on microstructure include those 

developed by Gao et al, 2000, who base a model on habit planes and transformation 

directions, Goo and Lexcellent 1997, who focuses on two-way effects, and Vivet and 

Lexcellent 1998 who characterize the differences between tension and compression in 

super-elasticity. While the models focusing on the microstructure of SMA provide 

significant physical insight and accuracy, they typically require finite-element 

implementations, and are difficult to use in simulating engineering applications that 

mainly require 1-D modeling (Seelecke and Müller 2004).  

4.1.1.3 Thermomechanical Modeling 

As a result, a third category of thermomechanical modeling is being revisited for 

simplification in 1-D applications. Ivshin and Pence 1994, for example, detailed a 
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model based on equilibrium thermodynamics, though material hysteresis is modeled 

with assumed envelope functions that must be fit with additional parameters. Another 

model using concepts of statistical thermodynamics was developed by Achenbach and 

Müller 1985 and extended by Seelecke and Müller 2004 showing use in design, 

feedback control, and optimal control. Recent thermodynamic modeling developed by 

Shaw 2002 has also shown promise in understanding SMA device physics due to its 

phenomenological nature, and its ability for model-reduction. For example, Shaw and 

Churchill 2009 have recently demonstrated its reduction by neglecting individual terms 

that describe detailed phenomena such as propagating phase transformation fronts to 

produce a lumped analytical solution in terms of the Lambert function. This solution 

eliminates the need for any PDE solution, yet captures most of the behavior useful for 

engineers working in design and optimization. The model is also thermodynamically 

consistent, and does not experience the incongruities of traditional empirical models 

revealed by Chung, et al. 2007. In fact, through model reduction or selecting an 

appropriate kinetic relationship, the phase transformation can be made implicit (Shaw 

and Churchill 2009) eliminating the need for empirical kinetic descriptions. Due to this 

ease of simplification, the modeling foundation from Shaw and Churchill 2009 was 

selected, and a similar reduction approach taken with an important difference occurring 

in necessity of retaining the two internal martensitic state variables to account for 

twinned and de-twinned Martensite (to describe slack conditions in antagonistic 

actuators). In this section, this reduction process is detailed where the original 

Helmholtz free energy given by Chang et al. 2006 is modified to a reduced form. The 

modeling contribution made in this chapter is based on this reduced form, where two 

instances (one for each antagonistic wire) are coupled through compatibility equations 

to form a generic antagonistic model. Additional contributions including the addition of 
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dynamics, slack, friction, boiling, and convective heat transfer conditions are also 

developed and applied to the antagonistic modeling methodology.  

4.1.2 Model Formulation 

The full Helmholtz Free Energy function used by Chang, et al. 2006 is given as, 
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. (4.1) 

The first line of the full Helmholtz free energy function represents the elastic energy 

contribution were ε is the strain the wire, β is the maximum recoverable strain under 

zero stress, ρ is the mass density, γ is the strain gradient parameter, EA is the Young’s 

modulus of Austenite, and ∆E is the change in young’s modulus between Austenite and 

Martensite. The tensile and compressive phase fractions for Martensite are expressed as 

ξ1 and ξ2 with the Austenite phase fraction ξ3, being implicit (the Martensite and 

Austenite phase fractions sum to one). The second line of the Helmholtz free energy 

function represents an energy contribution due to phase-dependent entropy where Tr is 

the reference transformation temperature, and ∆S is the change of entropy due to phase 

transformation, which is related to the latent heat of transformation. The energy of 

mixing is accounted in the third line where the constant cI affects the slope of the 

pseudoelastic transformation path. The last line in the Helmholtz free energy function 

(Equation 4.1) represents the phase-independent thermal energy where co or so are the 

specific heat and specific entropy. For the transient antagonistic model developed in 

this chapter, reductions of the full Helmholtz free energy function (Equation 4.1) are 

performed through the assumption that the change in Young’s modulus between 
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Austenite and Martensite ∆E is negligible, there is no free energy of mixing (cI), and 

there are no gradients along the material (in any direction) for temperature, strain, and 

phase fraction, eliminating the need for a PDE solution. Churchill and Shaw 2009 

demonstrate that these assumptions give satisfying results compared to a finite element 

approach in terms of the actuator’s gross behavior. The resulting reduced free energy is  
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The tensile and compressive Martensite phase fractions are defined such that when the 

SMA wire is cool but fully stretched in tension under load (there is assumed to be no 

two-way effect), ξ1 is equal to one while ξ2 is zero (this is also known as de-twinned 

Martensite). When the wire is heated, it contracts and transforms to Austenite, and both 

ξ1 and ξ2 are zero (Figure 4.2). Cooling the wire again, but applying no load produces 

both tensile and compressive Martensite variants and both ξ1 and ξ2 are 0.5 (this state is 

also known as twinned Martensite). 

The stress in each wire is defined as the partial derivative of the Helmholtz free 

energy with respect to strain (holding the other states constant). For each wire (with 

subscript x replaced with l or r for the left or right wire of the antagonistic pair), 
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, (4.3) 

where, for example, εl is the strain in the left wire. The partial derivative of the 

Helmholtz free energy with respect to the tensile or compressive Martensite phase 

fraction (ξ1 or ξ2) is equal to the thermodynamic driving force vector µ dictating the 

magnitude and direction of phase transformation. For each wire, 
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To account for hysteresis, phase evolution only occurs if the thermodynamic driving 

force is greater than a critical value, µc by the relation given in (Chang, et al. 2006). For 

the time derivative of the phase fraction vector ξ,  
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Since the phase fractions must be non-negative and sum to one, an “admissible space” 

is defined as shown in Figure 4.2. The driving force cannot bring the phase fractions 

outside of this admissible space. Therefore, Equation 4.5 employs a unit vector m 

defined depending on the state of the material. The unit vector m is defined as the unit 

vector of µ if the phase fractions are either within the interior of the admissible space 

and not on any boundaries, or if the phase fractions lie on any of the edges, and µ is 

pointing inwards. Otherwise, if µ points outwards, m is the unit vector of its projection 

along the boundary. If the phase fractions reside on one of the corners, m is zero if µ 

points directly outward (Chang, et al. 2006). 

 
Figure 4.2. Admissible Space. Martensite 
phase fractions must reside within the 
triangle, adapted from (Chang, et al. 2006). 
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4.1.3 Antagonistic Compatibility Relations 

Unique to modeling antagonistic systems is the coupling between the left and right 

wires, which had to be derived. Because many devices are designed to strain the 

opposing wire to some fraction of the maximum strain β (conservatively this can be 

half) to ensure operation over many cycles, an amount of pre-strain (Ps) is incorporated 

in the strain compatibility equation, 

 ( )ε ε β+ = −r l sP , (4.6) 

which is shown in Figure 4.1. These strains are also directly related to the position x of 

the stage through, 
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which is consistent with Equation 4.6. Stress coupling is found by applying a force 

balance on the stage, which is assumed to have a mass m 

 ( )σ σ+ = − +&&
r l fmx kx A F , (4.9) 

where Ff is used to account for static friction. Depending on the actuator speed relative 

to its cooling environment, it is possible that one of the antagonistic wires can become 

slack near the end of the actuation stroke. Figure 4.3 illustrates this scenario, where at a 

low duty cycle the power to the heated wire is turned off before the opposing 

antagonistic wire is heated. During this time, the heated wire cools and is stretched 

(from Austenite to de-twinned Martensite) by the system spring while the opposing 

cool wire becomes slack from the resulting motion. Since the SMA wires are thin and 

cannot support compressive loads care must be taken in identifying and distinguishing 

two operating regimes: taught and slack. 
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4.1.3.1 Antagonistic Wire Taught 

Taught operation is defined when the stress in both wires is positive (tensile). If the 

stage is assumed to have a mass, the strain in the SMA wires must be determining by 

twice integrating the acceleration in Equation 4.9 to give position, x, and substituting 

the resulting value in the strain equations (Equations 4.8 and 4.9). For a stage with 

negligible mass (m=0), however, direct equations for the strains in the left and right 

wires (as functions of phase fraction) can be obtained. By setting m to zero in the force 

balance (Equation 4.9), and substituting the equations for stress (Equation 4.3) and 

position as a function of strain (reformulating Equations 4.7 and 4.8) wire strains are 

expressed as, 
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for the left wire (where %k  is the spring stiffness divided by the wire cross sectional area 

A) and  
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for the right wire. 

 

 
Figure 4.3. Slack Conditions. Antagonistic wire can become slack 
if actuating wire is cooled before heating antagonistic wire. 
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4.1.3.2 Antagonistic Wire Slack 

If an antagonistic wire goes into compression, its stress is negative in value. Since 

small diameter wires cannot support this type of compressive loading they buckle 

(become slack). To account for this, whenever stress is detected to be negative it is 

instead set to zero. For example, if the left wire were to become slack, 

 0σ =l
, (4.12) 

and from the force balance, Equation 4.9 
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As with the taught conditions, the position x must be integrated from acceleration 

before expressions for the wire strains can be obtained using the wire length. However, 

for a stage of zero mass, the integration of position can be avoided and the strains can be 

expressed directly. Using the same substitution process used to derive Equations 4.10 

and 4.11, and following the substitution procedure using Equations 4.12 and 4.13, 

 ( )1, 2,l l lε ξ ξ β= −  (4.14) 

and (with m=0), 
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Analogous stress and strain equations for system are used should the right wire go 

slack, with the l and r subscripts switched. 

4.1.4 Energy Balance and Convective Heat Transfer 

With the transformation kinetics and mechanics of the antagonistic SMA wires 

defined, a final equation is needed to predict the actuator’s thermal response to heating 

inputs and convective losses to the environment. The evolution of temperature over 
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time is described by a traditional lumped heat equation with an additional latent heat 

term, derived from a general form given in (Chang, et al. 2006). In these equations, 

power is assumed to be input through electric heating (by an applied current I) and heat 

is lost via convective cooling to the environment. Two separate equations are used for 

each wire where, as before, the general subscript x is replaced by r or l: 
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T S
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In the heat equation (Equation 4.20) I is the input current, R is the wire resistivity 

(resistance per unit length), and L is the length of wire, h is the convective heat transfer 

coefficient, and Tamb is the temperature of the surrounding environment. Because the 

wire resistivity depends on material phase (Churchill and Shaw 2008; Ikuta, et al. 

1988), the final input term for power of the heat equation (Equation 4.20) can be 

replaced with IV, where the input voltage V is often more convenient to measure.  

The heat equation (Equation 4.20) shows that the heat transfer coefficient h affects 

the overall power consumption and cooling time (and thus frequency) of the actuator in 

the tradeoff studied in Chapter 3. While increasing the convective coefficient h 

improves the cooling speed it also increases energy dissipation during heating, raising 

power requirements for the actuator. This effect requires special consideration since the 

convective coefficient h is difficult to measure for thin wires, yet changes significantly 

depending on wire geometry and cooling medium. To address this issue, Chapter 3 had 

developed a method using low-power, steady-state tests to measure h at the SMA’s 

midpoint transformation temperature of 60 °C for a range of diameters (6 to 20 mils) 

and cooling media (air, mineral oil, thermal grease, and water). Of these tested media, 

water cooling was selected for this chapter’s experimental validation studies due to its 

higher cooling properties and ease of use that enabled many tests at a variety of 
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different frequencies. Because traditional empirical correlations (such as the Hilpert 

correlation) were known to deviate by as much as 20% from experimental data, Chapter 

3 focused on experimentally measuring the convective coefficient for SMA under a 

variety of conditions. However, due to the nature of the measurement technique used in 

Chapter 3, the collected data was only gathered at a fixed transformation temperature of 

60 °C. For media such as water, the convective coefficient h is known to vary with 

temperature. Thus, of the several existing empirical correlations a suitable equation by 

Kuehn and Goldstein was found to not only intersect with Chapter 3’s measured data 

point for water, but also provide estimates for temperatures above and below 60 °C. 

The correlation takes the form of,  
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where the Nusselt number NuD is related to the heat transfer coefficient h through the 

wire diameter D and the fluid’s thermal conductivity k. The Prandtl number Pr is a fluid 

property and the Rayleigh number, RaD, is defined for a cylindrical shape as 
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−
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D

g T T D , (4.22) 

In Equation 4.22, g is the acceleration due to gravity, α is the thermal expansion 

coefficient of the fluid (K-1), Ts is the wire’s surface temperature, Ta is the fluid’s 

ambient temperature (K), D is the wire diameter, ν is the fluid’s kinematic viscosity 

(m2/s), and κ is the thermal diffusivity (m2/s). Values of the fluid properties for water as 

a function of temperature were calculated from (McQuillan, et al. 1984; McQuillan 

2009). Another approach to modeling the convective coefficient is to lump the 

temperature variation into a single average value. This value was allowed to vary 

between heating and cooling cycles as suggested by Bhattacharyya, et al. 2002, and was 

adjusted from the values obtained in Chapter 3. Because the lumped value for h 
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encapsulates effects due to temperature variations or fluid motion they were expected 

to vary from the values obtained under steady-state and constant temperature in 

Chapter 3. However, the data in Chapter 3 is still highly useful as a general estimate and 

is useful for design since values are given for a variety of cooling media using a 

relatively simple experimental method. 

In addition to the convective coefficient h, necessary considerations were made for 

boiling in water. While several general empirical correlations exist for nucleate pool 

boiling of liquids, they are rather complex and are useful when the input power is 

increased by several orders of magnitude (Incropera and DeWitt 2001). For the model’s 

purposes, these power levels were not anticipated, and thus a binary approximation was 

selected for simplicity to approximate the latent heat effects when the SMA surface 

temperature reaches boiling. These effects were lumped into the h-value, which was 

increased by a factor of 2000 when the wire was above boiling temperatures. For 

temperatures below boiling, h was left unaffected. 

4.1.5 Solution Procedure for Transient Model 

To predict motions of the antagonistic actuation system, the heat, compatibility, and 

material equations must be solved simultaneously. Simulating numerically, the heat 

equation (Equation 4.20) is integrated for the left and right wire through a forward 

time-step scheme to obtain the temperature of the wires over time. The time derivative 

of ξ is obtained by substituting the thermodynamic driving force (Equation 4.4) into the 

kinetic equations (Equation 4.5). The acceleration of the stage solved in the force 

balance equation (Equation 4.9) and is twice integrated to produce position. In the 

examples in this chapter, the initial condition is selected to be the neutral position. Both 

wires are set to the cool ambient temperature, and tension in the wires is assumed to be 

zero about the equilibrium. Strain in each wire is set to the neutral strain (Equation 4.9). 
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Because there is no Austenite phase in either wire in the initial state, the tensile and 

compressive Martensite phase fractions in both wires sum to one, 
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Combining these relations with Equation 4.3 for each wire and setting the stress to zero 

results in the initial phase fraction at time t=0, 
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With these initial conditions, the transient thermodynamic model’s coupled ordinary 

differential equations are integrated with respect to time to produce actuation response 

to a defined input heating signal. 

4.2 Experimental Validation of the Transient 

Thermodynamic Model  

While the developed model can simulate a motion response for a generic 

antagonistic actuator, its correlation to a physical system had to be validated. Thus, an 

experimental setup and test procedure was created. An initial series of tuning studies 

was first conducted to study the effect of various conditions in the model, including the 

slack and boiling conditions, static friction, inertia of the output stage, and convective 
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coefficient h for the wires. Further tests were performed to validate the full antagonistic 

model under changing conditions. These tests included validation studies over a range 

of actuating amplitudes, frequencies, duty cycles, and wire diameters. Through these 

experiments, the model’s predictive utility is established, and valid regions are 

identified for the model’s use in actuator simulation for design and controller tuning. 

4.2.1  Experimental Setup and Procedure 

The model validation was accomplished through the use of an experimental setup 

(Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5) that was designed to apply varying electric heating inputs to an 

antagonistic SMA system immersed in a liquid bath of distilled water at room 

temperature. The antagonistic actuator consisted of two lengths of 70 °C Flexinol wire 

(approximately 4.5 inches in length each, strained to 1.5% at the neutral position) that 

were fixed to a wall at one end, and at the other end crimped to a common movable 

stage (Figure 4.4) that had a measured mass m of 220 grams. The stage was fitted with 

linear ball bearings on a hardened steel shaft such that friction in the direction of motion 

was negligible. To give the actuator an internal stiffness, a compression spring was 

installed in the setup with a measured stiffness of 4.0 kN/mm. Electricity was supplied 

to either SMA wire from a Samlex adjustable DC power supply through one of two 

 

Figure 4.4. Schematic of the experimental test apparatus. Antagonistic wires move 
a low-friction output stage, with its motion measured with a Laser displacement sensor. 
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external MOSFET transistors controlled by a PC running LabVIEW (Figure 4.5). The 

resulting output motion was measured with a MicroTrak Laser displacement sensor, 

and the input current and voltage were measured with oscilloscope probes.  

The antagonistic device was tested under a variety of conditions to validate the 

model’s predictive capabilities. For each experimental condition tested, the model was 

solved using the parameters listed in Table 4.1. The geometric, spring, and 

environmental variables were adjusted according to the experimental conditions. 

Material properties were taken from (Chang, et al. 2006), while the reference 

temperature TR was estimated from differential scanning calorimetry data (Chang, et al. 

2006).  

Using these parameters, several experiments on the antagonistic actuator were 

conducted. Changes in the amount of input current (heat delivery) were investigated to 

correlate theoretical amplitude under partial transformation to experimental data. 

Actuation frequency was studied to characterize the model’s limitations, while duty 

cycle and wire diameter effects were compared to examine the model’s ability to 

predict output motion profiles.  

 

 
Figure 4.5. Photograph of the experimental setup for an antagonistically 
configured device. Motion and input power were monitored and recorded in 
software. 
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4.2.2 Model Analysis 

The antagonistic model developed in Section 4.1.2 consisted of several additional 

conditions including convection, slack, boiling, friction and inertia. The overall effect 

of each condition, however, was unknown, and in some cases their addition introduced 

more complexity. For example, accounting for the mass of the movable stage creates a 

second order differential equation that must be solved numerically (increasing solution 

time). The slack and boiling conditions also introduce binary effects in the model that 

can add numeric complexity. Thus, studies were conducted to quantify the overall 

tracking improvement for each of the conditions: convective coefficient, slack/boiling, 

friction, and inertia. In this section the effects of each condition are studied in 

comparison to experimental data for a variety of frequencies ranging from 0.3 Hz 

(quasi-static) to 10 Hz. The tracking accuracy is quantified with respect to four key 

metrics (illustrated in Figure 4.6): 90% rise time, 90% fall time, amplitude, and cooling 

offset errors. The rise and fall time metrics account for transient behavior and are most 

 
Figure 4.6. Key metrics for analyzing model fit. Rise and fall 
times measure transient errors, while amplitude and cooling offset 
measure steady-state errors due to friction, slack conditions, or 
insufficient heating. 
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closely affected by the heat transfer coefficient and inertial dynamics. The cooling 

offset is an error that arises due the antagonistic wire going into compression 

(producing negative stress). It can also result from unaccounted friction in the 

experiment. 

4.2.2.1 Convective Coefficient 

 When analyzing the data, it was found that the lumped convective coefficient with 

fixed but different coefficients on the heating and cooling cycle produced more 

accurate tracking results than the temperature varying model, h(T). This could be due to 

boiling effects occurring on the heating cycle, which may cause the lumped convective 

coefficient to be higher. In Table 4.2, a summary of the resulting lumped convective 

coefficients is provided in the quasi-static regime (0.3 Hz). Tests were also conducted 

in the dynamic regime (greater than 0.3 Hz), and it was found that the increasing 

convective coefficient in the antagonistic model improved the tracking performance on 

the cooling cycle due to the moving stage disturbing the liquid bath. This motion likely 

caused local flow near the wires that increased at higher operating frequencies causing 

the rising trend in the h-value (Table 4.3). Due to the greater accuracy, data from both 

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 were utilized in the “full model” for each of the following 

comparison studies. 

The greatest factor affecting the antagonistic model’s tracking performance is the 

convective coefficient, which influences the transient response (heating rise time and 

Table 4.2. h-values for SMA wire of various diameter for 

0.3 Hz. Heating values based on (Pathak, et al. 2008), cooling 
values were determined from model fit. 
 

Wire 

Diameter 

(mil) 

Heating h-value 
(kWm-1 K-1) 

Cooling h-value 

(kWm-1 K-1) 

8 5 2.6 
10 4.5 2.3 
15 3.5 1 
20 3 0.8 
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cooling fall time) by affecting the heating and cooling speeds. Amplitude is also 

manipulated, as the convective coefficient influences whether partial or full 

transformation will occur for a given input power. If insufficient cooling is predicted, a 

cooling offset error will occur especially at higher frequencies. In Figure 4.7 two 

different models for the convective coefficient are used and compared to experimental 

tests for frequencies ranging from 0.3-10 Hz.  

The first model utilizes the temperature-dependent Kuehn and Goldstein 

correlation that was selected based on the measurements conducted in Chapter 3. This 

correlation allows the h-value to vary with temperature from 1.8 KWm-1K-1 at 23 ºC to 

5.8 KWm-1K-1 at 99 ºC (the boiling condition occurs at 100 ºC). The second model for h 

allows the convective coefficient to vary between heating and cooling, and was 

incorporated in the full model due to its greater accuracy. On the heating cycle the 

convective coefficient was fixed to the upper value of the Kuehn and Goldstein 

correlation (5.8 KWm-1K-1), while on the cooling cycle the value varied according to 

actuation frequency, which was due to fluid movement induced by the actuating stage. 

As shown in Figure 4.7, the full model provides significantly greater tracking 

accuracies than the temperature dependent, h(T), correlation, especially on the cooling 

cycle. This is especially apparent at 3 Hz, where the h(T) correlation under-predicts the 

Table 4.3. h-values for SMA wire of 

10 mil diameter for varying 
frequency. Heating values determined 
from model fit on experimental tests. 
 

Frequency 

(Hz) 
Cooling h-value 
(kWm-1 K-1) 

0.3 2.3 
1 2.6 
2 4.8 
3 5.2 
4 6.2 
5 5.8 
6 6.2 

10 7.8 
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cooling of the wires, causing both a fall time and cooling offset error of 44% and 370%.  

By allowing the convective coefficient to vary with frequency, these errors are 

reduced to only 12% and 20% (Figure 4.8). The rise-time error is also affected by the 

 
Figure 4.7. Effects of Convective Coefficient in the Antagonistic Model for Various 
Frequencies. Increasing the convective coefficient to account for fluid disturbance, and having 
higher h values for heating were found to produce accurate tracking over the simpler 
temperature dependent version, h(T). 
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selected h-value. For example, at 3 Hz an error of 63% occurs with h(T) model due to 

an under-prediction in heating time. By using the full model, this under-prediction is 

corrected and the rise-time error is reduced to 30%. As shown in Figure 4.8, this 

reduction is consistent for all frequencies up to 10 Hz (where errors for both models 

drop to only 3%). In Figure 4.8, the amplitude error is also plotted and is shown, for the 

h(T) model, to increase as frequency is increased (up to 42% for 10 Hz). This is due to 

the fact that the wires are being under-cooled in the model at higher frequencies and 

cannot produce full motion. By allowing the h-value to vary with frequency, the full 

antagonistic model corrects this error, and at 10 Hz it is reduced to only 9%. 

4.2.2.2 Slack  

To ensure that the SMA wires did not support compressive loads in the model, the 

slack conditions (Equations 4.12-4.19) were formulated and included in the 

antagonistic model. In Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, the effects of the slack conditions are 

 
Figure 4.8. Errors Corrected by Varying Convective Coefficient. Transient (rise/fall 
time), amplitude, and cooling offset errors are all significantly reduced. 
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studied with respect to the full model’s response. Figure 4.9 shows the details of an 

experimental test at a relatively slow speed (0.33 Hz) for 10 mil wire, where current is 

alternately supplied to each antagonistic wire at a 33% duty cycle. In this figure, a plot 

of the input power shows that the power initially begins at a lower value of 13.5 watts 

but then increases 20% during wire transformation as the resistivity and length of the 

wire change under the constant heating voltage. When the wire is fully transformed the 

power is constant at 16.5 watts.  

Under these phase transformations, the measured motion profile shows 

corresponding rises under heating (to 1.3% max strain from neutral). Immediately after 

the power is stopped, the recorded motion falls back towards the neutral position. In 

this region where power is removed from the SMA wire, the slack conditions become 

crucial, since without them the predicted motion profile remains at an offset (e.g. 0.6% 

 
Figure 4.9. Comparison of experimental motion with slack and boiling 
conditions. Including both of these conditions was deemed necessary as they 
significantly reduce tracking error. 
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strain in Figure 4.9), and creates a significant cooling offset error (187%).  

This error is caused by the simulated antagonistic wire incorrectly going into 

compression, thus preventing the stage from returning to the neutral position. At higher 

 
Figure 4.10. Slack, Boiling, and Friction Conditions for Various Frequencies. The full 
model is compared to instances with slack/boiling and friction conditions neglected. Cooling 
offset and amplitude errors are corrected the inclusion of all three conditions. 
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frequencies (Figure 4.10) the offset error remains high at 100% for 4-10 Hz (Figure 

4.11). However, entering the slack condition in the model solves this problem, 

significantly reducing the cooling offset error below a bound of 20% for the full tested 

frequency range (Figure 4.11). While the slack conditions had a significant impact on 

the cooling offset error, the accuracy in transient performance (i.e. rise and fall times) 

was not affected. 

4.2.2.3 Boiling  

In the experimental tests it was observed that the SMA wires could induce local 

boiling at high levels of input power. To account for this behavior, the antagonistic 

model was modified, where the wire temperature was kept from exceeding 100 °C 

through a binary increase in the convective coefficient h. In the experimental tests 

(Figure 4.10), the model configuration without boiling follows the experimental data 

though there is an amplitude mismatch that arises at frequencies greater than 3 Hz. This 

mismatch increases at higher frequencies (Figure 4.11), reaching 28% at 10 Hz 

(compared to 6% for the full model), and occurs from the wires being heated beyond 

boiling temperatures in simulation and transforming more than in the experiment. At 

higher frequencies the error is amplified due to the fast, high-power heating cycles that 

quickly transform the wires by raising the temperature to boiling. However, by 

correcting the antagonistic model with the boiling conditions, the over-prediction in 

amplitude is resolved as shown in Figure 4.11. 

4.2.2.4 Friction 

In the experimental data (Figure 4.10), an additional feature is present that takes the 

form of an asymmetry between the cooling return cycles. While the downward stroke 

fully returns to the neutral position, the upward stroke cools to a position that is offset 

from neutral (see point c in Figure 4.9). This phenomenon is likely due to static friction 
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present in the experimental rig (e.g. due to localized contaminants in the bearing 

surface), which the antagonistic model with no modeled friction is unable to predict, 

creating a 110% error at 0.3 Hz. However, by setting the friction term Ff  to 1.8 N for the 

right wire (Equation 4.13) the offset is eliminated as shown in Figure 4.9. The friction 

term is most important for lower frequencies where the stage fully returns to the neutral 

position (Figure 4.10). At higher frequencies, the cooling time is reduced, causing the 

stage to remain in the upward or downward positions. Thus, the error associated with 

the friction term reduces from 110% at 0.3 Hz to only 2% at 10 Hz (Figure 4.11). 

4.2.2.5 Inertia 

At frequencies higher than 3 Hz, effects of the output stage‘s inertia begin to 

influence overall motion (Figure 4.12). In the experimental trace, these effects are 

noticeable at the top and bottom strokes where oscillations are present. At 6 Hz and 10 

Hz (Figure 4.12), these oscillations are clearly illustrated, where the natural frequency 

is found to be 70 Hz. Plots of the model with and without inertia are also shown in 

Figure 4.12, and at the higher frequencies (above 3 Hz) oscillations arise that are absent 

in the version of the model with no inertial effects. These oscillations have a natural 

frequency of 67 Hz, which matches closely to the experimental result, deviating by only 

4%.  

 
Figure 4.11. Model Improvements from Slack, Boiling, and Friction Conditions. 
Significant errors in cooling offset and amplitude are corrected by the inclusion of these 
conditions. Rise time and fall time are not affected. 
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In both the model and experiment, the natural frequency of the oscillation is lower 

than the square root of the spring stiffness over the mass of the stage, which predicts a 

natural frequency of 21.5 Hz. This reduction is likely due to the effects of the heated 

SMA wire, which adds to the system stiffness. In fact, using the value for Young’s 

modulus and wire length in Table 4.1 and knowing the cross sectional area, the stiffness 

 
Figure 4.12. Effects of Inertia in the Antagonistic Model for Various Frequencies. 
After 3 Hz, inertial effects begin to effect rise time, fall time, and output amplitude.  
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due to the heated wire can be incorporated, which raises the estimated natural 

frequency to 52 Hz. This estimate is in the same range (within 25%) of value measured 

in the model and experiment, indicating that the stiffness of the heated wire is a 

contributor to the overall system stiffness.  

As seen in Figure 4.12, the addition of inertia also changes the predicted transient 

behavior. For example, at frequencies above 3 Hz the inertia of the stage causes a large 

initial peak (due to momentum) in the experiment that is matched by the full SMA 

model and is absent when inertia is neglected. At frequencies above 3 Hz, the 

under-prediction in amplitude caused by the negligence of inertia causes an error of up 

to 24% at 4 Hz and remains at 15% at 10 Hz. Including inertia in the model reduces this 

error to a maximum of 9.7% at 4 Hz, and the source of error shifts from 

under-prediction to over-prediction (Figure 4.12). In addition to amplitude, the rise and 

fall times are affected by inertial dynamics, and as shown in Figure 4.13. When 

neglecting the mass of the stage, the antagonistic model predicts significantly slower 

rise-times at higher frequencies due to a delay in the peak of the upward and downward 

stroke. By including the mass of the stage in the model, this error is corrected at higher 

frequencies, and at 5 Hz, for example, it is reduced from 42%to 6% (Figure 4.13). Due 

to the corrected peak in output motion, the fall-time error is also corrected at 

frequencies above 3 Hz, where the greatest reduction in error occurs at 6 Hz from 22% 

to 5%. While the inclusion of inertial dynamics affects the transients, it does not affect 

the cooling offset, which is primarily affected by the slack and friction conditions. 

4.2.2.6 Summary 

Table 4.4 summarizes the contributions that each of the model condition makes in 

the four key fit metrics. The percent error is averaged over all of the tested frequencies, 

and Table 4.4 shows that the model for the convective coefficient, h, makes the most 
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significant contribution in both the transient (rise/fall time) and steady-state response 

(amplitude and cooling offset). The addition of inertia also improves the average 

amplitude error and transient response, but not as greatly (i.e. rise/fall time errors are 

only improved by 12% and 6.4%). Thus, some tracking accuracy may be sacrificed to 

improve solution time with a 1st order model, as opposed to the 2nd order differential 

equation required when including inertia. For the experiments tested, friction was 

important to include, as it corrected the asymmetric steady-state offset error (by 65% on 

average). The slack conditions also corrected the cooling offset error in both directions 

by an average of 120%.  

Lastly, at the higher frequencies where the wires were quickly heated under high 

power the boiling condition was crucial to correct amplitude error. At lower 

frequencies, the wires were not heated to boiling temperatures and the condition had no 

effect, which is why the average improvement was relatively low (6%) compared to the 

other conditions. However, its inclusion is crucial as it simulates the power losses 

encountered when overheating the SMA wires beyond boiling temperatures. 

4.2.3 Varying Experimental Conditions 

After building the full model and characterizing the effect of the primary conditions 

(Table 4.4), further tests were conducted to characterize the full antagonistic model’s 

 
 

Figure 4.13. Rise Time, Fall Time, and Amplitude Error Reduction. Including inertial 
effects in the model significantly reduce errors at frequencies above 3 Hz.  
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tracking performance under a variety of experimental test conditions. The effects of 

frequency were studied on the full model to understand the effects of heating and 

cooling time with respect to motion response and power consumption. Amplitude 

tracking was tested with a series of partial transformation tests, and output shaping was 

studied with respect to the applied duty cycle. Finally, wire diameter was varied to 

characterize the model’s capability of predicting the transient and steady-state response 

dictated by the wire’s heating/cooling times and stress generated against the system 

spring. 

4.2.3.1 Frequency Tests 

Because many antagonistic actuators are created for relatively high-frequency 

operation (such as applications in human tremor cancellation), the overall effects of 

frequency were studied. In the model analysis (Section 4.2.2) the full model is shown to 

track well over the four key fit metrics (Figure 4.8) with an average error of only 5% in 

amplitude and 10% in cooling offset. The transients also match well, with an average 

error of 13% and 11% for the 90% rise and fall times. The overall shape is tracked in the 

full series of tests (Figure 4.7) where the motion profiles in both experiment and 

simulation significantly change when the driving frequency is increased. This is 

primarily due to the decrease in effective cooling time at higher cycle speeds, where for 

example a doubling in driving frequency would halve the available cooling time for the 

SMA wires. At a specific point (3 Hz in the case of Figure 4.7) the platform no longer 

Table 4.4. Effect of Each of the Model Conditions. Average improvement in % 
error over the frequency range of 0.3-10 Hz are computed and listed. 
 

Condition Rise Time 

Error (%) 
Fall Time 

Error (%)  

Amplitude 

Error (%)  

Cooling Offset 

Error (%) 
Slack none none none 120 

Boiling none none 9 none 
Friction none None none 65 

Inertia 12 6.4 7 none 
h-value 22 26 11 83 
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fully returns to the neutral position since the SMA wires are not being completely 

cooled. At this frequency the platform only cools to 0.2% strain from neutral (14% of 

the total motion amplitude), and at higher frequencies (approximately 5 Hz) this effect 

is further amplified since the wires have even less time to cool and can only relax to 

0.7% strain from neutral (50% of total motion). Since the model tracks these effects and 

is capable of predicting the point where the wires do not fully cool, it can be used to 

enhance actuator design. For example the model can be used to predict and avoid 

operation above the upper frequency bound for a given wire diameter and cooling 

medium (operating above this level may result in the wires pulling against one another, 

developing potentially damaging stress levels). 

While conducting the cyclic tests, power was additionally monitored, and the total 

energy required for each phase transformation was calculated for each frequency level. 

Figure 4.14 shows that the energy exponentially decays to a steady-state as the 

frequency increases, with a time constant of 6.25 seconds. This decay is due to the fact 

that the wire is heated over a shorter time so less energy is lost to natural convection. At 

lower frequencies, the wire is heated over a long period so there is a lot more energy 

loss to the environment. Figure 4.14 also shows that the heating energy approaches a 

theoretical limit of 3 J, which is the latent heat and specific heat of transformation for 

the wire (Table 4.1). This is the energy required to heat the wire and transform its phase 

assuming no losses to the environment. Note that since the actual applied power was 

fed to the model, the energy results are the same between model and experiment. 

4.2.3.2 Partial Transformation Tests 

While the frequency tests showed the antagonistic model’s correlation and 

limitations over a variety of conditions, the tests were fixed for full phase 

transformation. However, in many cases SMA wires operate under partial 
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transformation. Thus, further experiments were performed to characterize the model’s 

correlation under these varying conditions. In these tests the driving frequency and duty 

cycle were fixed at 0.33 Hz and 33%, but the input current was varied from 3.5, 3.9, and 

4.5 Amps for low, medium, and full transformation levels. The full transformation level 

was observed by slowly increasing the applied power until no further increase in 

displacement amplitude was measured.  

From the resulting profiles in Figure 4.15, the predicted amplitude of motion 

matches the experiment at the high current level with of only 4.5% error. At the 

medium and low input current levels, however, this error is larger (19% and 25%) since 

the model under-estimates the motion produced. It is possible that this error is caused 

by inaccuracies in the selected lumped convection model, which may over-estimate the 

cooling rate at lower temperatures.  

The transient tracking performance is illustrated in the low input current level 

where similar 90% rise times are demonstrated for the experiment and model 

(difference of only 0.035 seconds, 7% error). At the medium and high current levels, 

this accuracy diminishes and the rise time errors increase to 33% and 13% seconds 

(Figure 4.16). This increase is caused by a slowing of the experimental response near 

boiling temperatures, which may also be under-estimated by the model for the 

Figure 4.14. Heating energy per cycle with respect to 

frequency. As frequency increases, heating energy 
converges to a theoretical asymptote. 
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temperature dependency of h.  

In the cooling transient response, the antagonistic model follows the experimental 

motion profile with similar accuracy for the three input amplitudes. The low amplitude, 

for example, predicts a 90% cooling time of 0.13 seconds, which is 35% from the 

experimentally measured time of 0.2 seconds. The medium current level has a similar 

90% experimental cooling time of 0.21 seconds which the model deviates 30% from at 

0.14 seconds. Lastly, the antagonistic model deviates 25% from the experiment at the 

high current amplitude (0.15 seconds for the experiment vs. 0.12 seconds for the 

model). From Figure 4.15 it can be seen that the deviation between experiment and 

theory primarily occurs near the end of the cooling cycle, and there is good correlation 

for the bulk of the profile. An explanation for this observation is that the lumped model 

for free convection under cooling may not fully capture the actual convection from the 

 
Figure 4.15. Partial transformation tracking at three different power input 
levels. The antagonistic model was capable of reproducing the unique shapes and 
amplitudes, with the transient heating and cooling responses being the most accurate 
at low power.  
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wire, which may be affected by local effects such as temperature and flow conditions 

that are difficult to accurately predict.  

4.2.3.3 Duty Cycle Tests 

While changing the input current level directly affects the output motion amplitude, 

the overall shape can be adjusted through changes in the heating duty cycle (Figure 

4.17). This effect occurs because the duty cycle directly affects the amount of heating 

and cooling time allotted for each wire, which in turn affects the shape of the output 

motion profiles that similarly varied in the frequency studies (Figure 4.7). 

Understanding these changes is particularly useful when adjusting an actuator to 

produce a certain motion profile (either for actuation or cancellation) in open loop. 

Thus, to fully characterize the duty cycle effects, tests were conducted for 10-mil wire 

with the frequency fixed at 1 Hz, where the square wave duty cycle was varied from 

15% to 45% in 5% increments. 

The resulting profiles measured from these experiments (Figure 4.17) demonstrate 

the evident change in shape from a low to high duty cycle. At the lower duty cycles 

(15%-20%) sharp peaks are produced in the experiment and simulation because the 

 
Figure 4.16. Steady State and Transient Errors from Partial transformation 
tracking at three different power input levels. Amplitude error increases with 
current while cooling offset and fall time errors decrease.   
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wires are quickly heated and then allowed to fully cool under the spring load, thus 

allowing the motion platform to return to the neutral position. At higher duty cycles 

(above 35%), the wires are heated over a longer period of time, and the cooling times 

are limited. This produces a more smooth motion, and at a 45% duty cycle a nearly 

sinusoidal output motion is produced. 

In Figure 4.18 the error plots show that the experiments match the model’s 

prediction, especially in amplitude where the maximum error is only 11%, occurring at 

the 35% driving signal. The transients are also captured by the model, for example at a 

45% duty cycle the 90% rise time is predicted to be within 0.1 seconds (16%) of the 

experiment’s rise time of 1.15 seconds. At the lower duty cycles, the model performs 

with similar accuracy, where for example the rise time of the 20% duty cycle response 

is predicted within 19%. The cooling fall time varies more among the different duty 

cycles tested. The greatest error occurs on the relaxation from the stroke of the 20% 

duty cycle experiment (Figure 4.17) where the model under predicts the experiment’s 

 
Figure 4.17. Duty cycle effects for both experiment and simulation. Unique shapes 
reproduced by the model for each trial, with an increasing transient accuracy at higher duty 
cycles. 
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0.15 second fall time by 35%. The greatest accuracy in model correlation for the 

cooling time occurs at the highest duty cycle of 45% where the model predicts the 0.1 

second fall time within 1%. This greater accuracy is likely due to the fact that, in this 

case, the opposing wire begins to actuate only 0.1 seconds into the opposing wire’s 

cooling cycle. In this operating mode, the fall time is not only dictated by 

free-convection, but also by the opposing wire that is being heated.  

4.2.3.4 Wire Diameter Tests 

The SMA wire diameter is another variable that plays a role in the output produced 

by a given input power signal. By increasing or decreasing the wire diameter, several 

physical properties are altered including the surface area to volume ratio, bulk mass, 

overall resistance, and the amount of stress encountered by the material. In general, 

increasing the wire diameter produces more actuating force at the expense of slower 

response, both in heating and cooling, for a given power input. Decreasing the diameter 

allows for higher cyclic speeds, but limits the output force. To demonstrate the effects 

of the wire diameter, four commonly available sizes of Flexinol 70 °C were chosen: 8, 

10, 15, and 20 mils. Each of these wires was cycled in distilled water at 0.33 Hz.  

 
Figure 4.18. Tracking Error for Duty Cycle Variations. Fall time 
error decreases with increasing duty cycle, while rise time has no clear 
trend. Cooling offset has a peak at 35% duty cycle.  
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The results in Figure 4.19 demonstrate the great effect the wire diameter has on the 

motion profiles. At the lower wire diameters (8 and 10 mil), ample cooling time allows 

the wires to fully return to the neutral position under the same given spring stiffness 

after heating. As the wire diameter is increased, this no longer remains the case and for 

the 15 mil diameter the wire takes more time to cool and falls just short of the neutral 

position at 0.2% strain before the opposing wire is heated. For the 20 mil wire diameter, 

the convective heat transfer can no longer fully extract heat from the larger bulk 

material. As a result, the wires only partially cool and there is not enough force from the 

system springs to return the motion platform to the neutral position. As a result, the 

motion platform stops at 0.5% strain from neutral before being forced in the opposite 

direction.  

The model correlates well to the experiment in amplitude of motion, with a less than 

5% error in all cases (Figure 4.20). As diameter increases, amplitudes both from the 

 
 

Figure 4.19. Experimental and simulation results for various wire diameters 
cycled at 0.3 Hz, 20% duty cycle. An overall smoothing effect occurs as the wire 
diameter is increased, reducing the cooling time but increasing the accuracy of the 
transient regions estimated by the model. 
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experiment and model increase (from 0.012 to 0.018 strain) since the thicker wires 

produce more force against the same spring. The transient tracking error for the larger 

wire diameters is also reduced except for the rise-time error which increases to a 

maximum at 40% for 20 mil. This is due to an under-prediction in heating time. 

However, the model closely matches the 90% cooling time with only an 8% error. At 

the other extreme in wire diameter, the transient tracking is compromised. For example 

the 8 mil case shows that the 90% rise time predicted by the model is 36% faster (by 0.1 

seconds from the 0.26 experimental rise time), and the fall time error is 32% faster (by 

0.06 seconds from the 0.12 seconds fall time). As before, this increase in cooling time 

error is likely due to a lower than predicted heat transfer coefficient at lower cooling 

temperatures, which increases the experimental cooling time near the neutral position. 

4.3 Design Studies 

The experimental studies of frequency, duty cycle, amplitude, and wire diameter 

showed that the transient thermodynamic model was capable of following a wide range 

of conditions, replicating the unique output shapes created by the changing driving or 

 
Figure 4.20. Error Tracking for Changing Wire Diameter. The 
rise time error significantly increases for 20 mil, while the rest of the 
tracking errors have a general decreasing trend with increasing 
diameter.  
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geometric variables. Limitations in the model did occur in some areas of operation such 

as when the convective model under predicted cooling times and transformation 

amplitude. Overall, however, the model was capable of matching changing behavior of 

the output amplitude and transient response, providing a basis for detailed simulation 

studies.  

In this section, studies are performed to gather additional information on the 

behavior of antagonistic systems through a high number of simulation trials that would 

have been extremely difficult to accomplish experimentally. To improve simulation 

time for the high volume of trials, inertia was neglected in the model though all other 

conditions (described in Section 4.2.3) were retained. The results of the studies are 

presented to characterize the mechanical advantage, environmental conditions (cooling 

medium and ambient temperature), heating signal form, and power amplitude needed to 

provide a desired frequency and amplitude output from the antagonistic actuator. These 

characterizations provide indispensible design insight that can be used to improve 

frequency operation and minimize power consumption for antagonistic actuators in 

hand-held tremor cancellation systems. 

4.3.1 Mechanical Advantage 

In many situations a tradeoff must be made between force and displacement. For 

example, certain applications may require large amounts of motion at low levels of 

force. In these situations, long, thin SMA wires are typically used since thicker wires 

require significantly more energy to heat. Another possible solution, however, would 

be to introduce a lever with a low mechanical advantage (defined as the actuator’s 

output force divided by the force from the SMA). This lever would require a large 

diameter SMA wire operating with a higher force level. In exchange for this force, the 

output displacement would be amplified thus requiring much smaller wire lengths. 
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Since the effect of mechanical advantage is not well-understood in the context of 

frequency and power consumption, simulations were conducted using the antagonistic 

model with a small modification in the compatibility equation. 

The modification for a mechanical advantage is achieved by changing the equation 

for the spring’s force (neglecting mass m). Assuming that each antagonistic wire acts 

through a form of lever before connecting to the common platform, the stress balance 

(Equation 4.7) is modified to include a lever ratio r that when increased decreases the 

mechanical advantage. Thus, with negligible mass, the new stress balance equation is 

written as 

 ( )σ σ= −i r lkx Ar . (4.25) 

where xi is the input displacement to the lever. The output displacement is expressed as 

 = i
o

x
x

r
. (4.28) 

Using the modified equations, the antagonistic model was simulated with a spring 

stiffness k of 4 kN/m in a water-cooled environment over frequencies of 1 and 4 Hz. For 

each tested frequency, the wire diameter was incrementally increased from 6 to 35 mils 

and the lever ratio r was adjusted for each test condition to maximize the output motion 

while keeping the wire stress below 200 MPa, which was selected as an upper bound 

from manufacturer’s guidelines (Dynalloy 2009) ensuring operation without any 

material shakedown. At the adjusted lever ratio, the required wire diameter and length 

to produce 2 mm of motion was recorded along with the power consumption (Figure 

4.21, Figure 4.22).  

The results of the simulation study indicate that increasing the wire diameter of the 

actuator (and increasing the lever ratio r) reduces the amount of power required for its 

operation. At 1 Hz, for example, the power consumption drops by as much as 25% 

when switching from a long, thin wire (6 mils, 1.1 m) to a short thick wire (35 mils, 
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0.06 m). The reason for this decrease in power consumption is due to the fact that the 

surface area is reduced when using shorter wires, which reduces the amount of heat lost 

to the environment during the actuation cycle. An additional benefit of introducing a 

mechanical advantage is the potential to increase packaging capabilities as the wire 

length is significantly reduced (Figure 4.22) – for the 1 Hz case by as much as 18 times.  

In Figure 4.21, the relationship between wire diameter and power consumption 

follows different paths depending on the operating frequency, and in general higher 

frequencies require more power. For example, a 10 mil wire requires only 22 W at 1 Hz, 

but at 4 Hz increases in power draw by 59% to 35 W. This is due to the fact that the wire 

is going through phase changes more frequently at higher cycle rates. Figure 4.21 also 

shows the limitations in wire diameter due to frequency in the form of the stress limit 

(dashed line), which is inversely proportional to frequency. It is at this stress limit 

where the SMA wire diameters are too large for the operating frequency and cannot 

sufficiently cool, developing internal stresses beyond the 200 MPa limit. It is important 

to realize that this stress limit signifies the optimal actuation curve, since it intersects 

 
Figure 4.21. Diameter Effects on Power Through 
Mechanical Advantage. Decreasing the mechanical 
advantage increases the required wire diameter reducing 
power losses. 
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with the maximum wire diameter (and lowest power draw) for each operating 

frequency.  

4.3.2 Environmental Effects 

In Chapter 3, studies were detailed to accurately quantify the convective heat 

transfer coefficient from SMA for a variety of wire diameters and cooling media. This 

was accomplished to provide the necessary data to understand of the cooling of SMA, 

which affects both frequency and power consumption. To understand this tradeoff, it is 

necessary to use the measured data in a predictive model. Thus, this section focuses on 

coupling the derived thermodynamic model for the antagonistic SMA actuator to the 

measured cooling data to provide insight into the complex interaction between 

frequency and power consumption. Simulations are performed for a variety of cooling 

media and ambient temperatures (which increase SMA cooling with decreasing 

values). The SMA wire diameter is another variable that is studied to characterize the 

geometric effect of the wire’s surface area to volume ratio. 

 
Figure 4.22. Wire Length and Mechanical Advantage Needed 
for Increasing Diameter. Increasing the wire diameter decreases 
the required mechanical advantage and also decreases the 
necessary wire length. 
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4.3.2.1 Convective Coefficient 

For operating frequencies of 1-16 Hz, the antagonistic model was used to calculate 

the required convective coefficient for various wire diameters (6-20 mils). For these 

studies the ambient temperature was set to 23 °C (room temperature) and spring 

stiffness k set to a value of 40 N/m. For each test condition, a bisection method 

algorithm was used to search for the convective coefficient allowing stable operation at 

full motion. As with the mechanical advantage studies, this stable operation was 

defined for operating stress below 200 MPa.  

The simulation results for the convective coefficients (Figure 4.23a) show a 

mapping of cooling medium with respect to frequency for different wire diameters. 

This plot is valuable for design work, as it serves as a guide for the type of cooling 

environment necessary to produce a given frequency at a selected wire diameter. As 

expected, increasing the actuation frequency greatly affects the necessary convective 

coefficient, ranging by roughly an order of magnitude over the 1-16 Hz range. For 

example, 6 mil SMA wire operating at 1 Hz requires 440 W/m2K (air cooling), while at 

16 Hz the requirement increases to 8057 W/m2K (water cooling). Figure 4.23a also 

demonstrates the effect of wire diameter on cooling speed. For a given cooling medium, 

for example thermal grease at 2000 W/m2K, a 6 mil diameter wire can operate at 4.5 

Hz, while a 20 mil wire can only produce 1.4 Hz, which is a 69% decrease. Thus, if a 

reduction in wire diameter is possible, it can benefit an application by producing 

significantly higher frequency capabilities. 

While changing the passively cooled environment can significantly affect actuation 

frequency, care must be taken to understand the resulting increase in power draw. 

Figure 4.23b shows the simulated results, where power consumption (normalized with 

wire length) increases with increasing frequency. This occurs because convection is 

increased to improve cooling which also has the negative effect of dissipating energy 
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during heating, reducing actuator efficiency. In addition, at higher frequencies the 

material is undergoing more phase transformations per second, further increasing 

power consumption. The total increase in power use is significant, ranging over an 

order of magnitude from 1-16 Hz for all wire diameters simulated. The 6 mil wire, for 

example increases 16 times from 13.75 W/m at 1 Hz to 221 W/m at 16 Hz. Larger wire 

diameters draw even more power since more material must be heated. The 20 mil wire, 

for example, requires nearly 11 times more power than the 6 mil wire for all simulated 

frequencies. This is primarily due to the increase in volume (by a factor of 11 due to the 

diameter increase), which requires a corresponding increase in latent heat. 

4.3.2.2 Ambient Temperature 

Another key variable that drives the convective heat transfer from SMA, and thus 

frequency capability, is the ambient temperature. In many situations the actuator must 

perform under changing temperature conditions, or a self-contained actuator may 

exhibit self-heating where the waste heat from the SMA raises the temperature of its 

 

 
 

(a) Required Convective Coefficient (b) Normalized Power Requirements 

 
Figure 4.23. Convective Coefficient and Power Requirements for Increasing 
Frequencies. Increasing cyclic speed of SMA actuator increases h-value and power 
consumption requirements over several orders of magnitude.  
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cooling environment. To understand this issue, the effects of ambient temperature were 

characterized using model simulations that were performed as with the convection 

studies under the same conditions but with the cooling medium held constant (still 

water, using Equation 4.21). Wire diameter was varied between 6 and 20 mils, and the 

necessary ambient temperature to produce full motion without exceeding 200 MPa was 

solved using the bisection method for a given operating frequency. For each data point, 

the driving power was recorded and normalized with wire length. 

The results of the study (Figure 4.24) show a linear relationship between ambient 

temperature and operating frequency, with a changing slope for different wire 

diameters. For example, increasing the operating frequency for the smallest wire 

diameter decreases the required ambient temperature at a rate of approximately 

2°C/Hz. The largest wire diameter of 20 mil, on the other hand, decreases at a rate of 

12.5 °C/Hz indicating a lower temperature sensitivity (84% difference). This effect is 

crucial to recognize when designing small-diameter actuators in environments of 

changing ambient temperature, since the self-heating effect is amplified for smaller 

 

  

(a) Ambient Temperature Effects (b) Power Draw 

 
 
Figure 4.24. Ambient Temperature and Power Requirements for Increasing 
Frequencies. Higher frequencies can be achieved by decreasing the ambient temperature, 
though this increases power draw.  
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geometries. Another important feature to recognize in Figure 4.24a is the temperature 

limit that all lines approach at the y-intersection. This limit of approximately 44 °C 

equals the Martensite finish temperature for the simulated SMA wire. If the ambient 

temperature reaches or exceeds this value the actuator wires will never fully cool and 

the antagonistic actuator would begin to generate potentially damaging stress levels.  

As with increasing convective properties, decreasing the ambient temperature also 

increases the power consumption. Figure 4.24b shows this effect for the various wire 

diameters, and linear relationship is also present with power draw increasing with 

respect to frequency for all simulated wire diameters. Because a greater amount of 

material must be heated, and a lower ambient temperature is required for the same 

frequency levels, larger diameters require more power (e.g. 20 mil requires 3.8 times 

more power at 1 Hz than 6 mil). Additionally, increasing the operating frequency for 

larger wire diameter wires increases the power requirements at a greater rate than 

thinner wires. For example, a 20 mil wire has a normalized power draw that increases 

linearly at a rate of 119 W/(Hz m) while the rate for a 6 mile wire is 11 times less at 10.8 

W/(Hz m). This difference is mainly due to change in volumetric ratio (increasing the 

latent heat of transformation). This causes significant energy losses during the heating 

cycle, and thus increases the power draw at a greater rate.  

4.3.3 Duty Cycle 

Another property affecting actuation performance is the actual signal used to 

electro-resistively heat the SMA wire. In many applications the simplest and most 

practical heating signal is a square wave, which as demonstrated in section 3.5, is 

capable of producing unique output motion waveforms depending on the duty cycle 

used. Because a smaller duty cycle allows more time for cooling, it was hypothesized 

that this would also affect frequency response and power consumption. To study these 
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effects in detail, the model was run for a variety of scenarios in simulation. The degree 

of motion loss for driving frequencies over the range of 1-14 Hz was investigated for 

duty cycles of 5-40 % with a fixed wire diameter of 15 mil and spring stiffness k of 40 

N/m under water cooling (at 23 °C). To illustrate the overall benefits of using 

antagonistic wires, these results were compared to a single wire operating against a 

reset spring. Because removing a wire from the system is the same as treating it as 

consistently slack, the slack compatibility equations (Equations 4.12-4.15) were used to 

simulate a single wire using the antagonistic simulation code. Power consumption for 

the actuator was also tested under varying duty cycles for frequencies of 0.5 to 3 Hz. 

Using a bisection method algorithm, the power draw required to produce full motion 

was solved and recorded for each data point. 

When increasing the driving frequency in a given medium, the wires reach a point 

where they cannot be fully cooled and begin to actuate against one another resulting in 

a degradation in output motion. Figure 4.25 shows this effect where for a 20% duty 

cycle, motion loss begins to occur after 3 Hz, and by 6.7 Hz approximately 50% of the 

full motion is lost. While this effect can be exploited (accepting motion loss to improve 

driving frequencies) care must be taken to ensure that the operating stresses are below 

the material’s shakedown limit. While this limit is often pre-set by the manufacturer, it 

can be raised to higher levels through additional processing (Sun, et al. 2008). In Figure 

4.25 decreasing the duty cycle of the driving signal has the overall effect of shifting the 

motion loss curve to the right, where for a 5% duty cycle a 50% motion loss occurs at 7 

Hz (a 4% increase over the result for the 20% duty cycle). Increasing the duty cycle has 

the opposite effect, shifting the curve to the left and decreasing frequency capabilities. 

For example at a 40% duty cycle a 50% reduction in motion occurs at 5.6 Hz, which is 

a 16% decrease from the motion produced for the 20% duty cycle. In Figure 4.25a, a 
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fourth curve is plotted for a single wire driven by a 20% duty cycle that demonstrates 

the benefit of using an antagonistic actuator. This curve drops in output motion earlier 

than the antagonistic system driven at the same duty cycle. For example, a 50% motion 

loss for the single wire occurs at 4.8 Hz, which is a 28% decrease from the 6.7 Hz 

achievable by the antagonistic system. The reason for this effect lies in the fact that the 

antagonistic actuator can force a reciprocal motion before the opposing wire fully 

cools. 

In addition to affecting the output motion, an increase in duty cycle for the 

antagonistic system significantly affects the overall power draw. At a slow operating 

frequency of 0.5 Hz, this effect is the most pronounced as the normalized power 

consumption (Figure 4.26) increases in a nearly linear fashion from 52 to 216 W/m 

when the duty cycle is increased from 5 to 45%. This increase occurs because the SMA 

wire spends more time being heated at larger duty cycles thus increasing convective 

heat losses. In fact, at the highest duty cycle of 45%, the normalized power draw (216 

W/m) is 95% of the value for a single wire electrically heated under steady-state at the 

transformation temperature of 70 °C (228 W/m), where all heat losses are through 

 

Figure 4.25. Effects of duty cycle on output motion. 
Decreasing the duty cycle increases the achievable frequencies. 
Antagonistic wires offer frequency significant benefit over 
single wires.  
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convection. At higher frequencies the normalized power draw increases beyond this 

level, by as much as 25% at 3 Hz, which is caused by the higher number of phase 

transformations per second that the material must undergo. However, at these higher 

frequencies the rate of increase in normalized power draw for increasing duty cycles 

decreases. For example at 0.5 Hz, the normalized power consumption increases with a 

slope of 4.1 W/m per % duty cycle while at 3 Hz the slope is reduced by 37% to 2.6 

W/m per % duty cycle. This difference is directly related to the wire temperature, where 

at slow frequencies the wire spends more time fully heated (thus experiencing greater 

convective losses) than wires driven at faster frequencies.  

Overall, these results demonstrate an important tradeoff when increasing the 

antagonistic actuator’s duty cycle. While smooth motion is achieved (Figure 4.17) the 

simulation results in Figure 4.25 demonstrate that motion degradation can occur and 

that power consumption can significantly increase, especially for slow driving 

frequencies. However, with proper care, these effects can be mitigated and even 

exploited as demonstrated in Figure 4.25 where significantly higher frequency 

operation is achievable under partial transformation.  

 
Figure 4.26 Effects of duty cycle power draw. Decreasing 
the duty cycle lowers heat losses and thus reduces power 
consumption.  
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4.3.4 Summary and Design Implications 

In the design study, each variable for the antagonistic actuator was studied in the 

context of output speed, amplitude, and power consumption. While these variables 

were studied over a wide range, Table 4.5 shows a summary of their key effects when 

varied around a mid-operating point of 12 mil diameter actuating at 3 Hz in a water 

cooled environment. In this section, each design variable is summarized in further 

detail, and the tradeoffs and interactions on the general system (in terms of impact on 

frequency, amplitude, and power consumption) are discussed. While some effects such 

as mechanical advantage and convective coefficient are non-linear near the extremes of 

operation, the results in Table 4.5 linearizes their effects at the mid-operating point to 

provide a general understanding of their interactions on the system for the majority of 

expected operating conditions.  

The results in Table 4.5 show that the heat transfer coefficient h and the ambient 

temperature Ta, have competing yet approximately equal impacts on the frequency and 

power draw of the actuator. For instance, increasing h by 10% improves the actuator’s 

frequency by approximately 8%, though as discussed in Section 4.3.2.1 its increases 

raises the power draw (in this case by 5%) due to an increase in convective losses 

during heating. Similar effects can be produced by decreasing the ambient temperature. 

Since the convective coefficient can change by orders of magnitude depending on the 

medium used, significant impacts on frequency and power draw can be made that are 

unachievable by varying the ambient temperature, which changes in value over a much 

more narrow range. However, to produce small changes in frequency or power draw, 

the ambient temperature can be adjusted instead of changing cooling media.  

The duty cycle Dc affects all three performance metrics, though its overall influence 

is comparatively weak. For example, a 10% increase in duty cycle reduces the 
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frequency capability by 2% due to a shorter cooling time, and increases the power draw 

by 2% due to greater convective losses during the heating cycle. Amplitude also 

decreases by 1.4% under partial transformation, due to cooling limitations. Increasing 

the wire diameter d, however, creates a strong relationship on frequency and power 

draw. Increasing d by 10%, for example to increase the amount of output force, 

produces an 8% decrease in frequency due to slower cooling, and a 10% increase in 

power draw caused by the greater volume of material that must be heated.  

While the decrease in frequency can be offset by a 10% increase in h or 10% 

decrease in Ta (Table 4.5), the power draw would be further increased by 5% in each 

case. Table 4.5 further shows that the wire length l has the greatest impact on the 

actuation amplitude, assuming that the antagonistic actuator operates at a constant 

strain. Thus, increasing the length by a given amount increases the output amplitude by 

the same (in the case of Table 4.5 10%). This increase in amplitude, however, comes 

with the cost of a corresponding increase in power consumption due to the greater 

amount of surface area and material volume. As studied in Section 4.3.1, the SMA 

length and diameter can be interrelated through the use of leverage in the actuator. For a 

12 mil wire, increasing the mechanical advantage r by 10% increases the required wire 

diameter by 6% and decreases the length by 5%. This has the overall benefit of 

Table 4.5. Summary of Parameter Effects on Actuator Design. Each variable was 
perturbed 10% for an antagonistic actuator operating with 12 mil wire between 3 and 4 Hz. 
 

Input Variable Output Result (% Change) 

Symbol Name %Variation Frequency Amplitude Power 

Draw 

h Convective 
Coefficient 

+10 +8 no effect +5 

Ta Ambient Temperature  +10 -9 no effect -5 

Dc Duty Cycle +10 -2 -1.4 +2 

d Diameter  +10 -8 no effect +10 

l Length  +10 no effect +10 +10 

r Mechanical 
Advantage 

+10 
(Implies d +4, l -5) 

-4 no effect -5 
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decreasing the power draw by 5%, though reduces the operating frequency by 4%. 

Again, this frequency reduction can be corrected by increasing h or decreasing Ta, 

though this will come with a penalty of increased power expenditure. 

Overall, the results of the design studies have produced useful information on the 

effects of the key parameters involved in creating antagonistic SMA actuators. Most of 

the design variables were found to affect frequency and power consumption, and can be 

adjusted to compensate for penalties introduced by certain design requirements. 

Changes in operating conditions can also be compensated for – for example, if the 

ambient temperature were anticipated to increase under self-heating, the penalty in 

frequency can be estimated and compensated for by increasing the convective 

properties of the coolant or reducing the wire diameter. Through this improved 

understanding, engineers can anticipate the gross performance of various actuators 

without conducting detailed calculations and thus produce tuned actuators capable of 

meeting performance requirements with relative ease. 

4.4 Conclusions 

Through a thermodynamic approach, a transient model for an antagonistic SMA 

actuator has been developed, bringing forward a physical understanding that can be 

used to improve the predictability and design insight of actuation systems needed in 

hand-held tremor cancellation systems. To accurately model the behavior of SMA, 

conditions were formulated to account for inertia, friction, slack wires, boiling of the 

coolant, and local convection. The inclusion of these conditions was demonstrated to be 

essential, as a comparison study showed a reduction in tracking error over the transient 

(rise and fall times) and steady-state (amplitude and cooling offset) regions for a range 

of frequencies of 0.3 to 10 Hz. The introduction of slack conditions in the model, for 

example, reduced the cooling amplitude offset error by an average of 120%, and the 
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addition of friction in the model reduced the cooling offset error by 65%. Modifications 

in the assumed convective heat transfer coefficient improved average rise and fall time 

errors by 22% and 26%, and improvements in the cooling offset error were made at 

higher frequencies (resulting in an average improvement of 83%). Further experimental 

validation of the antagonistic model was accomplished using input frequencies ranging 

from 0-10 Hz, duty cycles from 10-45% and wire diameters from 8-20 mil. Overall, 

very good agreement was demonstrated for frequencies below 5 Hz where inertial 

effects of the test apparatus were low. At these frequencies, amplitude prediction 

matched within 8% with better results in those cases where full transformation 

occurred. Error existed in the transient prediction for many cases, but for those cases 

exhibiting partial transformation, slow heating, and reduced cooling time (i.e. cases 

where the wire was not simply heated or cooled suddenly) the transient prediction were 

more accurate. This was the case for increasing duty cycle, where the 45% duty cycle 

case matched with the greatest accuracy in heating and cooling times (producing only 

1% errors). Additionally, increasing the wire diameter allowed for greater accuracies 

due to gradual transitions, and at 20-mil diameters only 2% and 8% transient errors 

were observed during heating and cooling.  

To provide design insight on the various tradeoffs present in antagonistic actuators, 

the validated model was utilized to simulate a number of design configurations. These 

studies focused on the key design choices (e.g. mechanical advantage, cooling medium, 

ambient temperature, duty cycle, power draw and wire diameter) necessary to produce 

motion at a desired amplitude and frequency. By varying the mechanical advantage, 

studies showed that the most compact antagonistic systems employing the shortest, 

largest diameter wire allowable for a given operating frequency consume the least 

amount of power. This is due to the smaller amount of surface area exposed by the 
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shorter wires, which lowers the amount of heat losses due to convection. Further 

investigations regarding the effects of convective heat transfer were accomplished 

through a study that mapped the required cooling media for various operating 

frequencies and wire diameters. Normalized power consumption was calculated for 

these mappings, and it was found that power draw can significantly increase when 

increasing actuation speed (6 mil wire increased 16 times from 1 Hz to 16 Hz) showing 

that proper care must be taken to consider power when specifying frequency. The 

ambient temperature was also studied and it was found that a linear relationship 

between required temperature and frequency existed. The slope of this relationship was 

found to be dependent on wire diameter (84% difference between 6 and 20 mil) 

showing that small-diameter wires are much more sensitive to changing ambient 

temperature. Power consumption also increased for increasing speed/decreasing 

ambient temperature, and increased in a linear fashion with respect to frequency for all 

wire diameters. A final study investigated the effect of duty cycle, which was found to 

produce less motion degradation for decreasing values, due the longer cooling times. In 

these studies, a single wire actuator was compared to the antagonistic system, and it 

was found that at 20% duty cycle the single wire began to degrade in motion at lower 

frequencies. In fact, a 50% motion loss for the single wire occurred at 4.8 Hz, which is 

a 28% lower than the 6.7 Hz achievable by the antagonistic system. This was due to the 

fact that the antagonistic actuator was able to force a reciprocal motion before the 

opposing wire fully cooled.  

Using the model, a series of design studies were conducted to produce useful 

information on the effects of the key parameters involved in creating antagonistic SMA 

actuators. Most variables were found to affect frequency and power consumption, and 

can be adjusted to compensate for penalties introduced by certain design requirements. 
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Changes in operating conditions can also be compensated. For example, if the ambient 

temperature were anticipated to increase under self-heating, the penalty in frequency 

can be estimated and compensated for by increasing the convective properties of the 

coolant or reducing the wire diameter. Through this improved understanding, engineers 

can anticipate the gross performance of various actuators without conducting detailed 

calculations and thus produce tuned actuators capable of meeting performance 

requirements with relative ease. 

The experimental validation and design studies demonstrate the antagonistic 

model’s significant utility in predicting output performance for a variety of potential 

actuator configurations. The positive experimental correlations indicate that the model 

can be used as the basis for tuning or designing motion control systems for antagonistic 

SMA wires, capable of providing tremor cancellation at a minimal power draw. These 

capabilities are instrumental in enabling a new class of tremor cancellation devices, a 

fact that is demonstrated in Chapter 5, in the context of a medical case-study. In this 

study the antagonistic model is adopted and used in a parameter analysis to guide the 

optimal selection of key design variables (diameter, length, mechanical advantage, 

cooling medium, and controller gain) in a closed-loop tremor cancellation system. To 

demonstrate technological feasibility a prototype of this stabilization system was 

fabricated, and its cancellation performance is detailed showing significant promise for 

commercial use. 
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5. Chapter 5: Dynamic Case-Study: The Active 

Cancellation of Tremor (ACT) System 

By developing a model and experimental based understanding of antagonistic 

SMA, this dissertation develops a technological basis that is capable of solving current 

actuation limitations to enable a new class of hand-held tremor cancellation devices. As 

demonstration, this chapter develops a proof-of-concept case-study that has potential of 

aiding individuals suffering from Essential Tremor. As discussed in Chapter 1, this is a 

pervasive condition affecting over 10 million people in the US alone. The Active 

Cancellation of Tremor (ACT) concept provides assistance through a compact SMA 

motion generating platform that acts as an interface between the user’s hand and an 

object requiring stabilization. To enable the ACT system’s functionality, specific focus 

is placed on the antagonistic SMA actuator, which through application of this 

dissertation’s work, is designed for predictable and controllable operation over a 

specified frequency range with minimal power draw. These design goals are achieved 

by applying the thermodynamic antagonistic SMA model developed in Chapter 4 to a 

detailed parametric study. This study investigates the ACT system’s design tradeoffs 

and constraints with respect to power consumption for varying SMA wire diameter, 

length, wire angle, controller gain, and coolant type. Measurements from the cooling 

research conducted in Chapter 3 are utilized in the parameter study and are key to the 

model’s accurate prediction of frequency and power draw. The results of the parameter 

study are used to aid the design of a proof-of-concept prototype of the ACT system that 
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avoids material shakedown (Chapter 2) through predictive design to produce stable 

output amplitude. The prototype is tested under closed-loop control for a variety of 

disturbance signals, showing significant tremor cancellation. The functionality of the 

ACT prototype serves not only to validate its purpose as an assistive device, but also to 

demonstrate the general class of hand-held active cancellation that is capacitated by this 

dissertation. 

5.1 Handheld Tremor Cancellation Device 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the fundamental challenge to the successful 

implementation of a hand-held tremor cancellation system is the actuator since the 

entire device must be compact and lightweight, yet still meet the motion requirements 

(at least 1 mm peak to peak, Slack and Ma 2007, at 1-5 Hz, Findley 1995, Fox and 

Randall 1970). The device must also be capable of meeting the 50% RMS requirement 

described in Chapter 1 to significantly improve the quality of life for individuals 

suffering from tremor. The SMA actuator must therefore be carefully designed to 

provide this necessary frequency and amplitude while consuming a minimal amount of 

power. In this section, this is made possible through a modeling framework that is 

developed by applying the antagonistic model to the ACT system’s unique kinematics. 

In section 5.2, this system model is instrumental in studying the cancellation system’s 

design space, which is used to minimize overall power consumption while allowing for 

stable cancellation performance under closed-loop control.  

5.1.1 ACT System Architecture and Operation 

The entire ACT system (Figure 5.1) can be separated into four major components: 

the base, attachment, motion-generating platform, power-supply, and controller/sensor. 

The user attaches the desired implement they wish to use (e.g. spoon, make-up 

applicator, etc.) into the attachment by pushing it into a compliant gripper. During 
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operation, the user holds the base of the device which houses the electronics, power, 

and SMA coolant. Tremor from the user is transmitted to the base, which if the 

cancellation device were off, would pass to the attached implement. However, with the 

device activated, the embedded controller uses the motion sensor to detect the user’s 

disturbance in plane, orthogonal to the axis of the implement (x and y direction in 

Figure 5.1) and signals the cancellation platform to move in the opposing direction to 

cancel the tremor’s net effect.  

The key to the stabilizing effect of the cancellation device is the motion generating 

platform which consists of two decoupled platform sliders (Figure 5.2) – one producing 

motion in the x-direction and the other in the y-direction. Both platforms operate in the 

same manner through an angled packaging architecture (Figure 5.3), where to amplify 

displacement the SMA wire is placed in the antagonistic configuration studied in 

Chapter 4, but pulling from an angle θ from horizontal. The output of the antagonistic 

 
Figure 5.1. Schematic of the ACT architecture. The base of the cancellation platform is 
subject to a disturbance, which is cancelled by the motion-generating platform. 
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actuator in (Figure 5.2) connects to an output pin, which is attached to an inner cylinder 

that houses the stabilized object, and pivots about a fulcrum. The fulcrum has a built-in 

compliance to return the inner cylinder to the neutral position under zero power. 

Because each direction of motion in the platform is isolated from one another, there is 

no coupling in stress or displacement allowing their kinematics to be described 

individually. These kinematic relationships are developed and coupled to a general 

model for antagonistic SMA developed in Chapter 4. This model was selected due to its 

simplicity, physical basis, and the fact that it is thermodynamically admissible. In 

addition, the model was tuned and experimentally validated in Chapter 4 (with good 

correlation) for the operating conditions anticipated for human tremor cancellation 

providing greater reliability over existing models. This model is therefore highly useful 

in understanding the effects and tradeoffs of the various design variables to ensure that 

the ACT system is capable of functioning at the necessary frequency and amplitude to 

cancel human tremor with minimal power requirements.  

5.1.2 Motion Generating Platform Kinematics 

Because the ACT device’s motion generating platform contains a unique angled 

antagonistic SMA architecture, equations for each slider’s kinematics have to be 

developed to ensure compatibility with the thermodynamic model derived in Chapter 4. 

 
Figure 5.2. Schematic of the ACT architecture. Operation of the ACT system’s motion 
generating platform. Heating the appropriate SMA wire causes it to contract forcing the output 
slider in the desired direction while resetting the opposing cool antagonistic partner.  
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Unlike straight wires, the angled architecture in the ACT system causes the input stress, 

σ, and strain, ε, from the SMA to be related to the fulcrum compliance force Fsp and 

displacement ∆x through the wire angle θ (inertial effects are assumed to be low). In 

Figure 5.3, a continuous segment of SMA is used for each direction, where the wire is 

passed through a pulley that is attached to the platform slider. In this configuration the 

wires form a V shape, with an angle θ from horizontal. The fulcrum stiffness of k 

functions to restore the platform slider to its neutral position under zero power and 

provides the force Fsp proportional to the output displacement, ∆x. From a simple 

quasi-static force balance a relationship the wire tensions can be related through, 

 2 sin 2 sinθ θ+ =r sp lT F T , (5.1) 

where Tl and Tr are tensions in the left and right wires. This can be related to the SMA 

wire strain through an energy balance as, 

 2 sinε θ∆ = ∆l lT L T x . (5.2) 

where ∆x is the output displacement. Rearranging the energy balance (Equation 5.2) 

and cancelling terms yields a relationship between the change in strain of the SMA (∆ε) 

and the output displacement of the motion platform (∆x), 

 
Figure 5.3. Force balance for the motion generation 
platform. SMA wires pass through a pulley, pulling at an 
angle θ that amplifies the force to the system spring Fsp. 
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2sin

ε
θ

∆
∆ =

L
x , (5.3) 

where from Figure 5.1, the motion of the stabilized object ∆xo is expressed as, 

 ∆ = ∆o
o

f

L
x x

L

. (5.4) 

It is crucial to recognize that the form of the motion platform equation is identical to the 

displacement equation (Equation 4.28) with the lever ratio 

 2sinθ=r . (5.4) 

Thus, by substituting this ratio r directly into the already derived kinematic equations 

for motion (Equation 4.28) and effective spring stress (Equation 4.27) the antagonistic 

model in Chapter 4 is directly applicable. 

5.1.3 ACT System Model Solution 

To predict the ACT system’s capability for tremor cancellation, the equations for 

the motion-generating platform behavior were combined with a simple controller in 

simulation (Figure 5.4). Because the assumed combined mass of the platform and 

stabilized implement was low (20g) compared to the experimental stage in Chapter 4 

(220g), inertia was neglected in the model to allow for fast solution times. To produce 

the ACT system model, the output motion of the antagonistic model from Chapter 4 

was added to an external tremor disturbance (modeled as a sinusoid), and subtracted 

from a zero (stable) reference to produce a net error signal. Input power to the ACT 

system was calculated from this error signal through the application of a proportional 

gain. If the resulting command signal were positive, current was sent to the antagonistic 

wire responsible for moving the platform in the negative direction. A negative 

command signal actuated the wire for positive motion, thus cancelling the disturbance. 

The operating stress and the net power consumption (obtained by multiplying current 

and voltage) of the ACT system was calculated and recorded to a file, and the entire 
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system (Figure 5.4) was simulated in a forward time-stepping algorithm. Due to 

symmetry of the ACT system, only the up/down direction was necessary to solve since 

the results were identical for the left/right direction. 

5.2 Parameter Analyses 

To gain insight and quantify the its design tradeoffs, the ACT system model was 

exercised across the design variables (wire diameter d, length l, convective coefficient 

h, angle θ, gain p) to investigate their impact on power consumption, disturbance 

cancellation, and operating stress. Minimizing the power consumption of the device 

(final term in heat equation, Equation 4.20) was selected as the design objective since it 

would minimize the required battery size and its weight needed for a given run-time. In 

addition, lowering the power draw would reduce the amount of energy required to be 

dissipated from the SMA wires, effectively lowering the device’s steady-state 

operating temperature. Unfortunately, reducing the power consumption while 

maintaining cancellation performance is not straightforward due to the complicated 

system behavior. Increasing the controller gain and convective coefficient, for 

example, can improve cancellation performance, yet both have the negative effect of 

increasing the power draw, as the gain increases the controller activity while the 

convective coefficient increases energy losses during heating. Lowering the wire 

diameter and length can reduce power consumption due to the smaller amount of SMA 

material, yet this raises the operating stresses and decreases the actuator’s overall 

response. 

5.2.1 Assumptions 

For the parameter analysis several assumptions were made to produce practical 

solution times and produce a realistic design space mapping. These assumptions 

focused on defining the primary system variables and their discretized ranges. Design 
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constraints were also defined and enforced to ensure stable closed-loop cancellation 

with operating stresses below the manufacturer’s shakedown stress level to safeguard 

against amplitude degradation (as studied in Chapter 2). 

5.2.1.1 Variables 

For the study, it is assumed that the material is a commercial SMA 70 °C Flexinol 

wire from Dynalloy, Inc. whose material properties (Table 4.2) were obtained from the 

manufacturer (Dynalloy 2009) and experiments performed by Chang, et al. 2006. In the 

parameter study, discrete sizes in wire diameter, between 6 and 20 mil as available by 

the manufacturer (Dynalloy 2009), are studied along with the wire angle θ, which is 

varied between 25 and 65 degrees in increments of 10. Similarly to assist in simulation 

speed the other design parameters are discretized across ten increments from 0-3 in. and 

0-55 for the length l, and gain p (Table 5.1). By experimentally measuring the 

force-deflection of the ACT device’s compliant fulcrum (Figure 5.1) a value of 14 

kN/m was selected for the stiffness k. In the parameter study, the convective medium is 

also limited to correspond to practical fluids in which the wires can be immersed: air 

 
Figure 5.4. Simulation block diagram of the ACT system. Inputs are diameter, h-value, and 
length, while outputs are the wire stress/strains, power consumption, and tracking error. 
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flowing from 0-625 ft/min, oil, thermal grease, and water. Values for these convective 

coefficients are utilized from experimental measurements detailed in Chapter 3. 

In Figure 5.4, the simulated tremor is assumed to take the form of a sinusoid with a 

single dominant frequency (Rocon 2004). The amplitude of the sinusoid is selected to 

be 1 mm and the frequency is chosen as 3 Hz (the middle of the identified 1-5 Hz tremor 

range). The simulated voltage source is fixed at 12 volts as this is a common voltage 

output from off-the-shelf batteries. While heating under fixed voltage, current is varied 

through a fast-switching duty cycle that is modulated by the proportional controller. 

The electrical resistance of the SMA wire segments is known to vary with wire 

diameter, and the values are based from curve fits of data provided by the wire 

manufacturer (Dynalloy 2009).  

5.2.1.2 Constraints 

While solving for a minimum power draw, several constraints on the ACT system 

(Table 5.2) were implemented to produce tremor cancellation while satisfying 

packaging requirements and ensuring stable amplitude from the SMA actuator. The 

stress in the SMA wire, for example, was constrained to be below a safe operating level 

of 200 MPa, according to the manufacturer’s guidelines (Dynalloy 2009) to ensure that 

the wires are not subjected to cyclic shakedown (Sun, et al. 2008). Another constraint 

placed a minimum RMS stabilization error (1%) from the assumed 3 Hz frequency, 1 

mm amplitude sinusoidal nominal tremor disturbance (Paul S. Slack and Ma 2007). 

Table 5.1. System variables and their feasible ranges. Ranges are dictated by 
practical limitations in packaging, simulation speed, and materials availability. 
 
Symbol Description Range Units 
d Wire Diameter 6-20  Mils 
l Wire Length 0-3  Inches 
p Proportional Gain 0-55 N/A 
θ Wire Angle 25-65 Degrees 
h Convective Coefficient 65-5000 W/m2K 
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The 3 in. upper bound on the SMA length is a dimensional constraint relating to the 

overall device size, which is bounded to be below 2 inches in diameter. The 

proportional constant’s upper bound is a result of numerical trials where it was found 

that values above this level significantly increased simulation time and power 

consumption due to excessive controller activity. In the following sections, these 

constraints are applied to the system design space to gain an overall understanding of 

the ACT system and guide its final design. 

5.2.2 Convective Coefficient 

The convective coefficient h is a crucial variable to consider when designing the 

ACT system since, as studied in Chapter 3, it directly relates to the cooling medium 

type, frequency capabilities, and power consumption. For example, the design study in 

Chapter 4 demonstrates that an increase in the convective coefficient improves the 

convective heat flux during cooling, which increases the frequency capabilities of the 

actuator (see Figure 4.14a). However, this increase in heat convection also occurs 

during the heating cycle resulting in a negative effect of increased power draw (see 

4.14b). Lowering the convective coefficient can be done to reduce power draw, though 

a limit (dependant on medium type and wire diameter) is eventually reached where the 

wires do not fully cool and begin to actuate against one another, resulting in an 

increased operating stress.  

Table 5.2. Physical Constraints and descriptions. Identified constraints ensure a 
feasible design capable of producing sufficient cancellation without experiencing any 
degradation in motion due to shakedown. 
 
Name (description) Equation 
Stress (Must be below Mfg. Recommendation) 200σ ≤ M P A  

Motion (RMS stabilization error must be less than 1%) ( _ ) 1%<RMS error out  

Packaging (Wire length must be less than 3 in) 3L in≤  

Wire Lower Bound  0L in≥  

Proportional Constant Upper Bound 55P ≤  

Proportional Constant Lower Bound 0P ≥  
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To study the effects of the convective coefficient on the ACT system’s operation, a 

parameter study was conducted for various wire diameters and h-values (utilizing the 

coupled diameter/h-value correlations given in Chapter 3). To ease numerical 

computation the wire length and angle (both assumed not to affect cooling time) were 

fixed at 1.6 inches and 45 degrees, respectively. After running the simulation and 

applying the physical constraints in Table 5.2, the actuator designs resulting in the 

minimum operating stress for each cooling medium were filtered and recorded.  

The results (Table 5.3) show that only water and thermal grease operate at stresses 

below 200 MPa. Due to the higher cooling properties of water (Chapter 3), the 

operating stress in this medium is also 14% lower than the stress in thermal grease. For 

the other cooling media, the lower convective coefficients do not allow the wires to 

fully cool, causing them to force against one another. Under these conditions the lowest 

stress occurs at the highest wire diameters of 20 mil (due to the larger cross-sectional 

area), though this minimum stress is well beyond the 200 MPa limit. Overall, these 

results indicate that air and mineral oil are not feasible for use in the ACT system due to 

their cooling limitations. Therefore, further parameter studies focus only on water and 

thermal grease, since feasible design solutions can only be found in these two media.  

Table 5.3. Minimum feasible operating stress conditions for various cooling media. 

Only water and thermal grease operated at feasible stress, with the lowest stress occurring 
at 8 mil. diameters. 
 

Medium h value 
(Pathak, et al. 
2008) (w/m2K) 

Controller 
Gain p 

Diameter d 
(mils) 

Stress σ 

(MPa) 
 

Water 3200-5580 4 8 132 Feasible 
Stress Thermal Grease 1950-4320 4 8 151 

Oil 511-1000 16 20 315 Infeasible 
Stress Air 625 ft/min 400-644 12 20 309 

Air 460 ft/min 325-569 12 20 311 
Air 250 ft/min 270-487 8 20 312 
Air 150 ft/min 227-416 8 20 312 
Air 0 ft/min 20-153 6 20 315 
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5.2.3 Diameter 

In addition to the cooling medium, as demonstrated in Section 4.3 the wire diameter 

can significantly affect actuation frequency, operating stress, power consumption, and 

output stroke. Thin wires, for instance, have a higher surface area to volume ratio and 

can cool more quickly than large diameter wires (as shown in Figure 4.12). Because of 

their smaller diameter, thin wires also contain less material and therefore require a 

lower amount of energy to heat. Wires that are too thin, however, may not be capable of 

producing sufficient force and can develop infeasible stress levels (Dynalloy 2009). To 

quantify these effects, the ACT system model was simulated over a range of discrete 

wire diameters and lengths for a fixed controller gain of 4 and wire angle of 45 degrees. 

The results (Figure 5.5) show that the power draw in both cooling media decreases for 

decreasing wire diameters (at longer wire lengths). For example, at a fixed wire length 

of 2.7 inches, decreasing the wire diameter from 15 to 6 mil decreases the power draw 

by 48% in water and 54% in thermal grease. This effect exists since there is less bulk 

material to heat.  

At the extreme cases (smallest and largest wire diameters of 6 and 20 mils) there are 

spikes in the power consumption for the water cooled actuation. At 6 mil, a peak of 46 

watts occurs, while a much larger peak of 108 watts occurs for 20 mil, which is 

primarily due to the wire’s larger size. These peaks occur because the wires are not 

producing enough motion, which the controller interprets as a lack of response and 

increases power delivery. For the 20 mil wires, this lack of response is due to 

insufficient cooling, while for the 6 mil wires it is because there is insufficient force to 

overcome the internal system stiffness. For thermal grease, a peak of 125 watts for the 

20 mil diameter wire (Figure 5.5b) also occurs due to insufficient cooling. A power 

spike for the 6 mil wire, however, is absent since the lower cooling rate offered by 
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thermal grease allows the wire to be heated to higher temperatures and produce a 

greater motion response for the same controller gain.  

After applying the design constraints (Table 5.2) to the simulated space, a 

sub-space was created in Figure 5.6 in the form of contour plots. In this topographical 

mapping, the wire diameter follows the decreasing trend to the active stress constraint 

of 8 mil diameter for both cooling media. The 6 mil wire is eliminated in both water and 

thermal grease because it is unable to support the operating forces, which causes the 

development of infeasible stresses. Both 15 and 20 mil wire diameters are also 

eliminated in thermal grease due to insufficient cooling. In water cooling, only the 20 

mil diameter wire is eliminated allowing feasibility for 15 mil wire because of the 

water’s higher convective coefficient (which as measured in Chapter 3, for a 15 mil 

wire is 43% greater than the h-value for thermal grease).  

5.2.4 Length 

As seen in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, the wire length also plays a significant role in 

the motion performance and power consumption of the ACT system. Since the 

transformation strain of the SMA is relatively constant, an increase in length is directly 

  

(a) Water (b) Thermal Grease 

 
Figure 5.5. Unconstrained design spaces for varying diameter and length. A 
near-monotonic decrease in power occurs with decreasing diameter. Proportional gain is fixed 
to 4 and wire angle of 45 degrees for this plot. 
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proportional to the output displacement as expressed in Equation 5.3. However, this 

comes with the cost of greater power draw and cooling loads since additional material 

must be heated and cooled. In addition, wire lengths that are too small produce 

insufficient motion causing the controller to increase energy delivery. In thermal 

grease, for example, the power increases by 51% (from 8.6 to 13 Watts) when 

decreasing the wire length from the 1.8 inch optimum to the lower bound of 1.5 inches. 

The topographical mapping of the design space (Figure 5.6) demonstrates that this 

tradeoff is indeed genuine since none of the constraints for wire length are active at the 

optimal points, which for 8 mil diameter in water lies at approximately 1.7 inches, (1.8 

inches for thermal grease). Figure 5.6 also shows that the optimal length shifts to larger 

values for increasing wire diameters. At 12 mil, for example, the optimal length 

increases by 23% to 2.1 inches for water and by 6% to 1.9 inches for thermal grease. 

The greater shift in the water coolant can be explained by the lower operating stress 

(due to greater cooling). This facilitates the use of longer wires working under partial 

transformation. In Figure 5.6 the water also has a lower sensitivity to wire length than 

thermal grease when the length is decreased from its optimal point. Reducing the wire 

length in water from 1.8 to 1.5 inches causes the power to increase by 13%, from 15 to 

17 Watts, which is less than the 51% increase experienced with thermal grease. This 

again is likely due to the greater cooling that water provides, which increases the 

overall response of the actuator. 

5.2.5 Controller Gain 

While a simple proportional controller was found to stabilize the ACT system in 

simulation, its gain must still be carefully selected since it can significantly affect 

overall performance. For instance, increasing the gain raises error sensitivity and thus 

improves stabilization performance, though this can considerably raise the controller’s 
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power draw. Decreasing the gain will lower the power consumption though 

cancellation performance will begin to degrade.  

To quantify the points where these effects occur, a design space was created (Figure 

5.7) where a set of simulated gains are plotted with varying wire length. In this 

particular plot, the wire diameter and angle are fixed at 8 mils and 45 degrees. The 

results in Figure 5.7 show that increasing the proportional gain consistently increases 

the power demands in media – for example at a wire length of 2.7 inches, power draw 

increases by 258% from 9.1 to 23.6 watts for water and 213% from 8.5 to 18.2 watts for 

thermal grease. This amplification of power draw again is due to the controller’s 

increase in sensitivity over small errors, which causes it to expend more power to 

correct them. At high gains and low wire diameters, a spike in power draw occurs (59 

watts for water and 38 watts for thermal grease) because the small wire lengths produce 

insufficient motion response. At the low gains the least amount of power is consumed, 

though at the lowest levels (less than 4) cancellation performance is degraded.  

By applying the design constraints (Table 5.2) the points providing insufficient 

cancellation are eliminated along with regions of high operating stresses where high 

 

(a) Water (b) Thermal Grease 

 

Figure 5.6. Constrained design spaces for varying diameter and length. The length 
produces a valley with the optimal point occurring near 1.8 inches. Proportional constant is 
fixed at 4, and the wire diameter is fixed at 45 degrees. 
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controller activity causes the antagonistic wires to insufficiently cool. In Figure 5.8 a 

topographical mapping of the constrained space shows a length dependency on the 

stress constraint (the boundary forms an angle with the x-y axes). This is due to the fact 

that the shorter wires are easier to heat, and thus their operating stresses more sensitive 

to the gain than the longer wires. The topologies in Figure 5.8 also show that a most 

efficient operating regime exists for both the water and thermal grease coolants at a 

gain of 4 (lowest feasible value, motion constraint is active) and a wire length close to 

1.8 inches. For water, the power consumption at this optimal value is equal to 13.75 

watts, while for thermal grease it is 32% lower at 9.3 watts due to the lower convective 

coefficient. While this power reduction is favorable in terms of battery size and weight, 

the cost and practical considerations must be made before selecting thermal grease, 

which is typically expensive in large quantities and can be difficult to apply to the 

wires. 

5.2.6 Wire Angle 

Because it introduces a form of mechanical advantage (as studied in section 4.3.1), 

the angle θ from horizontal (Figure 5.3), also affects power consumption, packaging, 

 

(a) Unconstrained Area (b) Constrained Area 

 
Figure 5.7. Unconstrained design spaces for water and thermal grease for varying gain 
and length. A decrease in power occurs with decreasing gains. Diameter and angle are fixed 
at 8 mil and 45 degrees.  
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and the frequency capabilities of the ACT system’s motion generating platform. As 

described by the kinematic modeling in Section 5.1.2, the wire angle effectively 

functions as a lever, where if θ were decreased the output displacement per unit strain 

would be increased. Another effect of decreasing θ occurs in the effective lever’s force 

amplification, which decreases through the effective spring stiffness (Equation 4.27). 

Increasing θ produces the opposite effect. To study the consequence that a variable 

leverage has on the ACT system’s optimal power draw, five design scenarios were 

simulated for water and thermal grease with wire angles ranging from 25 to 65 degrees 

in increments of 10. 

To explore the different design scenarios, a constrained optimization algorithm was 

used on the model. The Simulink model was modified to interact with the trust-region 

reflective optimization algorithm fmincon in Matlab and the algorithm was run with an 

initial point near the observed minima for both water and thermal grease. The 

optimization results (Table 5.4), show that in both water and thermal grease a smaller 

wire angle produces a more favorable design in terms of power consumption. For 

example, decreasing the angle from 65 to 25 degrees in water reduces the power draw 

by 4.9 watts in water and 4.3 watts in thermal grease (both are 42% reductions). As 

(a) Water (b) Thermal Grease 

 

Figure 5.8. Constrained design spaces for varying gain and length. The optimal gain is the 
lowest feasible value for the fixed diameter of 8 mil and wire angle of 45 degrees. 
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discussed in Section 4.3.1, this power reduction occurs because the mechanical 

advantage reduces the required displacement from the SMA wire (increasing the 

required force). Thus, shorter wire segments (62% decreases from 65 to 25 degree wire 

angles) at larger diameters (increased from 6 to 10 mils) are utilized that have an overall 

reduced surface area over the longer thinner wires. 

Another effect of decreasing the wire angle involves the planar area of the stack 

package, which significantly decreases (by as much as 7 times from 65 degrees to 25 

degrees) due to the smaller wire lengths. Increasing the wire angle reduces the required 

force allowing for thinner wires, though the lengths must be greater to produce 

sufficient motion. However, this may be necessary as thin wires are capable of 

producing higher frequency responses. For the optimal solution in thermal grease it is 

noted that the minimal power consumption is consistently lower than water 5.9 watts, 

by as much as 30%. This is due to the fact that the superior cooling properties are 

actually not needed and result in causing unnecessary power consumption during the 

heating cycle. However, in an actual design, practical limitations often necessitate a 

simpler, cheaper, and more readily-available coolant such as water at the expense the 

increase in power draw. 

Table 5.4. Optimization Results for water. Several wire angles were run for water cooling 
showing that a decrease in mechanical advantage decreases the objective function. 

 

Cooling Medium 
Wire 
Angle 

(Degrees) 

Wire 
Diameter 

(mils) 

Wire 
Length 
(inches) 

P 
Constant 

Package 
Size (in2) 

Objective 
Function 
(watts) 

Water 25 10 0.87 1.9 1.12 6.8 
 35 10 1.23 2.9 2.84 9.3 
 45 8 1.49 4.9 4.44 10.8 
 55 6 2.06 6.0 7.97 11.4 
 65 6 2.32 7.3 8.20 11.7 

Thermal Grease 25 10 0.92 2.0 1.30 5.9 
 35 10 1.2 2.5 2.70 7.3 
 45 8 1.5 3.05 4.50 7.6 
 55 6 1.9 5.9 6.78 9.1 
 65 6 2.3 6.5 8.10 10.2 
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5.3 Tremor Cancellation Device and Experiments 

To demonstrate an instance in the general class of hand-held cancellation that this 

dissertation enables, a simplified version of the ACT system was built using the results 

of the parameter study and was experimentally validated. This was accomplished 

through cancellation tests for a variety of single-frequency disturbances of up to 1 mm 

peak-peak amplitude at 1-5 Hz, which is within the frequency range of large-amplitude 

unintentional tremor of the elbow and forearm (Elble 1986; Elble 1995; Fox and 

Randall 1970; NSAC 2007). An actual human tremor signal consisting of multiple 

components in the 1-5 Hz frequency range was also tested to show viability for human 

interaction. Power consumption during this cancellation process was recorded, 

compared to the ACT system model’s prediction, and used to estimate packaged battery 

solutions for an entirely self-contained assistive device. 

5.3.1 ACT Prototype 

The experimental prototype of the ACT system was built according to the design 

parameters summarized in Table 5.5. In this table the diameter and length were chosen 

based on the parameter studies, which indicated the optimal points in the constrained 

space. The liquid coolant and wire angle were guided by the parameter study, but the 

globally optimal points (25 degree angle in thermal grease, Table 5.4) were not selected 

due to practical considerations in the laboratory environment. The thermal grease, for 

example, is expensive in large quantities, and is difficult to apply uniformly especially 

when working with small parts that continuously need to be disassembled and 

reassembled. Therefore despite its higher power requirements, water coolant in the 

proof-of-concept. The wire angle was also increased from 25 to 45 degrees to facilitate 

the small part fabrication. Therefore, from Table 5.4, 8 mil diameter, 1.5 inch long 

wires were used for the 45 degree wire angle in distilled water.  
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In the motion generating platform, all of the moving parts conceptualized in Figure 

5.2 (housing and both sliders) were designed to fit inside an outer casing (Figure 5.9). 

The motion generating platform parts were machined from Delrin due to its 

low-friction properties, and the SMA wires were attached with a set screw to adjustable 

crimp blocks (Figure 5.10a). By adjusting the set screws, these blocks were positioned 

to ensure that the wires experienced a maximum of 3% strain during operation. To heat 

the wires, electrical connections to the aluminum blocks were made mechanically 

through the use of set-screws. The water coolant surrounded the SMA wires in an 

 
Figure 5.9. Prototype of the ACT system. A CAD design was generated based on the 
selected design, and a prototype was fabricated for experimental testing. 

Table 5.5. Design specifications for the ACT prototype. The wire angle and water 
cooled environment were selected to aid in assembly repeated experimental testing. 
 
Variable Name (description) Value Units 
d Wire Diameter 8 Mils 
l  Wire Length 1.5 inches 
p  Proportional Gain 5.5 N/A 
h Cooling Medium 4280 (water) W/m2K (fluid) 
θ Wire Angle 45 Degrees 
 

Base: Filled With 
Cooling Fluid 
(Acrylic)

Platform 
Mechanism 
(Delrin)

Acrylic movable 
inner cylinder holds 
stabilized object

Assembly

Exploded View 8 in

2.5 in
4 in

Housing 
(Delrin)

Steel Pin

Rubber gasket acts 
as fulcrum

2.3 in

Lf=1.5 in
1.5 in
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acrylic chamber bored from cylindrical stock (Figure 5.10b). To electrically power the 

SMA through this air/water interface, a water-sealed rubber grommet was used. Output 

from the SMA motion platform was transmitted through a steel pin to an inner movable 

cylinder that was held in place with a rubber o-ring. This ring sealed the coolant and 

provided stiffness of approximately 14 kN/m to allow the output cylinder to return to a 

neutral position under zero-load.  

To control the SMA actuator, a sensor/controller package was designed and 

implemented in two separate configurations: position and velocity feedback control. 

Position feedback was used to validate the model-based design of the ACT prototype 

(which assumed position control), while velocity control was implemented to test a 

fully embedded solution that is inherently capable of filtering (low-pass) slow tracking 

motions from tremor. For the position feedback, a Laser displacement sensor was used 

to output inertial position to an ATMEGA16 digital microcontroller which returned a 

command to the actuator based on proportional control.  

Velocity feedback was achieved through the use of an IDG300 dual axis MEMS 

gyro sensor that sent an analog signal to the ATMEGA16 that returned actuator 

commands through a proportional gain. The second velocity feedback control strategy 

 

  
(a) Motion Generating Platform (b) ACT Device 

 
Figure 5.10. Fabricated motion generating platform and ACT device. SMA wires 
are electro-resistively heated to produce necessary motion. 
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not only demonstrated the potential for an embedded sensor/controller solution, but 

also provided an allowance for slow intended tracking motions due to the inherent 

low-pass filtering properties of the rate-feedback control. In each series of tests, the a/d 

converter of the microcontroller sampled the feedback signals at 5 KHz. Depending on 

whether the input to the microcontroller was above or below a reference signal, the 

microcontroller output a duty cycle signal of 60 Hz to a MOSFET transistor that was 

responsible for switching 12 volts to the appropriate SMA wire.  

5.3.2 Cancellation Test Procedure 

The experimental set up, illustrated in Figure 5.11, was used for all the cancellation 

experiments. During tests, the ACT system was suspended by a wire from its center of 

mass and pivoted in the vertical degree of freedom. The bottom of the tremor 

cancellation device was attached to a LabWorks 139-40 Electrodynamic Shaker 

System, controlled by a laptop running LabView. During each trial the Laser 

displacement sensor was used to record the disturbance with the tremor cancellation 

device off and with the device powered on, and this recorded data was stored to the PC. 

Because human tremor is often characterized as being sinusoidal in nature with a 

dominant frequency (Rocon 2004), initial cancellation tests focused on demonstrating 

closed-loop control of single-frequency sinusoidal disturbances (Figure 5.13). Three 

frequency levels were chosen (1, 3, and 5 Hz) to test the device through the 1-5Hz 

tremor frequency range. Further experiments were conducted on a real human tremor 

signal, demonstrating successful cancellation and feasibility for clinical development. 

5.3.3 Single Frequency Testing 

In the single-frequency domain, the experimental setup illustrated in Figure 5.11 

was utilized to test the ACT prototype under several sinusoidal motion disturbances. 

The proportional controller of the ACT system was tuned by adjusting the feedback 
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gain until the smallest amplitude of resultant motion was observed under an assumed 

dominant 3 Hz tremor disturbance. In Figure 5.12, this process is illustrated, where the 

degree of cancellation improves with increasing gain up to a limit of approximately 5.5. 

Gains higher than this level produce unstable oscillations that cause a degradation in 

performance. It should be noted that the experimentally selected gain of 5.5 is only 10% 

of that obtained in the design optimization (4.9 for 45 degrees wire angle, Table 5.4) 

showing the utility of the model-based design process for controller tuning. In addition, 

the stable cancellation observed under simple proportional control in the experimental 

trials validates the model’s general prediction that this form of control is appropriate.  

The specific cancellation results using this gain are shown in Figure 5.13. At 1 Hz 

significant motion cancelation was achieved with 82% peak-peak and 80% RMS signal 

reductions. At 3 Hz, some performance degradation was recorded. At this frequency, 

61% RMS cancellation was produced with a peak-peak reduction of 72%, which still is 

significant for being near the upper limit of the tremor specification. At the upper 

frequency bound of 5 Hz, degradation in performance was observed and only 44% 

RMS cancellation was produced with a peak-peak reduction of 53%. Overall, all of the 

 
 
Figure 5.11. Schematic the ACT experimental setup. The device is excited by a shaker, 
and stabilizes an output Laser pointer under closed-loop control. 
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cancellation trials demonstrated significant disturbance rejection, though the model 

simulations all had the criteria that the RMS cancellation would be below 5E-4 mm 

(near-zero). The greater errors seen in the experiment are likely due to dynamics 

(causing the observed high-frequency 25-30 Hz components) that were not accounted 

for in simulation, which also explains why the error increases for increasing 

frequencies.   

Additional tests were completed using position feedback to characterize the ACT 

system’s response to various disturbance amplitudes. In these experiments, the shaker 

output was varied over a range of 0.5 to 1.8 mm (peak-peak), for 1, 3, and 5 Hz. Figure 

5.14 shows the results of these tests, and it is clear that the device is most effective over 

tremor amplitudes of 1-1.5 mm, which is what the system was designed for. For 

amplitudes greater than 1.5 mm, the SMA wires begin to overheat since they were 

physically unable to produce the required amount of motion, causing a overall 

reduction in stabilization (by up to 16% for 3 Hz). For the small-amplitude disturbances 

lower than 1 mm, the simple proportional controller is unable to actuate the wires 

through their hysteresis in time, thus resulting in lower cancellation performance (for 3 

Hz, this reduction is 15% lower than peak cancellation performance at 1.5 mm).  

Experiments using a MEMS gyro rate sensor were also conducted to demonstrate 

feasibility for a completely embedded solution. By implementing this gyro sensor, the 

 
Figure 5.12 Degree of Cancellation for Increasing Gain. 
Cancellation performance increases to a peak at a gain of 
approximately 5 times, after which performance decreases. 
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ACT system was capable of differentiating between relatively high-frequency tremor 

and slow intended motions, acting as a low-pass filter. Because the derivative control 

was different from position control, gains were not calculated and instead manually 

tuned until a maximum cancellation was observed with little oscillation.  

Figure 5.15 shows the cancellation performance at each of the tested frequencies, 

demonstrating once again considerable disturbance cancellation. For example, at 1 Hz a 

reduction of 67% peak-peak amplitude is achieved along with an RMS cancellation of 

78%, which is only slightly lower than that obtained using the Laser displacement 

sensor. At 3 Hz, substantial cancellation was also observed as the peak-peak amplitude 

was reduced by 70% along with an RMS cancellation of 75%. This performance is 

noticeably better than the Laser displacement sensor tests (which experienced 61% 

RMS cancellation at 3 Hz) indicating that the rate control may be more suitable for 

higher frequencies, as the rate feedback amplitude increases with frequency. At the 

 
 
Figure 5.13. Stabilization results using Laser Displacement Sensor. Results show 
cancellation performance for position feedback control for 1, 3, and 5 Hz. 

 
Figure 5.14. Cancellation performance for increasing disturbance 
amplitudes. Performance increases until 1.5 mm disturbances after which 
degradation in performance begins.   
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upper frequency bound of 5 Hz, however, difficulties in cancellation do arise which are 

likely due to dynamic effects. The cancelled signal in Figure 5.15, for example, shows a 

peak-peak cancellation of 53%, which is 17% less than that observed for 3 Hz. The 

RMS cancellation of 69%, which is also 6% lower than the cancellation calculated for 3 

Hz. Overall, however, the single-frequency tests demonstrate appreciable cancellation 

for the 1-5 Hz frequency range, up to 80% RMS for 1 Hz. Because the identified tremor 

resides in this same frequency range, considerable stabilization of a human tremor 

signal should also be expected. 

5.3.4 Human Tremor Cancellation  

To validate this hypothesis and demonstrate the ACT’s prototype’s potential for 

human assistance, an actual tremor signal was acquired (consisting of multiple 

frequency components) and used as a disturbance profile. The tremor motion signal 

was obtained from a healthy volunteer who was instructed to hold the ACT system (in 

its off state) as steady as possible. During this time, the tip displacement of the device 

was recorded with the Laser displacement sensor and its output was displayed on an 

oscilloscope to give the volunteer visual feedback. The recorded motion, shown in 

Figure 5.16, displays the oscillatory nature of the recorded tremor, which exhibits a 

peak-peak amplitude of approximately 1.5 mm. The frequency decomposition shown in 

the FFT transform (Figure 5.17a) indicates that the dominant frequencies in the 

 
 

Figure 5.15. Stabilization results under angular rate control. MEMS gyro sensor is used 

for disturbances of 1, 3, and 5 Hz 
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recorded tremor signal (for the healthy individual) are mainly below 3 Hz. This result is 

consistent with assumed dominant frequency when designing the ACT system. The 

amplitude of the frequency components above 3 Hz are very small (less than 20% of the 

amplitude at 1 Hz), indicating that the performance degradation demonstrated by the 

single-frequency tests at 5 Hz is not a significant issue. Tests on the tremor cancellation 

device were conducted using the same experimental setup shown in Figure 5.11, where 

the recorded tremor signal was output from the laptop running LabView. This signal 

was fed into the shaker amplifier, causing the shaker to replicate the five seconds of 

recorded tremor repeating in a loop.  

In Figure 5.16 the resulting tip displacement is plotted with the tremor cancellation 

device on (using the MEMS gyro for velocity feed-back control) and off. The resultant 

plot with the tremor cancellation device activated shows that most of the sharp peaks 

are cancelled, and the output motion remains low (0.1 mm RMS), proving the active 

tremor cancellation concept. It is noted that after the 3-second mark in Figure 5.16 the 

cancelled motion does begin to drift from this zero position to 0.3 mm, though this is 

due to the fact that the tremor disturbance signal drifts in its neutral position as well. 

 
Figure 5.16. Stabilization of human tremor signal. Human tremor disturbance 
loop plotted with the cancellation device turned off and on.   
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Neglecting this drift, the overall cancellation is 71% RMS, which is only 7% lower than 

the cancellation produced during the 1 Hz single-frequency disturbance test. This result 

exceeds the 50% RMS cancellation goal specified in Section 1.2.4, showing the 

technology’s potential for use in systems that can significantly improve the quality of 

life of many individuals. The FFT of the cancelled signal (Figure 5.17b) also reflects 

the significant reduction, where only low-frequencies (below 0.5 Hz) that are in the 

same range as tracking motions are preserved due to the low-pass filtering properties of 

the gyro sensor. 

5.3.5 Power Consumption 

In addition to cancellation performance, power consumption is a significant metric 

affecting actuator design, and was studied by comparing the actual power draw to that 

predicted by the ACT system model. During the tremor cancellation experiments, the 

input power was monitored at 3 Hz, and the average consumption was calculated to be 

11.20 Watts, which is only 7% lower than the power draw of 12.07 Watts that was 

predicted during simulation. The small deviation may be due to a combination of 

manufacturing/installation error, or numerical error during simulation. Because the 

error is small, however, the excellent agreement demonstrates the significant utility of 

the design model and validates its use for predictive design. Assuming a NiMH battery 

 
 

Figure 5.17. Human Tremor Measurements. Dominant frequencies are all below 3 Hz, and 
are mainly below 2 Hz. 
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is used to power the cancellation device in two degrees of freedom (thus twice the 

measured power consumption), and that an approximate energy density for NiMH is 70 

Wh/Kg (Zhan, et al. 1999), approximately 160 grams battery weight would be needed 

for 30 minutes of operation. If weight were a significant issue, more expensive lithium 

ion batteries could be employed that weigh only 70 grams for the same 30 minutes of 

operation, assuming energy densities of 160 Wh/Kg (Vincent 2000). Additionally, 

from the results of the wire angle study (Table 5.4), employing a smaller wire angle of 

25 degrees in a medium of thermal grease could reduce the power consumed by 55%. 

Thus, the battery weight could potentially be reduce this same amount, or the run-time 

could double to over one hour for the same 70 grams of weight. 

5.4 Conclusions 

Through the model-based design, parameter analysis, fabrication, and testing of the 

ACT system, the general antagonistic SMA technology developed in this dissertation 

has been successfully proven to enable a new class of tremor cancellation. The ACT 

system is shown to provide stabilization assistance through a highly compact motion 

generating platform that is capable of reducing disturbances in the 1-5 Hz range. To 

achieve this, a motion platform was designed and fabricated utilizing SMA actuators 

operating at a tailorable angle. To predict transient motion performance and power 

consumption, kinematic equations for the platform mechanism were coupled to the 

thermodynamic model developed in Chapter 4, and a parameter study was conducted 

for a closed-loop tremor cancellation system. The study investigated the effects of 

changing cooling medium, wire diameter, length, controller gain, and wire angle with 

respect to the essential performance metrics including the degree of cancellation and 

power consumption. From these studies, it was found that only water and thermal 

grease were capable of providing the cooling required for the system to function under 
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the shakedown stress specified by the manufacturer. The SMA wire diameter and the 

controller’s proportional gain were observed to have a decreasing relationship with 

power consumption and thus the optimal solutions were the smallest constrained values 

of 8 mil. Wire length, on the other hand, had a non-monotonic relationship since lengths 

that were too long required excess power consumption, and lengths that were too short 

produced insufficient response, which the controller reacted to by increasing the power 

delivery (by up to 51% for thermal grease). When varying the mechanical advantage of 

the motion generating platform, model-based optimization studies showed that a 

decreasing wire angle produced optimal designs of higher wire diameter and lower wire 

lengths. Power consumption decreased with decreasing wire angle (by 42% from 65 to 

25 degrees), indicating that it is advantageous to use a low mechanical advantage for 

antagonistic SMA actuators. 

Using the results obtained during simulation, a proof-of-concept ACT prototype 

was fabricated and tested for cancellation under several disturbances. As a first order 

approximation to human tremor, single-frequency sinusoids (at 1, 3, and 5 Hz) were 

tested. These experiments were extended to a further test that was conducted using a 

recorded human tremor disturbance, which was shown to consist of multiple frequency 

components in the 1-3 Hz range. Prior to testing under these conditions the ACT 

system’s controller was tuned to provide the greatest cancellation performance for a 3 

Hz disturbance. Using the selected controller gain, tests were conducted on the ACT 

system demonstrating significant cancellation. Using position feedback, the 1 and 3 Hz 

disturbances were shown to be cancelled by 80 and 61% RMS. The gyro rate sensor 

similarly produced cancellations of 78% and 75% RMS, for the same frequencies. At 

the higher frequency of 5 Hz, the gyro sensor outperformed the position feedback (25% 

greater at 69% RMS), which was likely due to the fact that the controller signal using 
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the gyro rate sensor is amplified at higher frequencies due to the first derivative term. 

To test the ACT device under a real human tremor signal, the motion was recorded 

from a healthy volunteer and was characterized using a FFT analysis. Results of this 

analysis showed that the frequency components of the individual’s forearm tremor was 

upper-bounded by 3 Hz, and had the greatest amplitude in the 1 Hz range. These results 

confirmed the initial design assumptions that the tremor would exist in the 1-5 Hz 

range. Using the recorded tremor as a disturbance signal, the ACT device was shown to 

produce a 71% RMS cancellation, demonstrating the device’s potential for practical 

use, and exceeding the 50% RMS cancellation goal defined in Section 1.2.4. The power 

draw while operating the tremor cancellation device was also in close agreement with 

the system model’s prediction (within 7%), demonstrating the model’s predictive 

capabilities. In addition, the recorded power showed significant viability for a 

battery-operated device with potential run-times of 1 hr with just 70 grams of battery 

weight.  

The overall success of the ACT prototype serves to demonstrate the active 

cancellation technology enabled by this dissertation. By utilizing the model and 

experimental basis for antagonistic SMA actuation, a highly compact actuator was 

implemented that is capable of functioning in a desired frequency range at a minimal 

power draw. Controllability was also demonstrated both in simulation and experiment, 

where a simple proportional controller was tuned to cancel motion disturbances. The 

ACT system illustrates just one successful instance of an entire range of tremor 

cancellation devices that has significant potential to provide assistance to a diverse and 

very large population in a variety of market sectors including biomedical, military, and 

manufacturing.   
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6. Chapter 6: Conclusion 

 
The goal of this dissertation is to establish an experimental and model based 

scientific understanding of antagonistic SMA actuation to enable a new class of 

hand-held active tremor cancellation. This was specifically accomplished through the 

construction of a model and body of empirical support that provides the necessary 

design insight and predictive power for an antagonistic actuator that ensures stable 

amplitude and high frequency motion with low power draw. The first objective in 

meeting this goal was accomplished through the study of the shakedown process of 

SMA. In this study, a quasi-static design method was developed that was demonstrated 

to allow for stable, high output amplitude under high operating stress (300 MPA). The 

second objective to resolve speed and power issues was achieved through basic studies 

of the convective heat transfer from SMA wires. Part of these investigations resulted in 

the study of the antagonistic architecture and its increased frequency capabilities. 

Studies also focused on understanding the balance of frequency and power through the 

development of a new experimental method capable of collecting data for the 

convective heat transfer coefficient for a variety of SMA wire diameters in any 

medium. The second objective was also satisfied through the development of a novel 

cooling technique using carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The CNTs were shown to improve 

cooling times due to an effective increase in the wire’s surface area. To enhance the 

antagonistic actuator’s predictability, the third objective of this dissertation required the 

development a thermodynamic model. This was accomplished through the model’s 
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derivation and the inclusion of several unique conditions including the effects of wires 

becoming slack, inertia, friction, boiling, and variations in the local heat transfer 

coefficient. Each of these conditions was studied in detail, and the antagonistic model 

was validated for a variety of operating conditions showing favorable correlation. The 

fourth objective of this dissertation required a demonstration of the developed 

antagonistic actuation technology in enabling human tremor cancellation. This was 

accomplished through the detailed study of a hand-held active cancellation case-study. 

The Active Cancellation of Tremor (ACT) device was designed using the 

thermodynamic model and cooling data, and was built to assist individuals suffering 

from essential tremor. In this study, an actual prototype was fabricated illustrating 

potential for lightweight, compact actuation. The prototype was tested to show 

significant cancellation under closed-loop control, exceeding the 50% RMS 

cancellation goal and meeting this dissertation’s fourth objective. This success marks 

the first steps in transforming antagonistic SMA actuation into a viable technology that 

can offer a hand-held, compact, and power-efficient solution capable of meeting the 

challenging actuation and frequency requirements required for a new class of hand-held 

active tremor cancellation systems. 

6.1 Contributions 
The research performed in this dissertation has brought forward several 

contributions in a number of key steps. These include the investigation of a material 

shakedown, the study of SMA wire cooling, the development of a thermodynamic 

system model, and a design case-study of a practical tremor cancellation application. 

6.1.1  Quasi-Static Design Accounting for Shakedown 

To ensure stable amplitude output of an antagonistic SMA actuator while operating 

at high stress, an empirical understanding of shakedown was developed and applied to a 
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graphical design process for an antagonistic SMA actuator. During the shake down 

process, an empirically obtained double-exponential function was found to fit the 

recorded motion loss with high accuracy (0.99 R-value). This important discovery 

allows for prediction of wire performance during shakedown under known loading 

conditions. This allows for greater control in stabilizing the material before installation, 

and allows for the design of actuators functioning at higher operating stresses, which 

are currently set by conservative design rules (Dynalloy 2009). The double exponential 

form of the empirical fit is also suggestive of a physical process dictated by a rate 

constant (as is typically found when modeling diffusion or chemical reactions). This 

work overall gives a greater understanding SMA shakedown that can be used in a 

variety of applications (particularly industrial) where accurate, repeatable motion is 

required. 

The results of the shakedown study were used to develop a graphical design process 

that was applied to an SMA Stabilizing Handgrip (SMASH) to ensure stability in 

output amplitude. For this process, the required operating forces and displacements 

were calculated through the derivation of a dynamic model that developed and applied 

to the M16 rifle. From this model it was found that the quasi-static requirements for 

both the force and displacement (8 N and 2 mm) were shown to dominate the dynamic 

tremor range of 0-3 Hz, and were therefore used to specify the antagonistic actuator’s 

design. By developing a graphical model of the actuator’s loading path, the amount of 

force required to overcome the opposing wire, friction, and internal stiffness was taken 

into account. The wires were shaken down in an experimental apparatus under a load of 

40 N, which was a safety factor above the estimated wire loading requirements of 25 N. 

Using the empirical shakedown model, only 2% decay in motion over the lifetime of 

the installed post-shakedown wires was predicted. Test results with the shaken down 
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wires proved that quasi-static specifications of 4mm in the azimuth and elevation 

directions were met and produced repeatable motion. Overall, these results demonstrate 

that by using the shakedown process for SMA, stable, predictable output motion can be 

produced at relatively high operating stresses. By stabilizing the SMA wires through 

the tested shakedown process, high-amplitude motion can be retained over the 

actuator’s lifetime. This ensures the reliable function of not only the SMASH but also 

any SMA actuation system. 

Further studies on the SMASH demonstrated cancellation in open-loop, revealing 

that the SMA actuated cancellation system was linear – cancelled motion was simply a 

sum of the SMASH actuation motion and the disturbance motion. This result shows 

that a perfect inverse of the known disturbance (i.e. the dominant sinusoidal 

decomposition of a human tremor signal) would theoretically produce zero net motion, 

providing implications for simple open-loop or feed-forward control. The three 

empirically derived heating profiles (square, ramp, and preheat) were tested to 

approximate the inverse of a 1 Hz 2 mm peak-peak sinusoidal disturbance, and almost 

total stabilization (97% RMS) was demonstrated. In these studies, the power 

consumption and cooling medium were not optimized though these preliminary results 

demonstrate a first hand-held SMA actuated tremor cancellation system. With further 

improvements in power consumption and the implementation of a closed-loop control 

system, the SMASH has significant potential to be fielded. Such a system could 

significantly reduce soldier and civilian casualties in the ever increasingly urban 

battlefield. 

6.1.2 Investigation of Convective Heat Transfer 

To balance the trade-off between frequency response and power efficiency of SMA 

actuators, studies further studies were conducted to understand and improve the 
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convective heat transfer from the material. The midpoint transformation method was 

developed as a novel technique to measure the convective coefficient with an accuracy 

that is at present extremely difficult to achieve using conventional means (e.g. using IR 

cameras or thermocouples). The midpoint transformation method is completely general 

and can be applied to any geometry SMA or any size (macro or micro scale) as long as 

motion recovery can be observed under a known heating power. In addition, the 

technique can be applied in situ, where local effects (e.g. flow obstructions), changing 

surface properties over time, and heating effects are difficult to accurately replicate in 

an outside experiment. By measuring these local convective effects, accurate 

measurements can be utilized in system models to ensure frequency specifications are 

met and power consumption is minimized in actuator design. In this dissertation, the 

midpoint transformation method was applied to Flexinol wire from Dynalloy, Inc., and 

used to measure wires ranging from 6 to 20 mils in diameter in various media 

(free/flowing air, mineral oil, thermal grease, and water). Using the general form of 

proposed correlations in literature for the convection coefficient of a cylinder in still air 

and a cross-flow, empirical correlations were generated for each of the ambient media 

tested. Because the all-encompassing fits found in literature typically provided only 

general estimates of the collected data and did not apply well to wires of small 

diameter, the fit parameters were adjusted for each test condition using a GRG 

optimization algorithm. The resulting continuous equations closely followed the 

collected data in relating the power dissipation from the SMA wire to diameter, flow 

rate, and fluid properties (as close as 1.2% average error for water). They also offer 

improvements over conventional correlations (such as Hilpert of Morgan) by 8% for 

water, 36% for mineral oil, and 33% for convection in air. These correlations are highly 

useful in SMA material models where predictions of power draw and actuating 
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frequency can be made. Using the convective data and such models, predictions can be 

made to design actuators operating in optimally chosen cooling media to meet 

frequency specifications yet also function with a minimal power draw. For tremor 

cancellation systems, this would help guarantee cancellation functionality while 

minimizing battery weight (and thus overall system weight) to lead to a highly versatile 

and portable system. 

Further cooling investigations focused on the research and development of a 

treatment to increase the SMA material’s effective surface area and thus cooling 

performance. This treatment consisted of growing carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on the 

wire surface to create vertically aligned microfins of unusually high thermal 

conductivity. Using a DC plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) 

process, vertically aligned nanotubes were grown directly on one half of the wire’s 

surface (lengthwise). The CNT presence and direct attachment to the wire surface was 

confirmed in SEM imaging. The observed nanotubes had average diameters of 30 nm, 

lengths of 2-5 µm, and had an overall density of approximately 2 CNTs/µm2, and the 

shape memory effect was observed to have remained after the CNT growth process. To 

the author’s knowledge this is the first time carbon nanotubes have successfully been 

grown on the surface of NiTi wire (where the Ni particles were used as a catalyst). To 

test the convective performance enhancement, a series of free-cooling tests were 

conducted that showed an increase in the average h value of 19% from 50 W/m2K to 62 

W/m2K over untreated wires. By extending this work, cooling improvements can be 

made without changing the cooling medium or flow rate. This has potential to reduce 

system power consumption (the use of an external fan may be eliminated), and also 

potentially allow for the use of lighter or more cost-effective coolants.  
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6.1.3 Thermodynamic Modeling  

Using the data and empirical correlations gathered from the cooling studies, 

actuation predictability was enhanced through the derivation and validation of a 

thermodynamic model for antagonistic SMA. Because of the selected basis of the 

antagonistic model, incongruities (namely violations of the 2nd law) that traditional 

empirical models can experience (Chung, et al. 2007) were avoided allowing for 

thermodynamically admissible operation. The model also accounted for several 

physical conditions unique to antagonistic actuation. In separate tuning studies, the 

effect of each condition (slack wires, friction, boiling, inertial dynamics, and variations 

in the convective coefficient) were investigated and compared to experimental tests 

ranging from 0.3-10 Hz, encompassing the human tremor frequency range. The 

additional conditions that made the derived model unique were shown to significantly 

heighten tracking performance both in the transient and steady-state responses. This 

improved the model’s overall prediction and utility for design. To further validate the 

model’s accuracy, experimental tests were accomplished using input frequencies 

ranging from 0-10 Hz, duty cycles from 10-45% and wire diameters from 8-20 mil. 

Overall, very good agreement was demonstrated for frequencies below 5 Hz. At these 

frequencies, amplitude prediction matched within 8% with better results in those cases 

where full transformation occurred. Error existed in the transient prediction, but for 

those cases exhibiting partial transformation, slow heating, and reduced cooling time 

(i.e. cases where the wire was not heated or cooled suddenly) the transient prediction 

was more accurate. This was the case for increasing duty cycle, where at 45% the 

greatest accuracy occurred in heating and cooling times (producing only 1% errors). 

These tracking capabilities demonstrate the model’s viability for use in the simulation, 

design optimization, and off-line controller tuning of any antagonistic system operating 

either in open or closed-loop.  
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 With the model experimentally validated, actuation design studies were conducted 

in simulation demonstrating the model’s capability to study a wide variety of 

conditions that would have been an enormous undertaking to conduct using 

experimental methods alone. The studies focused on the key design choices (e.g. 

mechanical advantage, cooling medium, ambient temperature, duty cycle, power draw 

and wire diameter) of an antagonistic system that are necessary to produce motion at a 

desired amplitude and frequency. By varying the mechanical advantage, studies 

showed that an antagonistic system employing the shortest, largest diameter wire 

allowable for the given operating frequency is most the desirable configuration in terms 

of power consumption. This result can be used in many future actuation systems 

requiring a small package size and low power draw. For example, a leveraging 

architecture can be designed to significantly increase portability of hand-held systems. 

This would simultaneously reduce the power requirements enabling a significantly 

smaller battery. Further studies in convection were accomplished through an additional 

study that mapped the required cooling media and power draw for various operating 

frequencies and wire diameters. This valuable mapping can be utilized as a reference 

that can guide design choices regarding wire diameter and operating environmental 

conditions. The ambient temperature was also studied and it was found that a linear 

relationship between required temperature and frequency existed, allowing an engineer 

to predict the expected frequency losses of an actuator undergoing self-heating. A final 

study compared the cyclic response of a single wire actuator to an antagonistic system, 

and it was found that the single wire began to degrade in motion at lower frequencies by 

as much as 28%. This result validates the frequency benefit of antagonistic SMA, 

showing that its use can provide higher cyclic speeds since reciprocal motion can occur 

while the opposing wire is still cooling.  
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6.1.4 ACT Case Study 

Using the antagonistic SMA model and the results of the cooling studies, an Active 

Tremor Cancellation (ACT) device was investigated as part of the general class of 

hand-held tremor cancellation systems enabled by this dissertation. The ACT device is 

demonstrated to provide tremor stabilization through a highly compact motion 

generating platform that is capable of reducing disturbances in the 1-5 Hz range to 

assist individuals suffering from essential tremor. The device was designed through a 

detailed parameter analysis based on the cooling studies in Chapter 3 and antagonistic 

model derived in Chapter 4. This analysis was capable of specifying the SMA actuator 

(i.e. its actuating angle, wire diameter, length, and cooling medium) and its controller. 

Using a suitable set of design parameters form the parameter analysis, a 

proof-of-concept prototype of the ACT system was created. The ACT prototype was 

tested for cancellation under a variety of disturbances including single-frequency 

sinusoids (at 1, 3, and 5 Hz) and a recorded human tremor disturbance, which was 

shown to consist of multiple frequency components in the 1-3 Hz range. The device 

was tested to produce 71% RMS cancellation of the human tremor under simple 

proportional control. This result exceeds the 50% RMS cancellation goal specified in 

Section 1.2.4. It also verifies the model’s predictions for stable operation, and validates 

the use of a proportional controller. This is highly useful in mass-produced systems 

because a simple proportional controller typically requires fewer components, which is 

desirable since it drives production costs downward. In addition, the power draw of the 

tremor cancellation device was measured and found to be close to estimates (within 

7%) produced during simulation, again demonstrating the predictive capabilities and 

accuracy of the model-based design. The recorded power draw showed significant 

viability for a battery-operated device with potential run-times of 1 hr with just 70 

grams of battery weight. The demonstrated size and weight of the motion-generating 
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actuator was also shown to be significantly more compact than traditional actuation 

systems. Overall volume could be reduced to 0.5 in3 for 2 DOF. This is 64% of the 

volume required for two conventional voice-coil actuators capable of producing the 

same motion (H2WTechnologies 2009). 

While in the past technological solutions to human tremor have suffered from 

weight, comfort, and cost issues, the ACT system overall demonstrates a new active 

cancellation technology that uses antagonistic SMA actuators to provide motion in a 

compact, lightweight solution. In general, the ACT system has served to exemplify the 

work of this dissertation by demonstrating the first steps towards a generic technology 

that can be applied to a practical hand-held device, capable of providing assistance of 

the multitudes of individuals currently afflicted by tremor disorders.  

6.1.5 Antagonistic SMA Actuator Characteristics and Design 

Strategies 

Throughout this dissertation, a large amount of information was presented to guide 

the designer in creating antagonistic actuators; the following discussion reviews and 

compiles these findings into three main categories: environmental conditions, 

geometric properties, and electric heating input. Environmental conditions such as 

ambient temperature and the convective properties of the cooling medium were studied 

in detail both experimentally and in simulation through the use of the antagonistic 

model. Geometric properties including diameter, length, and mechanical advantage 

were all characterized by simulating a general antagonistic system and studying the 

specific application of the ACT device. Lastly, the effects of the electric heating input 

on the SMA wires acting in both open and closed loop were also characterized. The 

overall impact of key design variables in each of these three categories is summarized 

with respect to the performance of the antagonistic actuator for tremor cancellation. In 
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light of these aggregated findings, design strategies are suggested to minimize power 

consumption while maintaining frequency, amplitude, and cancellation performance. 

6.1.5.1 Environmental Conditions 

As studied in Chapters 3 and 4, the convective heat transfer coefficient h has 

significant impact on the performance of the antagonistic SMA actuator. Table 6.1 

shows that a 10% increase in the convective coefficient increases the actuation 

frequency by 8% and power consumption by 5%. The ambient temperature is shown to 

have a similar effect, where a 10% increase decreases the operating frequency by 9% 

and power consumption by 5%. Though these effects are similar, it was shown in 

Section 3.1.2 that the convective coefficient can vary over several orders of magnitude, 

from 70 Wm-1K-1 (for air) to 5.5 kWm-1K-1 (for water), while in most applications the 

ambient temperature only varies from -40º C to 60º C. Furthermore in Section 4.3.2 it 

was shown that an ambient temperature above 43º C will not allow the 70º C Flexinol 

wires to cool beyond the Martensite finish temperature, thus developing unacceptable 

levels of stress (above shakedown limit) in the wires. Thus, in comparison to changes in 

ambient temperature, changing the convective coefficient more significantly affects 

frequency and power draw. The convective coefficient is also typically easier to control 

Table 6.1. Effects of Key Design Variables. Each variable is increased by 10% for an 
operating condition of 12 mil diameter, 2 in wire length, and 3-4 Hz frequency range. 
 

Input Variable Output Result (% Change) 

Var. Name %Variation Frequency Amplitude Power 

Draw 

RMS 

Cancellation 

h Convective 
Coefficient 

+10 +8 no effect +5 no effect 

Ta Ambient 
Temp.  

+10 -9 no effect -5 no effect 

Dc Duty Cycle  +10 -2 -1.4 +2 no effect 
d Diameter  +10 -6.7 no effect +11 no effect 
l Length  +10 no effect +10 +10 +7 

r Mechanical 
Advantage 

+10 
  (d +4, l -5) 

-4 no effect -5 no effect 

p Feedback 
Gain 

 +10 no effect +7 +2 +7 
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(e.g. through variations in flow) and can be used to compensate for changes in ambient 

temperature. For example, a reduction in operating frequency caused by self-heating 

(e.g. through the increase in temperature of a liquid bath) may be compensated for by an 

increase in local flow. If the convective coefficient is raised by the same percent as the 

increase in ambient temperature, the frequency reduction will be eliminated and the 

power draw will be unaffected (Table 6.1). This strategy can be very useful in a variety 

of applications and can easily be implemented under closed-loop control. 

Besides convective coefficient there are several additional design considerations, 

discussed in Chapter 3, that must be made when selecting a cooling medium for SMA 

wires. For example, even though water coolants provide the highest convective heat 

transfer (~5 kWm-1K-1) they also possess a high heat capacity, reducing the effect of 

self-heating. However, water coolants are difficult to manage in practical applications 

due to the need for improved sealing and special care for parts to resist corrosion. On 

the other hand, thermally conductive grease could be used to circumvent these issues 

but it is significantly more expensive, has a greater density (increased weight), and is 

difficult to spread evenly throughout a device. Despite these limitations, thermal grease 

does possess one key advantage over the other cooling media, that is, its high thermal 

conductivity (which is up to 115 times greater than air). This allows thermal grease to 

facilitate heat transfer to the environment, reducing the possibility of self-heating. 

Unlike water and thermal grease, oil provided an intermediate level of h-value, 

(between 512 and 997 Wm-1K-1). Oil is inexpensive and does not promote corrosion, 

but like water it does require careful sealing. Ambient air (with zero flow) provided the 

lowest h-value of the media tested in this dissertation, though it is much easier and 

cheaper to use in application, requiring no additional parts or installation. Due to its low 

heat capacity, air should be continuously exchanged to prevent temperature build-up. 
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This can be done through the introduction of forced air where h-values are improved by 

up to 5.6 times, though this benefit comes with the cost of an external fan or other 

means to move the air. An extra advantage gained by using forced convection is the 

ability to make live adjustments of the h-value over a large range (by a factor of 1.7 in 

these tests), such that the balance between cyclic performance and power consumption 

can be adjusted in real-time. Such adjustments may also be used to compensate for any 

losses in frequency performance due to changes in ambient temperature. 

6.1.5.2 Geometric Properties 

Another essential set of variables affecting system performance are the geometric 

properties of the SMA actuator, including the wire diameter, length, and mechanical 

advantage. The SMA diameter not only affects the amount of stress the material 

experiences for a given load, but also impacts its frequency capabilities. Increasing the 

wire diameter by 10%, for example, can reduce operating stress by 18% to prevent 

shakedown (Chapter 2), though this comes with a tradeoff of a 6.7% decreased 

operating frequency (Table 6.1) and 11% increased power consumption. While the 

frequency limitation can be averted through an increase in the convective coefficient or 

decrease in ambient temperature, this would result in even more of a penalty in power 

consumption (see Table 6.1). Thus, it is crucial to consider power draw when selecting 

larger diameter wires to reduce operating stress. 

In addition to diameter, the SMA wire length was shown to significantly affect the 

performance of the antagonistic actuator. For example as shown in Table 6.1, a 10% 

increase in length increases the overall power draw and actuation stroke equally. This is 

due to an increase in material and in surface area associated with the longer length, 

which heightens convective losses to the environment during heating. In the 

closed-loop cancellation studies of the ACT, it was shown that an optimal solution 
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existed for the wire length. Lengths that were too short, for instance, produced 

insufficient motion causing the controller to increase energy delivery. In the case of the 

thermal grease medium, power consumption increased by 51% (from 8.6 to 13 Watts) 

when decreasing the wire length from the 1.8 inch optimum to the lower bound of 1.5 

inches. Lengths that were too long, on the other hand, caused an increase in power 

requirement that was proportional to the increase in length beyond the optimal point 

(which is consistent with Table 6.1). However, this same increase in length did produce 

an equal return in improved cancellation. A 10% increase, for example, increased the 

RMS cancellation by 7%. Although cancellation performance can be improved in this 

way, it is crucial to realize the associated penalty in power consumption. Thus the 

general strategy should be to set an RMS cancellation goal as a constraint, within which 

power consumption can then be minimized. 

In the antagonistic design studies, mechanical advantage (Section 4.3.1) was shown 

to couple wire length and diameter through an additional system parameter r that can be 

varied to achieve increased packaging and decreased power draw. The ACT system 

used this mechanical advantage in the form of an angled wire architecture that was 

studied in Section 5.2.6. In these cases, it was shown that using mechanical advantage 

to amplify motion through a greater input force was a favorable approach in terms of 

power consumption and packaging. Table 6.1 illustrates this fact, where a 10% increase 

in the lever ratio r requires a 4% increase in wire diameter d and a 5% reduction in wire 

length. Overall, this produces a 5% decrease in power consumption, indicating that a 

decrease in mechanical advantage (output force over input force) decreases power 

consumption. Packaging is also improved, as was demonstrated in the ACT design 

where a decrease in wire angle from 65 to 25 degrees reduced the planar surface area by 

as much as 7 times (see Section 5.2.6). The only penalty that arises when using a low 
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mechanical advantage is a decrease in frequency performance (Table 6.1). Thus, as 

discussed in Section 4.3.1, the mechanical advantage should be chosen such that the 

wire diameter performs just above the application’s required frequency so as to avoid 

the build-up stress levels that can induce material shakedown.  

6.1.5.3  Electric Heating Input 

In addition to the environmental and geometric properties of the actuator, it was 

found in this dissertation that the driving conditions can significantly impact 

performance both in open and closed loop control. Under open-loop operation, studies 

in Chapter 4 demonstrated that for a given wire diameter and cooling medium, higher 

duty cycles heated the SMA wires over longer periods of time, producing smooth 

motion (nearing a sinusoid at the upper limit). However, the increase in duty cycle 

presented a drawback in the form of energy losses. For example, a 10% increase in duty 

cycle produces a 2% increase in power consumption (Table 6.1). While this effect 

seems small, it is important to recognize that the duty cycle can be varied by 450% 

(Section 4.3.3). Near the actuator’s cooling limit, increases in the duty cycle decrease 

the available cooling time, producing amplitude degradation. In the same conditions, a 

10% increase in duty cycle produces a 1.4% decrease in amplitude at a constant 

frequency. At constant amplitude the 10% increase in duty cycle produces a 2% 

decrease in frequency. Table 6.1 shows how these effects can be counteracted by 

changing some of the other system variables. For instance, the cooling medium can be 

adjusted to a higher h value or the ambient temperature Ta can be decreased. However, 

this would come with the cost of a further increase in power consumption. 

Under closed-loop proportional control, the design studies of the ACT system 

showed that increasing gain p produced greater cancellation at the expense of an 

increase in power consumption due to higher controller activity. For example, 
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increasing the gain by 10% (from p =10 to p =11) had the effect of increasing the 

actuator’s output amplitude by 7%, which in turn increased the RMS cancellation of the 

actuator by the same amount (see Table 6.1). However, due to the resulting increase in 

controller activity, power draw also increased by 2%. As shown in Section 5.2.5, this 

increase in power consumption can be significant, raising the energy requirements by 

258%, from a gain of 5 to 55. Thus, a conservative controller gain should be selected to 

satisfy RMS cancellation goals (in simulation this was chosen to be less than 1%) while 

meeting the overall design objective of minimizing power consumption. 

6.2 Limitations and Future Work 
While this dissertation has developed several key innovations regarding 

antagonistic SMA for tremor cancellation, it is important to recognize some of the 

current technological limitations and identify directions of further research.  

6.2.1 SMA Material 

While several key issues of SMA have been addressed in this dissertation (namely 

speed, power, and predictability), there are a number of important areas that must be 

addressed to enable its commercial viability. One important matter is the number of 

cycles the wire can withstand before failing (fatigue). It has been reported that the stress 

levels in the SMA wire directly affect the fatigue life for full transformation 

(Bertacchini, et al. 2003). In addition, partial transformation was reported to 

significantly affect the number of cycles to failure. Strain amplitudes between 4.4% and 

8.3% caused failures after 104 and 105, though reports of reducing the actuation 

amplitude below 3% prevented failure beyond 107 and 108 cycles (McNichols, et al. 

1981). This is due to a superficial layer that exhibits brittleness during cooling and has a 

higher risk of developing cracks (Bertacchini, et al. 2003). These effects are 

complications that must be addressed if the material were to be run at high cyclic speeds 
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for long lifetime requirements. For a typical device being used at 3 Hz for one hour a 

day for two years, this amounts to 190E6 cycles. Further methods to characterize the 

number of cycles to failure should therefore be investigated, and studies can focus on 

modeling the relationship between fatigue life and operating stress, temperature, and 

percent transformation to aid in actuator design. 

Material shakedown is another area requiring further attention. Through the work of 

this dissertation an empirical relationship was derived that fit the motion degradation of 

NiTi wire undergoing shakedown with high accuracy (0.99 R-value). This double 

exponential fit is suggestive of two physical processes may be modeled with a rate 

equation. The rate for each of these processes may be dependent on temperature, stress, 

and percent transformation during each cycle and can be modeled through a physically 

derived relationship. By understanding the physical mechanisms of the shakedown 

process, motion degradation can be avoided in future designs with greater ease. In 

addition, using a physical model the design process of a new class of actuators can be 

developed that operate at higher loads yet can react to a predictable motion loss by 

adjusting the wire’s operating tensions. 

6.2.2 Cooling Techniques 

To improve and understand the cooling of SMA wires the midpoint transformation 

methodology was developed as a powerful technique capable of measuring the 

convective properties of any wire geometry in any cooling medium. However, the 

method, as presented, is only valid in the low temperature regimes where conventional 

SMA’s operate. At higher temperatures (e.g. operating regimes of high-transformation 

temperature SMA’s) radiation effects must be accounted for when measuring the heat 

dissipation, which is complicated since the wire emissivity must be known. 

Additionally, the measurement methodology is only able to reliably calculate a 
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convective coefficient at the wire’s mid-point transformation temperature. For fluids 

where convection is dependent on the wire’s surface temperature, a series of 

measurements is required to be taken over a range of SMA surface temperatures. 

Currently the only solution for this problem is to either approximate the relationship 

with existing empirical correlations, or to use a different material that changes 

resistivity with temperature. Both solutions, however, can only serve as estimates since 

existing correlations are known to be approximate and other materials likely have 

different surface features than particular SMA wire of interest. 

Investigations on the use of Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) to improve the cooling of 

SMA wires also had several key limitations that can be addressed in future work. In 

these experiments much lower nanotube densities were observed on the SMA wire than 

what can be obtained on silicon substrates. Additionally, the nanotubes were shorter 

than those grown on silicon. It is likely that with modifications of the PECVD process 

used, greater densities and lengths can be achieved, which would likely improve the 

heat transfer from the wire surface. Additionally, due to the nature of the PECVD 

process only half of the SMA wires were coated with the carbon nanotubes, limiting the 

enhanced cooling effect. Future work can investigate methods to change the orientation 

of the wire and geometry of the cathode to cover the entire wire surface in one 

deposition process. 

6.2.3 Modeling 

The antagonistic model was shown to predict the motion profiles of a generic 

actuator that is representative of a wide variety of systems. It was found that by 

selecting different empirical descriptions for the convective coefficient, more accurate 

fits were produced at each of the tested frequencies. However, it is desirable to have a 

physical description for convection and future work should focus on deriving a 
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relationship based on actuation frequency (inducing local flow) and ambient 

temperature. While this may be difficult to analytically model, dedicated experiments 

can be performed to obtain these relationships. 

For many engineering applications a simple closed-form analytical solution is 

required to provide an estimate of output performance that is easy to solve. While the 

antagonistic model was indeed reduced from a much more general form (requiring a 

PDE solution), the compressive Martensite variable was retained to model slack in the 

system. The retention of this variable, however, reduced the model to a series of 

coupled ODE’s still must be solved numerically, and depending on the simulation 

conditions the solution time very long. For these reasons, and for designs not requiring 

high precision, further model reduction should also be investigated in future work to 

determine a closed-form analytical solution such as the one proposed by (Shaw and 

Churchill 2009) for single wires. 

6.2.4 Active Tremor Cancellation 

To show feasibility of this dissertation’s research the ACT system was successfully 

designed and tested, though several key improvements are still necessary to ensure the 

success and commercial viability. For instance, the ACT system’s output motion 

amplitude was limited to a nominal level of 1 mm, which is not sufficient to stabilize 

large amplitude tremor present in many patients. The assistive device in its current 

form, however, can be used in conjunction with pharmacological treatments, which can 

bring a patient’s level of tremor in the 1 mm range. Additionally, further work can focus 

on increasing the cancellation amplitude without significantly affecting the system’s 

power requirements.  

For the proof-of-concept device a sub-optimal solution was also chosen for ease of 

assembly and testing. Future work should extend on this prototype to create an actuator 
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operating at a smaller wire angle where shorter, larger diameter wires can be used in a 

thermal grease cooling medium. According to the parameter study in this dissertation, 

selecting this type of design would significantly reduce the power consumption and 

reduce the size and weight of a packaged battery (by nearly half). Additional work is 

also recommended test the ACT device in 2 DOF. Since the two DOF’s are currently 

designed to be decoupled, the process is a relatively easy task as the design and control 

of the first DOF would simply be replicated. It is crucial, however, that the DOF’s 

designed in a future prototype operate in the required directions for patient tremor 

stabilization. To accomplish this, characterizations of a patient’s tremor should be 

performed to identify the dominant directions of movement. Trials should also be 

accomplished to characterize the physiological response of the patient’s tremor with 

respect to visual feedback (i.e. stabilized vs. non-stabilized) and to investigate the ACT 

device’s role in rehabilitation. These efforts would be instrumental in extending the 

hand-held ACT device into the marketplace where it will serve as a competitive, 

cost-effective solution. 

6.3 Future Applications and Spinoffs 
While direct uses of the tremor cancellation technology have been illustrated in the 

military and medical case-studies, the fundamental research conducted in this thesis can 

benefit many additional areas. For example, the midpoint transformation methodology 

and growth of carbon nanotubes on SMA has many potential applications in the 

microscale. The use of the Nickel in the NiTi alloy as catalyst particles has allowed the 

growth of CNTs on a metal substrate, which is currently very difficult to achieve yet 

highly desirable due to the direct thermal contact of the cooling fins. Thus certain 

structures requiring a large amount of heat dissipation in a small scale can be built with 

the NiTi alloy. Microscale shape memory alloy actuators can also be built and treated 
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with CNTs to improve their frequency response, which would allow for a class of 

microstructures capable of producing large-amplitude and large-force cyclic motion.  

This dissertation’s antagonistic modeling, combined with the convective cooling 

measurements has also enabled the predictive design of many potential applications 

that require stable, cyclic operation at the upper frequency bounds of SMA. Examples 

of these applications include new types of lightweight and compact pumps, 

electric/mechanical switches, and optical controls. The antagonistic modeling can also 

be used to predict the SMA material’s reaction to changing environments. By knowing 

a changing ambient temperature, for example, and treating it as an input to the model, 

an SMA actuator can be designed to produce a specified motion profile over a 

temperature range. This can enable passively responding structures such as windows, 

vents, safety latches, and automatic shut-off valves where the control, temperature 

sensing, and actuation can all be designed into the SMA material and actuation 

mechanism.  

The general technology developed in the ACT and SMASH case-studies can also 

be extended to several different applications. For example, additional cases of 

human-tool interaction can be addressed including the development of new precision 

instruments for surgeons and manufacturing tools. The vibration cancellation 

technology can also be extended beyond human interaction where disturbances must be 

reduced in a small and compact manner. For instance, antagonistic actuators could be 

embedded in various built structures where they can provide cyclic motion to stabilize 

vibrations caused by seismic events, improving overall earthquake safety. These 

actuators can be cost-effective and in some cases may provide an attractive solution to 

an expensive seismic retrofit. Active cancellation using antagonistic SMA actuators 

can additionally be used in moving vehicle settings where, for example, various 
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electronics and displays can be stabilized to enhance visualization when traveling over 

rough terrain. Overall, the work of this dissertation has developed a base technology 

that has been shown to have significant promise in human tremor cancellation, yet can 

also be extended to introduce new and useful technologies in several market sectors. 

These technologies will not only inspire future research but also and introduce novel 

products in the world marketplace.  
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